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Dedication 
 

For all my single sisters who inspired me to write this book, and for the Kings waiting to 

meet their goddesses/Queens – We Belong Together! 

 

 

Cover Design: Cezanne Poetess 

 

© Artisan Impression 

Touching the Heart…through Art! 

 

Names have been changed to protect the identity of any person I encountered on my journey! 

(Names of the brothers who contributed to this book are authentic). 
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Introduction 

Are you a Single Sister seeking to meet and marry your Soul Mate? 

 

Have you done everything the ‘right way’, and wonder why you still haven’t attracted the 

‘right man’ to settle down with? 

 

Are you concerned that you may reach menopause and lose out on the possibility of having a 

baby while waiting for ‘The One’? 

Do you want to get to the bottom of your relationship issues so you can heal your Self and 

best prepare to Meet Your Match? 

 

If you answered “yes” to any of these questions, this book is for YOU! 

 

I was inspired to write this book while taking part in a Black History Month exhibition in 

October 2013.   A single sister in her mid forties came to view it; she was attractive, talented, 

creative, owned her own business, and seemed in touch with her Self.  We instantly clicked 

and got chatting.  As she viewed my art she commended me on my work, and offered to 

come back with her camera to take some photos, which she did.  She asked if I had any 

children, and I told her I had three ‘suns’.  Looking at me wistfully, Sarah told me she felt she 

may have left it too late to start a family while waiting for ‘Mr Right’.  My heart went out to 

her.  It was this liaison that inspired me to write this book. I wanted to write something that 

would help my sisters meet their soul mate and settle down long before it got to this point. 

So I contacted a number of brothers I know – both married and single – and told them about 

the idea for this book.  I asked what advice they could give to single sisters who are seeking 

marriage opposed to long term dating.  “How should she conduct herself during the dating 

process for a better chance of getting the ring on?”  I specifically asked them “what would 

make YOU put the ring on a woman’s finger?” (Or what made you put the ring on in the 

case of married brothers).  Some I interviewed over the phone, some by email/text, some 

through Facebook (some of the brothers live in the USA), and some face-to-face. 

I was pleasantly surprised at the responses I received!  While the men who contributed to this 

book may not speak for all the brothers on the planet, I believe these are the type of men who 

are ‘husband material’.  I could tell from their responses that they were willing and eager to 

help their sisters out, and had taken the time to sit and really think about the questions I posed 

to them, and to answer them thoughtfully.   

Sisters, over 30 brothers have taken the time to sit down, think, and make a 

positive contribution to this book, so listen to what they have to say! 

This book is an insightful look into what makes men value a woman enough to commit to 

marriage, and also looks into the history of our relationships, which contributes to the way we 
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relate with each other today.  It suggests ways in which we can begin to heal ourselves 

individually, and to help each other to heal in order to form healthy relationships.  It’s not 

meant to be a step-by-step manual, but more of a guide to give you the best chance of getting 

the ring on, or to build a sustainable long-term relationship.  Remember, your ‘in-tuition’ is 

your best guidance, but for the times when emotions are clouding your ability to see sense, 

refer to this book! 

I also wanted to re-write my ‘her story’ after reading a damning review on Amazon for the 

first edition; at its Book Launch I was really proud to say I wrote and published it in six 

weeks, but when I read it again I felt embarrassed by my her story; it sounded egotistical, as 

if I was bragging about how many times I’d turned down marriage proposals.  I now explain 

the real reason why I never married (and probably never will!) 

I am neither for or against marriage; I’ve taken the time to write this book for the women who 

want the ring on. 

Another reason I decided to re-write this book was to include some of the topics we discussed 

at the Book Launch of the First Edition.  I was inspired to design the front cover based upon 

something really profound that one of the brothers said!  

When I started the revision process, I took into consideration the advice I’d received about 

making it more ‘inclusive’.  I was advised not to use the word ‘Black’. However, while 

‘people of colour’ have the same relationship issues as everyone else, we also have added 

challenges.  Right now, I see an agenda being pushed through mainstream music, films and 

media to cause black men to view dark skin as unattractive, and the Black Woman as 

undesirable, except for sex.  There also seems to be an agenda to make black women see 

themselves in a derogatory way, and to believe that their men are either in prison, violent, on 

drugs, unemployed or gay, so they should ‘try something new’.  On top of that, those of us 

who are the descendants of enslaved Africans have even deeper psychological issues which 

many of us haven’t even identified to be the root cause of our personal and relationship 

issues today.  Taking all of this into consideration, I decided to stick to my original plan of 

promoting Black Love, because that’s where my heart is!  If you genuinely fall in love with 

someone from the heart, (not because you were brainwashed into believing they are better 

than your own colour) I support that too.   

Yet I speak for all my sisters who are being left on the shelf when I say in my poem ‘RU The 

One?’ 

“…No other race can take my place, 

I am you spiritual and intellectual equal!” 

 

“There is only one race – the human race” 

Have you heard this said before?  I personally don’t consider this to be true.  If there wasn’t 

something intrinsically different about Nubians (the rightful name for people of colour which 
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I will use from henceforth), there wouldn’t be such an onslaught on our men, women and 

children.  No other race, e.g. Chinese, Jews or Asians are influenced through the media to 

view themselves and each other in a derogatory way, and to mix with other races (whites in 

particular) to ‘better’ themselves.  There must be a reason for this, I believe.  

 

 I am unapologetically pro-Nubian, which doesn’t mean I’m anti-anything else.  I have a 

burning desire to help my people heal from 500+ years of physical and psychological 

warfare, and to re-build our community.  In fact, I welcome anyone who is willing to help me 

in this huge task.  If you are the descendant of an enslaver who feels guilty about how your 

ancestors made their fortunes, you may wish to support me in this struggle.  I encourage all 

races to read this book, as it will help you to understand us better, especially if you are dating, 

or considering dating/marrying an African-Caribbean or African-American.  (Some of us 

refuse to accept that we originate from Africa, due to the fact we have been so disconnected 

from our roots). 

I believe in Love.  I believe in Black Love.  My concern is this; if all Nubian men and women 

were to carry on being influenced by the media to forsake each other and pro-create with 

whites, the black baby will become an endangered species. 

 

There is such a thing as blood-lines.  The elite don’t marry outside of their class, Jews don’t 

marry anyone outside of their race, Asians and Chinese rarely mix outside of their race either.  

They haven’t been stripped of their culture even while living in a Western society.  Was there 

something so great and powerful about African civilisation why it has been destroyed, stolen 

and covered up?  Are its people suffering from amnesia of who they really are?  

 Let me not get carried away.  The point I’m making is #BlackFamiliesMatter! So my 

advice is, if you’re a single sister (or brother) looking to meet and marry your soul mate, 

spiritually, no-one can take the place of your own race.  I might also add here, that there are 

people who look white but have their roots in Africa.  The easiest way to determine this 

would be to find out their blood type.   
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Although this book is primarily written for my single sisters, I advise single brothers to read 

it as well, especially if you are actively seeking a wife or someone to settle down with.  It’s a 

misconception that only women are looking to get married – men are seeking to meet that 

special lady too!  How would this book work if only women were looking for a husband?  So 

if you’re a brother reading this book, great!  As it would help if both parties are in agreement 

when going through the ideas presented in it. 

Plus, any brother who is thinking of dating me, this book is a must-read first! 

I hope the information in this book helps you prepare to meet and marry the right man or 

woman for you, because We Belong Together!     

In your service, 

 

Cezanne Poetess  
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My ‘Her-Story’ 

 What qualifies me to write this book since I’ve never been married?  To answer this 

question, I have to go back to my childhood. 

Growing up, marriage was never indoctrinated into me as much as the religion that promoted 

it.  I was raised in a single-parent household; my mother never married, and never 

encouraged any of her six children to think about marriage before having children either.  

Subsequently, all her children are single parents too.   

When my first ‘sun’ was a week old, I took him to a local church to be blessed.  The 

(African) Pastor asked me about my family history; when I told him the above story, he said 

it was a ‘generational curse’.  He prayed over me and my baby.  This didn’t give me a sudden 

desire to get married, but it did change the way I raised my suns; I indoctrinated the idea of 

‘marriage before babies’ into them at a very young age.  Now aged 23, my eldest sun talks in 

terms of having a wife with whom to raise his future children! 

And me?  The idea of marriage still doesn’t appeal to me – at least, not in the sense of a 

‘white wedding’.  To me, marriage has nothing to do with a ring or signing a register; it’s a 

merging of two souls, mentally, spiritually, emotionally and physically. 

Looking back at my life, I see that I’ve had more than my fair share of opportunities to be 

happily married, or in happy long term relationships.  I met my first steady boyfriend when 

we were just 19.  Roger was everything a woman could desire in a man; good looking, loyal, 

intelligent, funny, charming, financially astute, and…Black!  He had been brought up in a 

loving home, and had no major behavioural issues.  Me, on the other hand, had all sorts; Self 

Love and Self Worth were my two biggest demons.  I didn’t feel ‘good enough’ for him, even 

though he constantly affirmed his love for me.  In the first year I broke up with him multiple 

times, and if it wasn’t for him constantly putting us back together again, the relationship 

would have ended before it even got started.  I made him wait 3 months before having sex 

with me because I was sure he was going to dump me after he got what he wanted.  Knowing 

what I know now, this could well be the reason he committed to me at such a young age.  I 

didn’t do it to get the ring on, but when we were 21, he proposed.   

My mother never once commented on my relationship, even when she saw the engagement 

ring on my finger.  Roger and I did everything together; I spent every weekend at his 

(mum’s) house, he would pick me up from work when he could, we’d go shopping together 

and buy clothes for each other, I was fully integrated with his family and friends, and we 

went to house parties and clubbing together.  I never had any issues with ‘other women’ 

while we were dating; he showed me 100% loyalty. 

Knowing me like he did, when Roger proposed he gave me 3 weeks to give him an answer.  I 

waited until the last day, and then said ‘yes’.  He was so over the moon, that he carved ‘C 

said yes’ into the side of his wooden bedside table.  But that was when I began to sabotage 

the relationship.  I told him I needed some ‘time out’ from him, and in that time I started 

seeing someone else.  The other brother (who was mixed raced) was my soul mate too.  We 
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became best friends as well as lovers.  This didn’t end my relationship with Roger, who was 

so in love with me that he gave me time to ‘make up my mind’.  But now, I definitely didn’t 

feel like I deserved him!  I broke up with them both, and a few years later got pregnant for a 

man who didn’t love me at all. 

Self-sabotage is a direct result of low Self-worth.  I didn’t believe I deserved Roger’s love.  

Where did this idea come from? 

Growing up, I was constantly told I was “good for nothing”, “what-less” (worthless), and was 

labelled ‘the ugly duckling of the family’.  On top of that, I grew up in a church which taught 

that I was ‘born in sin’, ‘a wretched sinner’, and ‘unworthy’.  These childhood negative 

affirmations became my subconscious programming.  I had low self-esteem, a poor self-

image, and lacked self-worth.  Roger helped me to heal in some ways, but most of the work 

had to be done within, and this didn’t begin until years after we split up. He has since been 

happily married for over 20 years.  Yes, that could have been me – but should it have been? 

If I had married Roger, I may never have met my twin soul!  Meeting your twin soul/twin 

flame is a life-changing experience.  The day I met mine was so profound, that I wrote it into 

Year One of my novel ‘Journey of a Sister’.   He also gave his account in Year Five 

(there’s a link to read both free at the end of this book!)   Have you ever met someone for the 

first time, yet felt like you already know them, as if you’ve met them before, perhaps in a 

previous lifetime?  It was the strangest feeling for the both of us.  Although it was love at first 

sight, it was the most difficult of all my relationships.  I didn’t learn about twin souls until 8 

years into our ‘encounters’, and that’s when everything began to make sense.  The constant 

attraction-repelling scenarios were exhilarating, frustrating and painful.  It was through my 

pain that I started writing my novel (I wrote all the sex scenes first!)  I later discovered that 

twin soul relationships are rarely just about the individuals; twin souls meet in order to help 

the whole of humanity to evolve.  If it wasn’t for my encounters with Harvey, I would never 

have started writing my novel.   

This was another relationship I sabotaged.  Despite him being everything I had ‘asked’ for 

(down to a brother who didn’t have any children, so he could be devoted to me and my two 

young boys!), I felt he was too good for me. I was a single mum on a low income, while he 

was a bachelor with no children, had bought his own home, had a well-paying job etc.  Plus 

he was tall, dark and handsome. 

I remember him telling me near the beginning of our relationship in 2001 that all he needed 

was a reason to get up and go to work in the morning.  He was the gift I had ordered, but I 

refused to open it.  At the time I was a church-going Christian (he wasn’t), so I used that as 

an excuse to end the relationship after 3 months.  Of course I saw it as a real reason at the 

time, but looking back, that was just my way of subconsciously sabotaging myself again.   

After ending our relationship I grieved; it felt as if someone very close to me had died.  Seven 

months later I told God I couldn’t do it anymore, and got back in contact with him.  I invited 

him over, but when he came, his demeanour had changed.  He told me “most people only get 

halfway up the totem pole (he liked using metaphors) but we were at the top, and you just cut 
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it off.”  We started seeing each other again, but he never let me back in emotionally after that.  

We continued meeting up occasionally, and even though we had a strong attraction, it 

wouldn’t take long before the repelling set in.  Our sexual encounters were always a spiritual 

experience, but over the years, we grew apart mentally.  I couldn’t have conversations with 

him like Suzanne had with Charles in my novel, and in the end, we were on two different 

wavelengths.   

In 2007, ‘Harvey’ proposed in a round-about way when he claimed during one of our phone 

conversations “I think you’d be very happy married to me!” This may have been his way of 

testing the waters, but instead of me asking if he’s proposing (like Suzanne did in the story) I 

replied “What makes you think that?”  

The relationship had the potential to have been much more than it was, but in the end, it 

degenerated into us just becoming bed buddies. 

I got together with my youngest sun’s father on the rebound from one of my encounters with 

Harvey.  Marvin presented himself as being everything I wanted from Harvey; he wanted me 

and my two suns (then aged 8 and 11) to move in with him and become a family.  I was still 

in love with Harvey, but I accepted his proposal and moved into his 5-bedroomed house.  A 

year later, I had his sun, and that’s when I began to realise I’d made a big mistake.  We did 

get engaged and I had the ring on, but we never got married.  (I shouldn’t even count this one 

really, as I discovered I was living a lie). 

I moved out when my youngest sun was two years old, and started seeing Harvey again a 

year later.  Up to this point, I hadn’t told him I’d had another child.  It wasn’t until he started 

getting serious about our relationship that I told him I had something to tell him.  He was 

shocked (as you can imagine) but we carried on seeing each other.  I believe this led him to 

distance himself from me even further emotionally (understandably so).  So over the next 6 

years, we were just lovers.  He had by now developed a cynicism for me, and often criticized 

things I did or didn’t do. But his criticisms only acted as catalysts to my personal growth.   

The way my novel ended was symbolic of the end of our encounters.  When you’ve had a 

connection like what I had with Harvey, it’s hard to settle for anything less.  In our last 

conversation a year ago we affirmed that we ‘raised the bar’ for each other, but he also 

accused me of being Self-ish and Self-centered (which I took as a compliment) and of 

walking in and out of his life when it suited me.  So I made a conscious decision not to do 

that anymore.  Now, whenever I have fond memories of him, I play Jill Scott’s ‘Cross My 

Mind’ in my mind – and leave it at that.  

I had other soul mates too, including the guitarist I collaborated with for the ‘Seeds of Love’ 

CD.  But in true self-sabotage fashion, neither of the two brothers who I had my babies with 

were my soul mates.  However, I’m grateful that they still play a very active role in their suns 

lives, which allows me to work on my own Self development, to nurture my inner child, and 

to explore my creativity. 

So here I am, supermum to three wonderful suns: 
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I was a broken vessel.  I’ve managed to put my Self back together to 

a certain degree, but I’m still going through the Self-healing process.  

I’ve put my Self through various Self-development programmes to 

build my confidence and Self-esteem, to develop Self Love, and to 

change my mind completely.  I use daily affirmations to re-

programme my mind and re-mind my Self of the person I’m 

becoming.  I learnt how to meditate in order to control my negative 

thinking patterns, which also opened up channels to my creativity.  I 

may have cracks, but I’m now restored, whole, filled, and ready to 

share.  I realize that I can never stop working on my Self as I can tend to relapse; it’s an on-

going process.  One of my affirmations is “As I heal my Self, I heal others.” 

The reason I’ve gone into so much detail about my ‘her-story’ is because I know I’m not just 

telling my story.  Many of us were brought up in abusive households, or were indoctrinated 

into a religion that made us mentally weak (or both).  Thankfully, most of my generation 

have stopped ‘beating the hell’ out of our children, but if you were physically or verbally 

abused as a child (not necessarily by your parents) it has left an imprint on your subconscious 

mind, and it’s this subconscious programming that is causing the results in your life today.  I 

learnt about subconscious programming while trying to find out why I was so talented, 

worked so hard, was ‘following my bliss’, yet was getting very little financial rewards for my 

work.  My subconscious programming ‘You’ll never make anything of your life’ was holding 

me back.  I had to clear my inner clutter of self-defeating thoughts, and re-program my mind 

for success – and it didn’t happen overnight!   

It’s important to note that all this was going on at a subconscious level.  Consciously, I had 

no idea that my subconscious programming was causing me to fail in life.  In order for my 

outer world to begin to change, I had to go within and find my Self-worth. 

I know my mother wasn’t the only one from her generation who programmed her child(ren) 

negatively.  Many descendants of enslaved Africans (especially those from the Caribbean) 

were taught to beat their children mercilessly and speak negatively to them in order to 

weaken their minds, because that’s how they were able to control their bodies.  Raising them 

in a religion that prevented rational thinking further weakened the mind.  For a long time I 

blamed my mother for the way she treated me and found it difficult to forgive her.  Now I 
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realize that she was just en-acting her genetic programming.  If I hadn’t gone through that 

experience, I wouldn’t be on this path today.  So thank you mum! 

I recently discovered a direct link between physical abuse and mind control.  The whippings 

my ancestors endured on the plantations in Jamaica were just as much mental as physical.   

“What’s all this got to do with getting the ring on your finger?” you may be wondering. 

Answer: If you’re considering getting married and starting a family (or are already raising 

children) our children need consciously aware parents.  You will need to be able to protect 

their minds at a young age, so that they can grow to be mentally strong, healthy adults.  

Before you can do that for your children, you have to be that your Self. 

“It’s easier to build strong children than to repair broken adults” ~ Frederick Douglas 

We have to break our generational programming so we don’t pass it down to our children, 

and future generations.  But let me stick to the topic; you want to know how to get the ring 

on, right? 

For those of you who were fortunate enough to have been brought up in a loving home but 

are still having trouble finding your match, it may not be down to programming from your 

parents, but by the media.  If you like watching ‘programs’ on T.V. (tell-lie-vision), reading 

mainstream newspapers and magazines, and you leave your mind open to all kinds of 

subliminal messages placed in them, chances are, you’ve been influenced to believe that there 

are no decent available black men left on the planet.  If this is your belief, how can you 

possibly attract one?  Use your spare time to develop your Self so you can be the best 

possible person you can be when they show up.   

So let’s begin by preparing our hearts and minds to attract Mr or Mrs Right (I’m assuming 

that if you’re a brother reading this book you’re looking for a wife), and know that it starts 

with your Self… 

Identify Your ‘Issues’ 

I’ve identified my issues, have you? 

My main issues were lack of Self Love, and low Self-Worth.  I refused True Love in the past 

because I didn’t love myself.  I’ve sabotaged my best relationships because I didn’t feel 

worthy of them. 

I was finally able to get to the root cause of my issues a few years ago during my own Self-

healing journey: When I was growing up, I was never told “I love you” by my mother (or 

father).  I was never hugged, kissed, or treated in a loving way.  I felt as if my mother didn’t 

even like me, let alone love me.  I grew up in fear of being attacked with the belt 

unexpectedly.  She used to beat me with the verbal intention of “turning my skin like 

leather”.  On one occasion after a beating, my sister came in and asked me if I knew how 

many ‘licks’ I’d taken.  When I told her no, she informed me ‘50’.  Seems like both she and 
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my mother had been counting! I was labelled the ‘ugly duckling of the family’ because I was 

the darkest of the girls, had bow legs, eczema and wore glasses.  I was called a ‘whatless 

(worthless) good-for-nothing croft’ countless times.  The verbal abuse affected me more than 

the physical abuse, because it affected me psychologically; I grew up believing I was ugly, 

worthless and unlovable. 

I had to do a lot of inner work on my Self to get where I am now; with raised Self-esteem, 

learning to love my Self unconditionally and confidence enough to do what I do now.  

It took years of working with Positive Affirmations where I would affirm to my Self things 

like “I, Cezanne am loved and am loveable…I love my Self…I feel good about myself…I 

am worthy… I am confident and competent in my creative work…I am a  brilliant and 

successful artist…I am a prolific writer…I have rich creative talents…I am a channel for 

the Creator to create through… I deserve to have the best of everything…”  The great 

thing about working with Positive Affirmations is that eventually people begin telling you 

what you’ve been telling your Self, without them even knowing it!  Your outer world is a 

reflection of your inner world….   

One of the things I did in order to embody the ‘new me’ was to change my name.   The name 

‘Cezanne’ was given to me at the age of 14; one day at school I was doodling on the back of 

my book in class (obviously bored!) when the name appeared in the doodles.  It stuck in the 

back of my mind all those years I was a blocked writer and artist.  When I started going 

through the process of unblocking (with the help of the book ‘The Artist’s Way’ by Julia 

Cameron), this was the name that came to mind to name my inner child.  You can read ‘The 

Story of My Inner Child’ on my blog (link at the back of this book). 

Sometimes, in order to embody the new person you’re becoming, you have to make some 

radical changes to your life.  Recently, I officially changed my first, middle name and 

surname by Deed Poll (along with my two older suns).  We felt this was necessary in order to 

break the spiritual connection to the enslavers who gave our ancestors their name.  Africans 

put a lot into naming their children, even holding Naming Ceremonies, because they know 

the spiritual implications the name will have on the child throughout their life.  (My youngest 

sun’s father is Nigerian so he inherited his father’s surname).  Many descendants of enslaved 

Africans still have their slave masters names today.  I’m not a slave, so why would I keep a 

slave name, and carry on passing it down to future generations?   

“What’s all this got to do with getting the ring on?” 

Before you can talk about getting married and having babies, you need to get to the root 

cause of any issues you may have.     

Until you are able to identify why you are still single, you are powerless to do anything to 

change it.  Once we identify our issues and fix them, we can then progress to healthy, happy 

relationships. You could come up with all sorts of reasons why you are single, like “there 

aren’t enough decent black men to go around”, or “all the good Black men are already 

married”, or “It’s not ME with the issue, it’s HIM!” 
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We Have to Heal Our Selves! 

 

Where do our relationship issues stem from?  What is the ROOT CAUSE of our problems? 

In order to go FORWARD we have to go BACK 

 

A Quick Our-Story Lesson: 

The Sankofa bird is an Adinkra symbol developed by the Akan people of West Africa, who 

are said to have made up the majority of enslaved Africans.  It depicts a mythical bird flying 

forward with its head turned backward: 

 

‘The egg in its mouth represents the "gems" or knowledge of the past upon which wisdom is 

based; it also signifies the generation to come that would benefit from that wisdom. This 

symbol is often associated with the proverb, “Se wo were fi na wosankofa a yenkyi," which 

translates to "It is not wrong to go back for that which you have forgotten." The Akan 

believe that the past illuminates the present and that the search for knowledge is a life-long 

process. The pictograph illustrates the quest for knowledge, while the proverb suggests the 

rightness of such a quest as long as it is based on knowledge of the past’. 

(SAN = "to return") + (KO = "to go") + (FA = "to look, to seek and take") 

We must go back and reclaim our past so we can move forward; so we understand why 

and how we came to be who we are today. 

You might be wondering why do we have to keep bringing up this whole slavery thing; what 

does it have to do with us today?   

      “First we have to understand our recent history; those of us taken from Africa to the 

Western hemisphere during the enslavement were not allowed to create a family.  It is 
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only in the last 175 years since Maafa that West Indians were allowed to create a family.  

Marriage before 50 is a new concept.  It is unwise to compare ourselves to other groups 

of people; we are still practicing practices taught to us during slavery.  Men had no 

rights over their children.  This is genetic memory, it is taught behaviour.  If we don’t 

understand our history, we won’t be able to understand why we behave the way we do, 

and consequently we won’t be able to correct our behaviour.  There are people who 

don’t know that they don’t know, and there are people who don’t want to know.  The 

reason we can’t go forward is because we won’t go backward” ~ Michael, BIS Publications 

 Before I began studying Our Story, I hadn’t considered that my ‘Independent Black Woman’ 

attitude had anything to do with slavery.  As the descendent of an enslaved African, I had 

inherited an emotional blockage that prevented me from being able to rely on the Black Man 

for anything.  When I got pregnant with my suns, I bought everything for my babies myself, 

even though both my suns fathers earned more money than me.  My two older sun’s father 

(who was from a Caribbean island) impregnated me then disappeared for months on both 

occasions.  He is most likely the descendant of a ‘stud’.  Some enslaved African men were 

only required to ‘breed’ the women without any other responsibility to the children they 

fathered.  They may never have even seen most of the children, who were often sold at a 

young age.  It wasn’t until I learnt of the emotional trauma the women suffered from seeing 

their strongest men ripped in two, and the continuous sexual abuse they endured at the hands 

of the slave traders, that I recognized traces of this in myself.  I began to realize that many of 

us are still suffering from ‘Post Traumatic Slave Syndrome’, as diagnosed by Dr Joy Leary.  

If you refuse to believe that you are, you cannot begin the process of healing your Self.   

Symptoms of Post Traumatic Slave Syndrome: 

Do you look up to the white man while having little respect for your Nubian brother?  Do you 

have an ‘I don’t need a man’ attitude?  Do you wish you were white, or lighter skinned?  Do 

you see dark skin as unattractive?    Do you worship and adore the white Jesus?  Do you beat 

your children mercilessly?  Were you sexually, physically or mentally abused as a child?  Do 

you allow others to abuse your body sexually? Do you find it hard to trust your own people? 

These are just some of the psychological imprints left on your ancestors, which have been 

handed down to you genetically.   

Do you think it’s a coincidence that Caribbean men are more likely to impregnate a woman 

and leave her, than African men?  They are only carrying out their genetic programming.  

During slavery, some of the men were used as ‘studs’ and were only required to impregnate 

the women in order to provide more slave stock, but had no responsibility in raising the 

children. 

The system that was used to ‘break in’ enslaved Africans was guaranteed to be automatically 

passed down from one generation to the next.  The only way it would stop is if the mothers 

stopped passing it down to their children.  But if you don’t know what that system was, how 

will you break it?   
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      “We have documentation about Willie Lynch and his psychological programming; 

part of the programming was to hang, draw and quarter the strongest-looking Black man 

in the community in order to traumatize the observers.  Then they would take another 

strong-looking Black man and whip him to the end of his life – not to death, but until he 

became like a snivelling little youth.   The women and children are observing this.  The 

purpose of it is to traumatize the mind, so they could start moulding it the way they 

wanted it to be. This dropped the frequencies in the women by making them full of fear.  

Then they (the enslavers) would fight the resistance being put up by the women as if they 

were breaking in a horse; as they would say “whip her until all the bitchiness is beaten 

out of her”.  Now they could negotiate through her.  She now looks up to the white man 

as the man (not the Black man), HE (the white man) now has all the masculine energy 

that she fears – not loves – and learns to respect him like the Stockholm Syndrome, and 

begins to love her own abuser.  This is the psychology that you still see happening today 

between Black people.  You mess with the root, you’ve got the whole tree” ~ Siayoum 

Karum, Astrologer 

Pre-slavery, the family was the core of the African community.  The Woman was the nucleus 

of that core, and it ‘took a village to raise a child’.  During the 400 years of our ancestors 

enslavement, families were torn apart, the strongest men were publicly slaughtered and 

humiliated, the women were raped and turned into sex slaves, their children were taken away 

and sold, they were stripped of their names, language and culture, and forced to give up their 

own spiritual practices and worship a false (white) god.  Those left on the Continent didn’t 

escape; they suffered further psychological warfare through Colonialism.   

“What does all this have to do with getting the ring on?” 

In order for us to build healthy, strong, sustainable relationships, we need to heal ourselves 

first. 

 

Are the effects of slavery still affecting us today? 
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Michael Baisden Commentary: Worse Than Slavery 

 

      “I woke up in the middle of the night still troubled by the images I had seen in the 

movie, ‘12 Years A Slave’. I couldn’t get the scene out of my mind of the families being 

torn apart and auctioned off to different plantations; mother and child and brother and 

sister never to see each other again. As my eyes slowly opened... slightly watery I played 

back the horrific sound of the slave masters whip as it tore the flesh off the black female 

character’s back. The sight of the blood shooting profusely from her body made my blood 

boil. I was pissed! 

 

      But my anger wasn’t only for the institution of slavery or the cruel slave masters that 

raped, tortured, and murdered our people, my disdain was focused mainly on those black 

and brown people who don’t realize we are still enslaved…in many ways worse than 

legalized slavery. 

 

      Instead of black families being torn apart at the auction block, millions of black men 

and women voluntarily walk away from their children leaving them vulnerable to rape, 

molestation and imprisonment. There is no need for plantations where we pick cotton in 

the relentless summer heat, those industries have been replaced by “For Profit” prisons 

where the government pays corporate slave masters 60,000 a year to lock away poor 

black and brown people for many more years than whites for the same crime and then 

contract them out to other greedy corporations for higher profits. 

      So what’s worse, a system of slavery where we are forced into violence, ignorance, 

and stabbing each other in the back, or a system where we voluntarily kill and betray one 

another, abandon our children, and refuse to read a book? You tell me! 

 

      What was most disturbing was that the story of Solomon Northup being kidnapped 

and sold into slavery was a true tale. He was one of many thousands, the majority of who 

would never see freedom or their families again. Most of them died breaking their backs 

eighteen hours a day in horrendous conditions. It took him 12 years in the worse 

conditions imaginable to finally make it home. But you and I have the freedom today to 

stop this madness and start working together as a people to improve our social and 

economic condition. But we seem unwilling or unable to do so, and to me, that’s worse 

than slavery! 

 

      And we wonder why other races don’t respect us. We waste our valuable resources 

trying to keep up with the Joneses, we as black men disrespect our women, in frustration 

our women shout, “I don’t need a man!”, we abandon our children out of selfishness, and 

we refuse to pool our resources together and instead beg other races for employment and 

money to educate our children. That’s worse than slavery! 
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      I tried to go back to sleep but I was unable to. I couldn’t help thinking about the 

nearly empty theater I sat in to watch this amazing film. With the exception of the people I 

invited, teacher Mr. Wheeler, and the 20 young men we mentor at Evans High School, the 

majority of people in attendance were white. How in the hell can we expect to move 

forward when we are too lazy or ashamed to acknowledge our own history and pay 

tribute to those who made it possible for us to be here? And that, to me, is worse than 

physically slavery; it’s mental slavery! Wake up people, the fight is not over!” 

 

Please Share This With All Your Friends! ~ Michael Baisden, Bestselling Author & 

Motivational Speaker 

Let’s not ignore what our ancestors endured, but let’s not see ourselves as victims either.  The 

mere fact that we survived shows how mentally and physically strong we are.  As 

Mutabaruka put it ‘Our history didn’t begin with slavery, slavery interrupted our 

history’.  We don’t need to dwell on it, but you need to know what happened to see if you’re 

still affected by it, in order to heal and move forward. 

If you haven’t watched a film about slavery, I suggest ‘Roots’ and ‘Sankofa’.  Films like ’12 

Years a Slave’ and ‘Goodbye Uncle Tom’ are just Europeans trying to keep that part of his-

story alive.  I don’t rush to invest my money into films made by the descendants of enslavers 

(or people paid by them).  I’ve learnt what I needed to learn in order to heal, and I’m not 

interested in watching any more.  I’d much rather watch films about our rich history before 

slavery. 

We now have the opportunity to create a new ‘Our-story’, and leave a legacy for future 

generations.  This involves re-building our community, which starts with re-building our 

families.  But before we can re-build our family structures, we have to fix ourselves 

individually.  Once we correct our genetic programming, we don’t need to keep re-visiting 

slavery – leave that to the descendants of enslavers who love keeping that part of his-story 

alive, especially through films. 

In Year Two of my Self-help novel ‘Journey of a Sister’ the main character Suzanne was 

shocked when she discovered her roots were in Africa.  She had been brought up a Christian 

and new nothing of her history outside of what she had been taught in school.  She 

recognized where her ‘Independent Black Woman’ attitude came from, and why the father of 

her two children couldn’t seem to help doing a disappearing act as soon as she got pregnant.  

It also helped her to correct her own behavioural patterns and to expect marriage before 

having any more children.   

I wasn’t even in a relationship when I wrote the poem ‘We Belong Together’.  The emotions 

I put into it were a direct result from watching the film ‘Sankofa’ the night before.  It 

traumatized me but helped me realise that the cause of our current relationship issues are 

rooted in our past: 

Yeah, I know sometimes I don’t treat you right 
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And I bet you wonder what happened to me 

Why I seem so uptight and angry? 

And all I wanna seem to do is fuss and fight 

And not give you the right to take your place 

As King upon your throne in our home? 

 

But sometimes I can’t seem to help the way I feel, 

It’s like something that’s been passed down to me through my bloodline 

And I need you to help me heal... 

 

See, my brother, my King, 

I’m beginning to innerstand 

That I'm still in an emotional state of shock 

After seeing the things they did to you in our history, 

And the things they did to me! 

So you see, 

There’s a lot of healing that needs to take place  

between you and me, and our community 

And I’m willing to do whatever it takes to help us heal, are you? 

 

Because brother, I want us to be together 

I choose you, not another 

And I’m trying, I’m really trying to heal 

But you’ve got to help me, and I’ve got to help you 

Brother, we need each other, 

I can’t do it without you, and you can’t do it without me 

We’ve got to stick together,  

We Belong Together. 

 

Let’s not let another come between us, 

Let the Love for each other be stronger… 

 

My brother, my King, 

We’ve got to do this together 

 

(We’ve got to heal ourselves) 

 

And I know sometimes I treat you like less than a man 

And yes I know you have your own issues to deal with, 

Lack of employment weighing you down 

Disabling you from providing for me and our children 

‘Cos that’s the way they planned it, 

So that I would not give you your rightful position as ‘My King’ 

But I will do my best to help you in whatever way I can, 

To help you rise and be the man you’re destined to be, to me. 

 

And there are times when I pretend I don’t need you, 

And you act like you don’t want me 
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But the truth is, 

I’m your sister, you’re my brother 

We’ve got to stick together 

We need each other, 

We Belong Together. 

 

(We’ve got to heal ourselves) 

 

And yeah, I know sometimes I verbally abuse you 

Because there’s so much pain inside of me 

But today I pledge to do the best I can 

To help you rise to be the man, 

The KING you’re destined to be. 
 

© Cezanne Poetess 2011 

  

“As BLACK MEN we cannot b***h about the condition of our women if we are not 

PROTECTING our women, RAISING our daughters, or HONORING our mothers. We 

are the WARRIORS, and at some point we must realize that we have failed our black 

women to a certain extent in regards of HONOR and PROTECTION. We must begin 

again to FIGHT for HER and her HONOR; let's build for HER and HER/OUR 

CHILDREN; Let's take her back as our QUEEN and PROVIDE a SECURE environment 

for HER to BE all that the POWER of her FEMI-NINE energy destined her to be, so that 

she can walk in HER DIVINE role in giving LIFE and NOURISHMENT to our 

CHILDREN, our FUTURE”.  ~ Your brother/warrior ~ Tau RA 

 
(Artist Unknown) 
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Jada Pinkett-Smith Speech: “The War on (Nubian) Men through the 

Degradation of (Nubian) Women” 

(She didn’t say ‘Nubian’ but I’m sure that’s what she meant!) 

“How is man to recognize his full Self, his full power 

through the eyes of an incomplete woman? 

 

The woman who has been stripped of Goddess recognition 

and diminished to a big ass and full breast for physical comfort only. 

The woman who has been silenced so she may forget her spiritual essence 

because her words stir too much thought outside of the pleasure space. 

 

The woman who has been diminished to covering all that rots inside of her 

with weaves and red bottom shoes. 
 

I am sure the men who restructured our societies 

from cultures that honored woman, had no idea of the outcome. 

They had no idea that eventually, even men would render themselves empty 

and longing for meaning, depth and connection. 

…He (the Nubian man) doesn’t recognize that the creation of a half woman  

has contributed to his repressed anger and frustration of feeling he is not enough. 

He then may love no woman or keep many half women as his prize. 

He doesn’t recognize that it’s his submersion in the imbalanced warrior culture,       

where violence is the means of getting respect and power, 

as the reason he can break the face of the woman who bore him four children. 

 

When woman is lost, so is man. 

The truth is, woman is the window to a man’s heart 

and a man’s heart is the gateway to his soul. 

 

Power and control will NEVER outweigh love. 

May we all find our way.” 

 ~ Jada Pinkett-Smith 
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I’m fully aware that we are not all of descendants of the enslaved, and it’s important to 

recognise that.  For example, if you aren’t but your partner is, you may still experience 

challenges in your relationship, as you might not be able to understand why he reacts the way 

he does. 

Am I straying from the point of getting the ring on your finger?  No, because getting the ring 

on is just the beginning of your journey together as a couple, and if you both have issues, the 

relationship won’t last the distance.  Statistics say that currently 50% of all marriages end in 

divorce.  You want to fit into the other 50%, right? 

If it’s your sincere desire to meet your soul mate and have a successful long term 

relationship, come into the relationship whole and healed, as best as you can be – and also be 

prepared to help each other heal. 

  

Work on Your Self First 

Ideally, before we think about joining ourselves to another, we must be whole and complete 

in ourselves.  You shouldn’t be looking for someone to ‘complete’ you; both individuals 

should come into the relationship as two whole people, not two halves trying to make a 

whole. 

“A life partner does not complete you; a life partner is icing on the cake of your own 

complete life.  Do not look outside yourself for happiness. Then the relationship you truly 

want and need will come” ~ Lonny Edgerson 

Repeat this Affirmation daily: “I am whole and complete in my Self” 

What are you doing while waiting for your Mr or Mrs Right?  Do you spend your evenings 

watching ‘programmes’ on the tell-lie-vision?  Do you spend them on the phone, or Social 

Networking?  Prepare yourself by becoming the type of person you wish to attract.  

 

Developing Love for my Self and increasing my Self Worth were the first things I had to do 

in my Self-healing journey, before I could begin to make any progress in life.   

I had low Self-esteem, no Self-confidence, and didn’t believe in my Self.  This all had to 

change if I was to begin attracting the things I consciously desired!  It was only once my Self-

Worth had increased to a certain level that I unblocked as a Writer and Artist.  Before that, 
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anything I produced wasn’t ‘good enough’. I would write or draw something and then 

scrunch it up.  I remember being in art class one day at college; I wanted to give up on the 

painting I was doing.  My teacher told me to get up and walk around the classroom and look 

at the other students work.  When I did this, I realized mine was one of the best ones there!  

But because I had been programmed to believe I was worthless and good for nothing, I 

subconsciously believe anything I created was no good as well.  Now, I see everything I 

create as brilliant and valuable!  I’m not giving this book away free because I don’t value it, 

but because I want it to reach as many people as possible so they too can begin the process of 

healing themselves.   I also wanted to honour the brothers who freely made contributions to 

it.  I have such a deep love for my people, and I’m passionate about seeing my community 

heal. I think they are worth the time and effort I’ve put into it. If you think ‘I’m worth it’, you 

are welcome to make a contribution towards printing and distribution of the paperbacks of 

my books and towards the costs of my Book Tour (details are on the very last page). 

Coming from a very negative mindset to learning how to think positively most of the time, 

my life is finally starting to reflect my predominant thoughts! 

Occasionally I watch the X-Factor with my youngest sun ‘Azzy’.  I’m amazed at how some 

people have such high Self-esteem to the point that they become delusional!  They really 

believe what they’re doing is brilliant, when it’s clearly not; they were obviously 

programmed as a child to believe they could be, do and have anything.    

What types of Affirmations did you receive as a child? 

“Well done!” 

“You’re beautiful!” 

“You are precious” 

“You are so smart!” 

Or: 

“What’s that supposed to be?”  

“You are ugly” 

“You are good for nothing” 

“Don’t be so stupid!” 

Re-Program Your Mind 

If like me, you struggle with Self Love and Self Worth issues, you can begin to improve them 

by using daily Positive Affirmations and also doing Mirror Work.  Look at yourself in the 

mirror and speak lovingly to your Self.  Self-talk is a powerful way to change your 

subconscious programming.  So is writing your Affirmations by hand (preferably in blue ink) 

that you repeat to your Self daily.  There are subliminal audios that you can buy and play 
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when you’re in a relaxed state, but I prefer doing it my Self, as I’m wary about what I allow 

into my subconscious mind!  They require you to be in a deep relaxed state so that your 

Conscious mind is ‘shut down’, which then allows the suggestions being made in the audios 

to go directly into your Subconscious mind.  I suggest recording your own Positive 

Affirmations that you compile yourself.  

Always keep them in the Present Tense e.g. “I am the master of all my thoughts and 

feelings” “I have a positive mental attitude” “I have high self esteem”, “I love my Self”, 

“I feel great!”, “I am easily changing my mind for the better” as if they are already 

achieved (as your subconscious mind can’t tell the difference!). 

Here are a few of the Daily Affirmations I use to develop Self-Love, Self-confidence, and 

Self-worth: 

“I am whole, perfect, strong, powerful, loving, harmonious and happy!” (from the book ‘The 

Master Key System’ by Charles F. Haanel) 

“I am a channel for the Creator to create through” (from the book ‘The Artist’s Way’ by Julia 

Cameron; ‘getting out of the way’ helped me to unblock as a Writer and Artist) 

“I am the highest physical and spiritual projection of woman-consciousness; I represent the 

abundance of life in health, wealth, love and beauty” (from the book ‘Sacred Woman’ by 

Queen Afua) 

“I am photogenic” (I never used to like the way I looked in photos!) 

“I feel good about myself” 

“I am worth it!” 

“I can be, do and have whatever I can imagine!” 

When I look at my life now compared to how it was 10 years ago, I know they work!  I used 

to be so shy and timid, I would shake with nerves if I was asked to stand up and talk in front 

of even a small group of people.  When I started performing poetry I used to get so nervous 

that my whole performance would get ruined!  Now, I love entertaining crowds! 

I’m going to let you into a little secret of how I re-program my mind (and also memorize my 

poems).  If you have a smartphone it will be even easier for you to record your Affirmations 

and play them to your Self daily.  Go online and choose some relaxing meditation music from 

YouTube.  Play the music in the background while recording the Affirmations you compiled 

straight into your phone using whatever Voice Memo software you have on your phone.  

Then simply play it back to yourself (using headphones) when you are in a deeply relaxed 

state, ideally first thing in the morning and last thing at night, when you are about to go into 

and come out of your Alpha state (between sleep and wake). It should last 15-20 minutes; 

you can repeat your list 2-3 times in the recording.   

 Keep this up for 30 days/nights in a row, minimum! 
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 If you want help with this process, join me on The Self Love Retreat! (Details at the back of 

this book). These Retreats will run at different times throughout the year in different locations 

around the world, so come and enjoy a relaxing 5 day break nurturing your inner and outer 

Self!  (I can also help you with this process through Skype). 

Love Your Self from the Inside Out 

Your Self Worth shouldn’t rely on anything outward.  If you need clothes, extra hair, nails or 

eyelashes to make you feel good about yourself, you’re only using them to patch yourself up.  

None of these things are wrong per-se (I sometimes wear eyelash extensions for the dramatic 

look!) but you shouldn’t rely on them for Self Worth.  It’s the inner work that counts.  You 

could look the bomb on the outside, but what’s going on within?  Your outer world is a 

reflection of your inner world, so start by developing Self Love from within. Realising your 

beauty comes from within is the first step towards Self Love.  When you fill your Self up 

with Love, you’ll become a Love Magnet, attracting that 

which you are! 

I painted ‘Self Love’ in 2009 while learning how to 

meditate in order to control my negative thinking patterns.  

It is symbolic of our mind being a garden and our 

thoughts being the seeds.  I learnt how to uproot my 

negative thoughts before they could take root, and to 

replace them with positive thoughts, in order to keep the 

garden of my mind well cultivated.  When you are thinking 

positively you radiate positive energy, when you are 

thinking negatively you radiate negative energy.  Your 

thoughts create a frequency which determines what you 

will attract (explained fully in Year Three of my novel 

and in my poem ‘Fertile Soil’).  The sun in the painting 

represents our Solar Plexus (located in the back of our 

stomach) which is where we feel from.  Butterflies in your 

stomach means you’re on the right track! 

 

  

Know Your Self 

Before expecting someone to join you on your journey in life, you should have an idea of 

where you’re going.   

If you have not yet asked your Self the questions “Who Am I?” and “Why am I here?” you 

have not yet begun your journey of Self-discovery!  Most people are frightened of spending 

time alone in the Silence.  They’ll have the tell-lie-vision on for company, or the radio, or 

they’ll get on the phone and call a friend, or build cyber-friendships.  Their own company just 

isn’t good enough.  When you begin your journey of Self-discovery you’ll begin to 

appreciate your own company.  
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“A goddess is a woman who emerges from deep within herself.  She is a woman who has 

honestly explored her darkness and learned to celebrate her light.  She is a woman who is 

able to fall in love with the magnificent possibilities within her.  She is a woman who 

knows of the magic and mysterious places inside her, the sacred places that can nurture 

her soul and make her whole.” ~ Orman Griffith 

Take some time today to just sit in the Silence, on your own.  Switch your phone off (or put it 

on silent if the thought of being totally phoneless is too much).  Close your eyes.  Take deep 

breaths, exhale slowly, and connect with your inner Self.  Stay there.  Don’t start fidgeting 

and thinking nothing’s happening.  Go deeper.  Look deep inside of your Self.  It’s only in 

the Silence that you can begin to hear your inner voice clearly, and connect with the real 

YOU. 

Spend time with your Self, get to know your Self, be happy with your Self, nurture your Self.   

“Meditation is nothing but a time when you can relax utterly into yourself, when you 

close all your doors, all your senses, to the outside stimulus. You disappear from the 

world. You forget the world as if it exists no more – no newspapers, no radio, no 

television, no people. You are alone in your innermost being, relaxed, at home.”                

~ Lonny Edgerson 

 Ask your Self these questions: 

Who am I?   

What is my purpose?  

What is my passion?   

What are my values and beliefs? 

What are my dreams, goals and aspirations?   

Spend time alone, in the Silence, with a notebook and pen, and write down the answers to 

these questions.  Are they clear to you?   

What do you want to be, do and have in this lifetime?  
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Where do you see your Self in a year, two years and three year’s time?  

Before thinking about meeting and getting to know a man, get to know your Self first! 

 (Artist Unknown) 

You may have a list of all the qualities you want your ‘dream man’ to have, but if he were to 

come along, would you be the type of woman he is looking for? (and visa versa) 

Once you have developed Self Love and Self Worth, and fully know your Self, you should 

naturally move on to the next step of beginning to attract your match, if you are sending out 

the right vibrations. 

  

Know Your Worth 

Some advice from our brothers: 

“A Woman has to know her worth and she has to know what she will and will not accept.  

A Woman also has to know that sometimes being alone and being married to her Self is 

one of the best relationships that she can ever be in. LOVE THY SELF. And when she is 

able to do that all things will come to her.” ~ Kushi Myers 

 

“First, know thyself (faith, values, beliefs).  If you don’t stand for something, you stand 

for nothing.  Having a solid foundation will ensure you project outwards your needs...and 

attract the ideal person you deserve.” ~ Livingston Gilchrist (Motivational Speaker and 

Success Coach)  

 

“Know yourself.  If you are insecure and you marry a secure man, no matter how much 

he affirms your beauty, his love for you etc. you will not be able to respond to his love 

and positive affirmations about you.” ~ Bunmi O’Tuminu 
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“Women who are seeking their ultimate eternal soul mate should really concentrate on 

knowing themselves.  Knowing what they truly want in a relationship.  Relationships are 

never going to be easy because we are forever changing beings.  It’s best to be always 

changing for the better. Women should never use sex to get a man, they should use 

knowledge.  Show respect for themselves.” ~ Yeshuah the 1
st
, Conscious Hip-Hop Rapper 

Do you want someone to love you?  Love your Self!  Do you want someone to show you 

respect?  Respect your Self!    Do you want someone to be good to you?  Be good to your 

Self!  Do you want a man to treat you like a queen?  Then act like a queen. 

 

While you are single, use this time to start a Self-development programme.  Decide what 

parts of your character and personality you wish to develop and find a course that will help 

you.  It doesn’t have to be a course you have to go out to do, it can be one you do from home.  

When I was still a blocked writer and artist, I used the workbook ‘The Artist’s Way’ by Julia 

Cameron to help me unblock.  Other books I would highly recommend are ‘Heal Thyself’ and 

‘Sacred Woman’ by Queen Afua.   

“There are different levels of development; we believe that because we’ve got a grown 

body, that makes us a woman or a man; that’s just a growth, but the development doesn’t 

stop because your body’s grown.  It’s inward. It’s about spiritual maturity: spiritual, 

mental and emotional as well as the physical.  It’s about developing all those levels of 

your Self.  It’s that individual connection to the Whole, the Universal.  And that is the true 

relationship to start with, to know.  Our relationships are bringing us back to that 

fundamental principle of ourselves, for us to know what Love is, because even the way we 

think about Love is not Love, it’s about desperation.  It’s about “Oh God, please send 

someone to fill up my emptiness!”  That’s not Love, that’s neediness, it’s a fear of being 

alone, and these things have been played out through the media, through films, to be 

called ‘Love’” ~ Siayoum Karuma 
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Love Attraction 

I’m going to use my poem-song ‘Love Attraction’ (on the ‘Seeds of Love’ CD) to guide you 

through the process of attracting your soul mate.  I was inspired to write it after asking my 

Higher Self to help me write a poem that will guide my sisters along the path of attracting the 

perfect person for them.  It starts off by stating the single woman’s plight: 

I’ve been on my own too long 

And I’m tired of spending my nights alone 

I’m looking for a love that’s true, 

Someone to call my very own. 

 

Lord, can you help me please 

To attract the man of my dreams? 

Tell me what I have to do 

To attract a love that’s true 

Please… 
 

The voice that speaks back in this poem is the voice of my Higher Self, or ‘in-tuition’.  If you 

are a Christian you would call it the voice of the Holy Spirit.  Whether you go to church or 

not, we all have access to this Inner Guidance, it’s just that we were never taught how to 

follow that still, small voice within.  I developed mine by spending hours at a time sitting in 

‘the Silence’.  We were taught to look outside of ourselves for answers, but in this poem, you 

will see how easy it is to tap into your own inner guidance.  So my inner voice replied: 

First, I must heal myself from the emotional damage caused by past relationships 

The hurt, the pain, the wounds that keep opening up again and again 

Each time I’m reminded of a negative experience, it starts a chain reaction; 

I lash out, shout and scream, say words I don’t mean 

And before I know it, I’m alone again! 

 

Are You Carrying Emotional Baggage? 

Do you find yourself reacting in a way you didn’t intend to, based upon something that 

happened in a previous relationship?  If so, you’re still carrying Emotional Baggage! 

How many relationships have you broken off simply because your emotions were out of 

control?  You were still ‘in love’ with the person, but you didn’t know how to express your 

feelings properly.  Or you were carrying old wounds from a previous relationship into a new 

one that you hadn’t fully healed from? 

It’s not only women who carry emotional baggage, men do too!   

 

Some advice from author Nigel Beckles: 
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‘Have you worked through any emotional baggage that may be sabotaging your 

relationship choices?  Many men and women enter relationships with unresolved issues; 

unfortunately these issues eventually surface during the relationship causing unnecessary 

pain and drama.  When you are single make time to work on yourself so you are the best 

version of yourself you can be.’  

(Taken from his book ‘How to Avoid Making The BIG Relationships Mistakes!’)  

                                                                                                                        
So again I asked: 

Oh Lord, show me the way, 

What steps do I have to take 

To find the perfect One for me, 

Who’ll give me the commitment that I seek? 
 

My inner voice replied: 

 

I must learn to drop the emotional baggage 

I’ve been carrying around for years, 

Let go of all my insecurities and fears 

Releasing bitterness, hurt and pain 

Forgiving, so I can heal from within 

And learn to love and trust again. 
 

I found it much easier to forgive my ex’s than forgiving my mother.  My insecurities and 

fears were a result of negative childhood programming, which later affected my relationships 

as an adult.  But holding bitterness and resentment for anyone will only hurt you.  So it’s 

necessary to learn how to forgive and let go, in order to move on and progress in your next 

relationship.  You can either come out bitter, or better. 

Some people use their new relationships as a way to heal from the last one, but this isn’t 

advisable.  Take time to heal properly and learn the lessons gained from your last relationship 

before embarking on a new one – as you might find you’ve only jumped out of the frying pan 

into the fire!  (See back of book for information on my One Day Workshop ‘Self Healing 

through Forgiveness’). 

You Are Not a Victim! 

He did nothing to you that you didn’t allow him to do!  When you love and respect your Self 

you will command love and respect from others – If you display low Self-worth in the way 

you conduct yourself, don’t expect others to give you what you don’t have for yourself.   

When you remain in a relationship way past its expiration date, you are not a victim, you are 

a partaker in the crime!  Respect your Self and move on. 

Sleeping with a Married Man?  
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Women who sleep with other women’s husbands in the hope that they’re going to leave their 

wife for them are only fooling themselves.  On top of that, they are sowing bad seeds.  

Karma will come back and bite your ass!  If a married man will cheat on and leave his wife 

for you, what makes you think he won’t do the same to you?  Leave him to his wife! 

Believe it or not, men are looking for a woman with substance to settle down with.  Don’t 

get me wrong, they love the booty-call woman who they can have for sex with no real 

commitment other than to make sure they arrive before 10pm.  And they love the woman they 

can parade at events like one of their boy toys.  But what they are really looking for is a 

woman they would be proud to introduce to their parents. 

If you jump straight into bed with him, why shouldn’t he assume you’d do the same with 

another man?  Are you wife material?  If you’re looking to get the ring on, you’re going to 

have to change your tactics. 

Sex with the EX 

What do you aim to gain from having sex with an ex?  Most of us have been there, and it 

rarely works out.  If it didn’t work first time around, the only way it’s going to work next 

time is if you’ve both worked through your issues that caused it to fail in the first place.  Are 

you both committed to doing this?   

Something happened about a year ago (with an ex) that made me re-evaluate and reinforce 

my own Self Worth.  If you find yourself acting in a way that causes others to disrespect you, 

use that experience as an opportunity to up your game.  Determine that you will always show 

love, respect and honour to your Self, so that you can in turn receive it from others.  Any man 

who takes advantage of you in your weak moments doesn’t have your best interests at heart. 

So from now on, I’ll be taking my own advice:  

‘…Next time you fancy some sex and you think of your ex 

Keep your fantasies in your panties where they belong, 

And don’t try to turn them into reality…’ 
(from my poem ‘Sex with the EX’ - link to listen at back of this book!) 

 

Having said that, if your ex comes back into your life saying he wants to try again, maybe he 

realises he had a good thing and blew it.  Give him the benefit of the doubt.  If this is the 

case, you stand an even better chance of getting the ring on!  You don’t need to jump straight 

into bed with him since you already know if you’re compatible in that area.  This time 

around, find out how committed he is to making it work.   

Treat the relationship as if you’re meeting someone totally new, and start from the first rung 

on the Ladder to Dating Success (more about that later). 

   

You Attract Who You Are 
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If you have followed the advice in the previous verse of my poem and have released your 

bitterness, hurt, pain and un-forgiveness, you are ready to move on to the next stage: 

And then, I must BE the love I seek for my Self 

I must love my Self unconditionally 

And treat my Self how I’d like others to treat me 

When I fill my Self up with love, I’ll become a Love Magnet 

Attracting that which I am! 

 

The best way to receive love is to give it.   

And who better to start with than your Self? 

My poem ‘Love Attraction’ is about realizing that you’re going to attract someone on the 

same frequency as yourself!   

“Exude love and send it out into the world.  How others treat us is their path and how we 

react is ours…we are what we give.” ~ Wilfred ‘Rawventure’ Campbell 

Some people (both men and women) attract partners who abuse them verbally, physically or 

emotionally.  This doesn’t mean they themselves are violent, but perhaps within, they are 

‘beating themselves up’ about one thing or another.  They may have low self-esteem, or self-

hate issues.  In order to attract someone who is going to abuse you, you have to be on the 

same frequency as them.   In the next lines to my poem she’s looking in the mirror and saying 

“I love you” to herself: 

Self Love has to come first, 

Because if I don’t find love within, 

How can I accept it from him? 

Besides, I cannot give what I haven’t got… 

 

One of the biggest issues I see within our community is a lack of Self Love.  We love and 

admire everyone else but ourselves (generally speaking).  We want to be half this or half that.  

If we are Caribbean, we want to claim our roots are anywhere but in Africa. We have bought 

into the lie that dark skin is ugly.  We have bought into the lie that we need the white 

Jesus/the white man to save us.  We have been taught to love others more than we love 

ourselves.  Religion teaches us to think of ourselves as poor, wretched sinners, and to put 

others first.  How can you have a good self-image if you think of yourself like that?  This 

book is not the platform to discuss how religion was used to develop the slave mentality, but 

if you want to receive unconditional love from someone else, start by loving your Self 

unconditionally.  Accept yourself as the pure and perfect being that you are.  You are not a 

sinner. 

MUSTAKES: The mistakes we must make in life in order to grow. 
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The better person you become, the better person you will attract. Whatever you desire to 

attract in a man/woman, you must first cultivate it within your Self.  Are you loving, kind, 

generous, loyal, happy, and pleasant to be around?   

“It’s about being the type of person you want to see in someone else.”                               
~ Suraj Odekunle, Seeds of Elevation 

 

 
 

When you develop high Self-esteem, you will carry yourself better, and project your image to 

others in a more attractive way.  When you think highly of yourself, others will think highly 

of you too.  

 

‘…When I learn to love my Self in all my natural beauty, 

The person I meet will simply be a reflection of me!’ 
 

 

Advice from Our Brothers 

I asked a number of Nubian brothers: “What advice can you give to your Sisters who are 

seeking to meet and marry their soul mate?” (or to get their man to commit)  

Here are some of their answers: 

 “To look no further than the values they would raise their own sons to have, their fathers 

to have shown, and their brothers to have given.  If they demand that in the men they wish 

to be in their lives, their work is almost done.” ~ Jide aka Knee Deep 
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“Women recite 1 Corinthians 13: 4-13. Where you see the word Love replace with your 

name. If you become the very definition of that which you seek, Love is inevitable.” ~ TC 

Carrier 

 “Learn who men are, and the way we are in this society, and give them space to be men 

in the way they want to be.  The traditional male role has been chipped away at.  It needs 

to be re-inforced.  On the flip side, women have to know themselves and what they’re 

looking for.  Look at the wider implications of Black men in the UK and the challenges 

we face, e.g.  Black men are not respected compared to other men, by the way they are 

portrayed in the media.  Black men are not allowed to exert their warrior spirit.  If that is 

not understood, it can seep into the relationship.  When coming into relationships, scale 

down your list of aspirations.  Whatever you’re looking for in a man, you must reflect 

those qualities yourself.” ~ James Beckles 

“Perhaps spend some more time around men and get to understand how we think. Not to 

say we do not have feelings, but men tend to look at things logically and go by how they 

THINK. Generally speaking we are not as emotional as women (I know I’m generalising 

here). When communicating with a man it is better to be more LITERAL and DIRECT in 

what you are trying to get across (that doesn't mean be rude and that applies to both 

genders).  If I ask you what is wrong and you say "nothing" I am hearing the literal word 

"nothing", so I will think nothing is wrong, even though that may not be what you mean. 

Two last points, if you want to know a good man, look at the way how he treats his 

mother.  Also if we are stressed, we NEED silence.  When we are ready we will come and 

talk to you.”   ~ Dennis Brown 

“Coming from an Afrikan perspective, the advice I would give to the empresses of today 

is to first; understand the concept of marriage and look at it beyond a ceremony of being 

in church, wearing a long white wedding dress and signing so-called ‘legal’ documents. 

Marriage is, and should be a spiritual bond between the two sexes. As an Afrikan man I 

think that a spiritual bond between someone you wish to share the rest of your life with is 

more important and meaningful than trying to follow the Western society tradition. We 

don’t need to be living in a Walt Disney fairy tale, which causes confusion living in an 

illusion.  

It doesn’t mean by doing it that way that your man will stick by you or not cheat. The 

misconception a lot of women who were either born or live in the UK feel that if a man is 

not marrying them in the stereotypical Western way then he is known as someone who 

isn’t serious. A man can already take that time to invest into you and create that spiritual 

connection from just being the father of your child, cooking you food, paying the bills, 

taking you out or whatever he can contribute by making you feel like the empress you 

should be. Even by having a child for you and raising the child with you is a form of 

marriage. Who says you need the slave masters paper to prove that you’re married? I’m 

not trying to say “don’t celebrate it as a special day”, but be more open minded and 
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create the celebration as your own tradition and not by the laws of the European” ~ 

Suraj Odekunle  

“The often repeated ‘happily ever after’ fairy tale ending which presents marriage as the 

perfect conclusion of any relationship can be a huge turn off. I like to believe that 

marriage is like adding permanence to something that is already good and not creating a 

new relationship of which we have yet to taste. Now of course not every person shares my 

view, the idea of starting life as a married couple is attractive to many. But I believe that 

can place a burden of expectation so high that it is only a matter of time before problems 

occur. I’m a romantic, as such I wanted to marry a woman I love, am passionate about 

but equally important, that I had compatibility with and I knew her commitment to both 

me and our children were proven. Too many of us see marriage as means to prevent 

loneliness or infidelity.  I believe that’s a recipe for disaster as both these things can 

happen inside and outside of wedlock.  Some immature men will seek women that desire 

marriage as a means to prove and maintain an unhealthy dependency - the adoring, 

submissive trophy wife that satisfies the male ego. These men ultimately want to marry 

someone like their mother who can treat them like a baby for the rest of their days. 

Likewise I don’t want to become any woman’s father figure or absent babyfather. 

But just as I am a spiritual being demanding certain chemistry, I am also a physical being 

requiring a woman who treats me like a man, and a political being desiring a woman who 

values herself with a level of cultural consciousness. Someone who makes me feel at home 

when we’re together just chillin’, the feminine Oshun to my masculine Ogun.  If we are 

constantly arguing, I am not going to want to spend the rest of my life in conflict. If 

simply looking at you, even when asleep makes me smile, I’m going to want to take hold 

of you and grow old with you. Hence my advice to those wanting to know what makes a 

man like me place a ring on a woman’s finger and say ‘I do’ – it’s knowing that her 

confidence in us mean she wants to get married but doesn’t feel we need to just to keep us 

together. For me that willing inter-dependency is like a drug of the highest spiritual 

potency.”  ~ Toyin Agbetu 

“Don’t chase the ring, chase the relationship.  What does the ring mean?  Where did the 

ring concept come from? Do you want the MARRIAGE or the PERSON? Some women 

only want marriage because they want to fit into what their mother, grandmother, church 

or society tells them to do.  Is that person really compatible for you? There’s an African 

saying; ‘A bird and a fish can fall in love but they can never build a house together’.  

When you chase the ring so bad you lose out on the fundamental issues” ~ Matsinhe 

“Don't love from outside in, that is LUST, love from inside out that is LOVE, a 

relationship is like a good dish, it takes many ingredients; patience, trust, faith, loyalty, 

understanding and lots of Love, and before you accept the smallest handcuff in the world 

(the ring) know it's the right person for the right reason at the right time, then together 

you can shine, by the Divine... Happy relationships!”  ~ Jaiyeola Bagbansoro 
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“For women looking to marry a good Black Man, my advice is don't 'settle', know what 

you want in/from that man and stick to your requirements.  Accept nothing less. Make a 

list, write down your requirements, be realistic, be patient. He will come.  Brothers 

should do the same. Unfortunately we're ruled by emotions and the physical. Once these 

are put aside and focus is put on what we really want in a spouse, a happy life and 

fulfilling relationship will be found.” ~ Brian Quavar 

“What kind of relationship does he have with his parents?” ~ Garry Grant 

“When looking for a husband you must look into his background; if he grew up seeing his 

parents in a happy marriage it would determine his own views on marriage.” ~ Bunmi 

O’Tuminu 

“Observe how they treat their mother, sister and siblings.  Be friends for the first 6 

months.  When he’s talking to you is he looking at your eyes or your breasts?” ~ Rudi 

Seebran 

 “Two words...PAY ATTENTION” ~ Tony, married father of four 

(I asked “To what?”) 

“If we have to spell it out, there lies the problem.  Women in relationships don’t need to 

be told while single women are always left with questions.”  

(I’ve been told!) 

When I was on my 4-month Writer’s Retreat in Ghana last year, I met a brother who 

explained that the reason he married his wife was because she showed a genuine concern in 

his well-being.  She could tell when something was bothering him and would always ask him 

what’s wrong; she knew how to get him to open up and talk to her.  She was attentive to his 

needs, and wasn’t like the city girls who were more fashionable but mainly focused on 

themselves.  However, he said, he still keeps those ones ‘for fun’. 

If your partner is prone to cheating, if they aren’t the loyal, faithful type, there’s nothing you 

can do to change that.  Some men will never cheat no matter how bad the relationship is, 

others will cheat no matter how good it is. 

 

Don’t be so eager to get the ring on that you put yourself in emotional jeopardy.  Watch for 

warning signs of infidelity e.g. turning phone off or putting it on silent whenever they are 
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with you, not being contactable at certain times, lying.  And don’t pretend you don’t know 

when he’s lying; some women choose to ignore their gut feelings, but if you do, you’re only 

setting yourself up for emotional heartache.  If you catch him being dishonest with you, 

gently tell him to be truthful with you, please. 

If you would rather have part of him than none of him, that’s your choice. But would you 

marry a man who you know cheats?  That’s entirely up to you, just don’t expect him to 

change just because he married you.   

Keep your Self centred; “What am I being? What am I doing?  What am I having?”  It’s not 

their actions that matter, it’s your re-actions that count.   

Why are there so many single sisters?   

“Because monogamy is an unrealistic expectation from all men under 30 and half us are 

under 40.  In Africa, monogamy from a man was never an expectation.  We are now 

Christian/European based in our relationship models and those two ideologies are in 

direct conflict with each other. Therefore, most men would rather NOT get married until 

they reach the physical and mental maturity level in which monogamy is not only possible 

but highly sought after” ~ Malcolm Mills 

So if you’re a woman in your twenties seeking marriage, is the answer to consider a man 10 

years older than you?   

Recently I visited my eldest sun.  He was just breaking up with a girl he was seeing.  I only 

caught a glimpse of her as she left, but my spirit took to her (she had natural hair for a start). 

When I looked at her spiritually, I could see a young queen. When I asked why he was 

breaking up with her he told me she wanted commitment, and he wasn’t ready for that.  My 

sun is very mature for his age, and is one of the most loyal, reliable people I know, yet at 23, 

he isn’t ready for marriage.  But I know when he is ready (which I estimate to be in his late 

20’s) he’ll be husband material.   

If you’re a woman in your 30’s-40’s you might be thinking that your chances at marriage are 

even more slim, yet this is a prime age for a man to marry.   But will he be looking for a 

woman in her late thirties to forties if he’s thinking about pro-creating, or will he go for a 

younger woman who would be more likely to be able to bear children?  Alternatively, he may 

opt for an older woman who already has at least one child.  Some men prefer these women 

because they can show skills in child-rearing and maintaining a home.  Younger wives don’t 

have the benefit of experience; the advantage the older woman has is that youth is replaced 

with wisdom.  Many single women don’t even know how to cook.   If this is you, make that 

one of the things you learn to do as part of your preparation for marriage.  If you want your 

husband to come home every evening, entice him with a nice home-cooked meal! 

The older you get the more set in your ways you become, and the harder it will be to merge 

with another soul.  If you’ve been married previously or were in a long-term relationship, it 

will easier.  But let’s assume you’re a woman in her thirties to forties, never been married, 
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living alone, with no children.  You have less time to play with if you’re thinking ‘marriage 

before children’.  How can you guarantee that the next man you date seriously will commit to 

marriage? 

 

Do You Have a Plan to Getting the Ring On? 

‘Know Your Plan’ by Nigel Beckles 

      ‘Do you want to be in a committed relationship or to be married?  Have you got a plan to 

make this happen?  Many women make the big mistake of not saying upfront what they 

expect from a relationship and find themselves resenting their partner because he won’t make 

a firm commitment after months or even years! 

Your plan should be SMART: 

Specific – Do you want a committed relationship or do you want to be married? 

Measurable – How long will you date before expecting a commitment? 

Achievable – Are your expectations reasonable and achievable? 

Realistic – Are your timescales realistic? 

Timely – Is your goal timely (you are not expecting a man to propose within 2 months!) 

Every relationship is different but generally after 2/3 months of dating (dating defined as 

getting to know a man without sexual relations) you should both know whether you want to 

pursue an exclusive, committed relationship or not.  If marriage is a woman’s goal this should 

be discussed at the beginning.  Many women make the mistake of assuming a wedding will 

happen eventually.  Generally, after year one and no longer than 18 months of a relationship 

wedding plans should be discussed providing there are not any major issues.  Research 

indicates if after three years of being in a relationship and marriage has not taken place it is 

unlikely to ever happen’. 

© Nigel Beckles  (extract from his book ‘How to Avoid Making The BIG Relationships Mistakes!’) 

“Have we gone backwards? 

Women, you can’t give a man the following options: 

a) sex without commitment. 

b) Continued sex without commitment and a child is born. 

After he exercises the options YOU gave him, you offer an ultimatum “Marry me or 

else!” I mean really. NOW you want to be someone’s wife, NOW you want discipline, 

NOW you want commitment AFTER all that required all the above has already taken 

place.  This is what we should say in the FIRST place if that is our true desire. It’s like 
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giving a child dessert first, then complaining at the fact that he won't eat his vegetables!  

BACKWARDS!” ~  K. Armstrong  

      Alex Burnett who has been with his wife over 30 years (married for 27) gave this advice: 

      “Make it clear to him from day one what you want from the relationship.  If it’s 

marriage, children and to own your own home let him know.  This could be very off-

putting for some men but at least you will know whether or not he was serious about you.  

(This is not to say that you would like all of the above today). Some men because they’ve 

been hurt in the past may be reluctant to tie the knot, and by you showing your intentions 

may put his mind at ease.” 

I never thought of it like that; men could be afraid to propose because they’ve been hurt in the 

past, but you’re commitment to making the relationship work by demanding marriage could 

actually make him feel more secure – and give him focus, no doubt.   

It’s not often that we talk about how the breakup of a relationship affects the man.  Have you 

ever ended a relationship with a man just in case he ends it with you first, just to protect your 

own feelings?  I know I have.  But it’s time to grow up, and be clear right from the beginning 

of the relationship what you want so that you both know where you stand.   

  

What You Focus On You Attract 

Let’s go back to my poem ‘Love Attraction’; the next stage is to focus on the type of person 

you wish to attract.  Do you focus on what you want in a partner, or what you don’t want?  

Because whichever one you focus on, you’ll attract! (The Law of Attraction doesn’t 

discriminate on your wants/don’t wants). 

Next, I must focus on the things I desire in a man 

Because if I keep focusing on the things I don’t want, 

I’ll just keep attracting the same thing over and over again! 

My desire is the beginning of creation; 

I’m attracting the man of my dreams 

With my THOUGHTS, WORDS and ACTIONS 

And I’m putting it out there with deep-felt gratitude 

“Thank You!” 

 

How are you ‘praying’? 
 

If you were brought up in church like me, you may have been taught to pray and ask God for 

what you need, and then trust that the Lord will provide.  But statistically, there are a lot more 

women in church than men, so what can you do to reduce your chance of being one of the 

sisters who reaches menopause with still no sign of a husband or baby? 

The bible’s formula is ‘ask, believe and receive’ (Mark 11:24) 
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I’m sure you’ve already asked, so what can you do to believe and receive?  The process is 

actually no different than if you’re a non church-goer, believe it or not!  I only discovered 

Universal Laws after asking God why my prayers weren’t being answered.  Yet these Laws 

govern the whole of the Universe which God created!  So whether you’re a Christian or not, 

these Laws apply to everybody; your thoughts, words and actions are the tools that will 

move you closer to your goal of meeting your soul mate, getting married and starting a 

family.  The bible teaches you to ‘speak things into being’. When you speak with emotion it 

acts like fuel to your declarations.   I’ve already explained this in detail in my Self-help novel 

‘Journey of a Sister’ so for now, just ‘have faith’ using this daily exercise.  Repeat this 

Affirmation a few times every day, as soon as you wake up, and just before you go to sleep: 

“I give thanks now that I am meeting and marrying my soul mate” 

 Saying it with no emotion will have little effect, but if you visualize yourself actually in that 

situation, your feelings will provide the attractor factor! 

 

 The idea for my painting ‘Love Bump’ popped into my mind out of thin air. I didn’t plan it, 

and wasn’t thinking anything about its composition when it came to me.  I was simply 

relaxing on the sofa with my eyes closed, listening to a track called ‘Fertile Ground’ by the 

indie group of the same title, when the image just flashed in my mind in all its detail!  Even 

though it was only for a split second it left an impression on my mind, and I was able to draw 

all the detail.  It took about 3 months for me to get around to painting it though, because 

getting pregnant again was not on my List of Things To Do, nor was the ‘White Wedding’.   

When I finally got around to painting it, the symbolic meaning behind it for me was revealed; 

I was also informed that the painting is a tool to help you attract your soul mate!  If it’s your 

desire to meet your soul mate, get married and start a family, you would put yourself in the 

picture and imagine that you are the man or woman married to your soul mate awaiting the 

imminent birth of your child together.  Focus on this painting every day in a relaxed state, 
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and use the Affirmation with it. Imagine what it would feel like to be that woman or man in 

the painting.  The more you do this mental exercise, you should be able to build a clear image 

in your mind without having to look at the painting.  The most important part is to create the 

feelings inside as if you have already met him/her.  How would it make you feel to be in love 

with the man/woman of your dreams, and for them to love you back unconditionally? Get in 

touch with your feelings, feel it NOW!  By the Law of Attraction, you will begin to 

magnetize yourself to the person who is on exactly the same wavelength as yourself.  The rest 

of the time you’re not practising your Creative Visualisation, think and speak positively about 

your situation.   

 

Instead of putting him/her in the future somewhere, plan your life as if you’re expecting them 

to show up any day NOW.   

  

 Write the Vision, Make it Plain! 

 ‘Know What You Want’ by Nigel Beckles 

      ‘What type of man are you looking for?  What type of qualities are you looking for in a 

partner?  People make lists before going shopping for one simple reason; they want to come 

home with all the items they want or need!  The bottom line is, if you don’t know what type 

of man you are looking for you are unlikely to meet him.  Be very clear about the qualities 

you expect in a partner and do not compromise on them or you may fall in the trap of trying 

to change him, setting the scene for potential conflict’. 

© Nigel Beckles, Author of ‘How to Avoid Making The BIG Relationships Mistakes!’  

Be Specific! 

Your thoughts are one level of creation, your words are another.  The written word is 

powerful (that’s why you ‘spell’ words).  In this exercise you’re going to get very clear and 

specific about every area of your life, not just your relationship.    

Your goal is to get your thoughts, words (both written and spoken) and actions in line with 

each other. 

1. Buy an A4 lined book for journaling (if you don’t already have one).  
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2. Put the date.   

3. Make lists of all the things you choose to BE, DO and HAVE. 

Make sure the words you use move you closer towards your desires, not away from them!  

In this society we’ve been taught to use language that disempowers us.  For instance, 

sentences starting with “I can’t…”, “I won’t…”, “I don’t like…”, “I don’t believe…”, “I 

haven’t…. “It’s hard…” etc will literally stop growth, put a block in your way, and stop you 

from achieving.  It is a taught behaviour that is designed to hold you back. 

Words like “I’m trying…”, “I can try…”, “I’ll try…” will cause you to try over and over 

again and never get anywhere.  It is another conditioned behaviour designed to hold you 

back. 

However words like “I am…”, “I can…”, “I will…”, “I have….”, “I believe…” Literally 

promotes growth.  “I am” and “I can” are commands to your Self.  It allows your wants, 

dreams and desires to come true.  Using good words is a learned behaviour.  Whenever I 

hear myself using disempowering statements, I quickly undo it using the Power of Three, i.e. 

I repeat its opposite 3 times.  For instance, if I hear myself say “I can’t do it”, I’ll repeat 

under my breath 3 times “I CAN do it, I CAN do it, I CAN do it!” 

Start with what you intend to BE.  We are human BEINGS first and foremost, so be clear 

about what you choose to BE.  Our natural state is to be happy, peaceful, loving, kind, 

generous, forgiving, harmonious etc.   

Next, write a list of all the things you intend to DO.  I can tell you from experience, that once 

I decided to do the things that made me happy, I became happy and fulfilled!  Now that I’m 

happy and fulfilled in what I do, I expect to HAVE the things I desire (which doesn’t have to 

come from what I’ve produced).  This is called ‘Living an Authentic Life’.  Are you living 

authentically from the INSIDE OUT?  If outward influences determine how you see yourself, 

what you consider to be ‘success’, and how you relate to those around you, you are living 

from the OUTSIDE IN.  

Begin living life authentically by living on your own terms. What does success mean to you? 
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I have successfully raised my two older suns despite being unmarried.  I chose not to work 

outside of the home, but to make raising them my job.  Financially we suffered, but they were 

worth the investment.  The 15 years I spent raising them were an uphill struggle, but I knew 

that I wouldn’t be able to achieve my personal financial goals, what I wanted to provide for 

my suns and future grandchildren, working in a 9-5 job.  I stayed focused on the vision I’d 

created not only for myself and my suns, but for my community. I’m already starting to see 

the fruits of the seeds I planted in them when they were young. 

Lastly, write a list of all the things you intend to HAVE. Can you see how society has turned 

everything backwards?  They tell you that if you get lots of stuff, you will be happy.  So you 

work, work, work to get the money to buy these things and you’re still not happy.  They say 

if you get married, that will make you happy and fulfilled.  Why not just BE happy and 

fulfilled so you have a better chance of being in a marriage that’s happy and fulfilling? 

I’ve listed some Positive Affirmations to get you started, but feel free to make up your own: 

 “I am the kind of person I seek for my Self” 

“I am in perfect health; mind, spirit and body” 

“I am whole, perfect and complete in my Self” 

“I am the Master of all my thoughts and feelings” 

“I have a Positive Mental Attitude” 

“I am happy, loving, kind, generous, forgiving and harmonious” 

 “I am attracting the perfect person for me” 

 “I am meeting and marrying my soul mate” 

“I can FEEL him coming!” 

“I can share my life harmoniously” 

“I can create a new beginning” 

 “I feel secure living in my own home with my husband” 

“I am a loving mother” 

 “I can start a family” 

“I am changing my life drastically” 

“I am ready for love” 

 Anything you wish to experience, visualize it clearly and write it in your journal.  Do this on 

a regular basis, by hand – and remember to give thanks as if it’s already achieved.  I had a 
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powerful vision the other day of handing my eldest sun the keys to his first car. We were at 

an event and I was telling the audience how my suns have always offered me emotional 

support over the years, despite everything I was going through that affected them.  They 

never once accused me of being a ‘bad mum’, or for not being able to provide them with 

things they may have wanted.  In the last couple of years when my eldest sun started 

working, he always lent me money when I needed it, telling me “Don’t worry mum, I’ve got 

your back”.  The vision was so real, that I had tears streaming down my face when I came out 

of it.  If you can get to this point with visualizing your dream partner, you’re on your way to 

seeing him manifest!   

Be Realistic! 

Do you have unrealistic expectations of what you’re 

looking for in a man?  

If a brother shows up and he earns less than you, 

would you consider him?  Many of our men are 

highly intelligent, have ambition and drive, but their 

wings have been clipped by ‘the system’.  Would 

you consider one of them? We have the power to 

help them manifest their dreams! 

The Career Woman in my poem “I Need a MAN!” 

has the nice house, the flash car, all the money in 

the bank she needs, and travels whenever she can. 

The only thing she doesn’t have is…a man.  

However she is open to having a relationship with a 

brother who earns less than herself, as long as he can make himself useful around the house 

(he must have ambition to better himself as well!).  I believe that in this day and age where 

many sisters are in well-paying jobs, it’s important to make an effort to consider dating a 

brother who might be earning less, and not make him feel inadequate in the process.  Allow 

him to be the man even if you have more money than him. 

      “Women need to learn to live within their means and stop putting unnecessary 

pressure on their man; some men get themselves into a lot of debt just to provide for his 

woman.  She has set the bar at an unrealistic level.  Her expectations are unrealistic.  The 

same goes for men; men who watch a lot of pornography have unrealistic expectations in 

their sex life.  If you are a ten-bolt battery, operate at your capacity; be realistic of what 

you are capable of.  In the old days, people were content, they were happy just to have a 

partner.  Nowadays, couples are busy on FB, BB, spending more time Social Networking 

than with their own partner.  Be realistic and operate within the parameters of your own 

relationship.  Stop looking into other people’s gardens and tend to your own soil” ~ 

Bunmi O’Tuminu 
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Rather than focus on what he has materially, focus on the qualities and potential that he 

should have. 

Don’t go for looks alone, either.  Of course there has to be a level of attraction, but be 

prepared to let love grow, instead of thinking it has to be love at first sight.  

  

When I was in Ghana doing research for the sequel to my novel, I stayed with a Jamaican 

couple for about 6 weeks.  They had been happily married for over 10 years, and had moved 

from England and built a lovely house together from scratch.  When she told me the story of 

how they met, I was so inspired that I thought I’d share it with you, as it might help you to 

attract your soul mate too!  Audrey had been previously married; when her husband left, she 

decided to focus on raising her daughters, and remained single until they came of age.  When 

she felt ready for a new relationship, she wrote a list of all the qualities she wanted her new 

man to have.  Rather than keeping this list to herself, she sent it out to all her friends saying 

“if you know anyone who fits the bill, send him my way!” 

Not too long after, she met a brother who ticked every box – except one; he smoked.  

However, she didn’t write him off.  They continued building their friendship and 5 months 

into the relationship, he gave up smoking without her having to give him an ultimatum. 

I learnt a number of lessons from this story.  Firstly, the power of joint-thinking; even though 

she didn’t meet the man of her dreams through any of her friends, they were all thinking 

about the type of man she wanted to attract, which set the Law of Attraction into motion. 

Secondly, sometimes we write a brother off because he doesn’t tick one or two boxes on our 

list.  But with a little patience and gentle persuasion, things may change.  Would this woman 

be happily married now if she had given up on him at the beginning because he smoked?  So 

it’s important to have your list, but it’s also important to know what you can and cannot be 

flexible with.  I ended my relationship with the man of my dreams 3 months into our 

relationship because he wasn’t a Christian.  Some years later, he told me that he was just 

about to commit to coming to church with me when I ended it. 

The truth is, you’ve met many men who were potential husbands, but you turned them down 

for one reason or another.  Am I right? 

Trust that your ‘wish-list’ will come true, but be flexible with it.  The last lines of ‘Love 

Attraction’ are; 

 

Now I trust and let go because I know that 

DREAMS DO COME TRUE. 
 

© Cezanne 2010 
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TRUST and LET GO! 
 

This is the stage I’m at now; I don’t worry or even think about when my soul mate will show 

up – but then I’m not concerned about my biological clock ticking.  If this is your concern, 

relax!  Literally…. 

Creative Visualisation Meditation  

Lie down on your bed or sofa.  Close your eyes and allow 

yourself to relax completely. Starting with your head, 

concentrate on relaxing every muscle in your body; all the 

muscles in your face, neck, shoulders, arms, hands, fingers, 

hips, legs, feet and toes.  If you have some meditation music, 

use this to help you relax.  Once you are in a completely 

relaxed state, begin to imagine what your life would look like 

as if you were already married to your Soul Mate.  Build a 

clear picture in your mind in all its detail; see it, feel it, taste 

it, touch it, smell it.  Imagine what it would feel like to be so 

completely in tune with your soul mate, someone who you can be totally open and free with, 

and who is totally open and free with you.  Someone who compliments you, finishes your 

sentences, whom you can laugh, cry and be completely open with each other. Where would 

you be living? How many children would you agree to have?  What type of lifestyle would 

you be living? Feel the feelings of having it NOW! 

“Know the difference between DREAMS and DESIRES.  Live your dreams, not your 

desires.  Rest, relax, sleep and meditate in order to have your dreams become clear to 

you, and not be overcome by your desires.” ~ Vidal Montgomery 

VISION BOARD 

I learnt about this exercise from ‘The Secret’ DVD: The idea is to create a dream board by 

putting images of things you wish to attract into your life either into a large scrap book that 

you can take with you if you travel around a lot, or on a board that you put on the wall and 

look at every day.  If you are good at manipulating photos, get pictures off the internet and 

put yourself in the photo of places you want to travel to, people you want to meet, the type of 

house you want to live in, the type of car you’d like to drive etc.  I’m not suggesting you get a 

picture of Denzel Washington and put yourself beside him – be realistic!  Find pictures of 

Nubian couples that inspire you, and put them on your board too.  You can even put my 

painting ‘Love Bump’ on there if it’s your dream to marry and start a family.   Imagine 

yourself in a loving, fulfilling relationship.  Think about your desires with power and 

intensity, and feel GOOD about it!  If you can, stick this board on the wall where you will 

see it when you wake up, and just as you’re about to fall asleep. 
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The Power of Joint-Thinking 

The beautiful thing about the Law of Attraction is that it works even better when like minds 

join together!  All the courses I’ve studied on ‘success’ talk about setting up a Mastermind 

Group.  However, like thoughts attract like thoughts!  So wherever you are on the planet, you 

can join your thoughts with others with your own brain-power.  (The story I told of Audrey 

sending out her list to her friends is a good example of this). 

In this exercise I’m going to conduct an experiment.  Remember this Affirmation I gave you 

earlier?  

“I give thanks now that I am meeting and marrying my soul mate” 

I asked you to repeat it to your Self every morning and every night, just when you wake up 

and go to sleep, coupled with your visualization, and deep feelings of gratitude.  I estimate 

that at any time, there will be hundreds of people doing this exercise at the same time as you; 

so wherever you live in the world, someone somewhere will be doing this as well!  Repeat 

this Affirmation 10 times a day. If you do this exercise with a group of like-minded sisters, it 

will be even more powerful!   

Close your eyes and focus on your vision; build a clear movie in your mind of what it will be 

like; add movement, sound, and feelings.  

Can you feel your body vibrating?  That’s the Law of Attraction in Action! The more you do 

this, and the more emotion you put into it, the quicker you will see your manifestation.    

ENERGY + VIBRATION = MATTER 

Now I feel ready for him... 
 

 

 

Are You Ready for Love? 
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Do you believe it’s possible to attract the man of your dreams?  Are you ready for him? 
 

I believe in a Love so true 

But I know I’ve got work to do, 

And I know that when I’m ready 

My True Love will come to me 

 

I believe in a Love so real 

Someone with whom I can feel 

Open and unrestrained 

And with him I can trust again 

 
If you truly believe, the next step is to put ACTION to your faith;   
 

And lastly, I must put action to my beliefs 

Without action there can be no attraction 

(The Law of Attraction is the Law of Love in action) 

So I must DO something positive to cause the manifestation 

of this ‘Love Thing’ that I’m seeking; 

I must create a space for him to appear, 

Clear out the clutter of past interactions 

Cutting ties, saying goodbyes to the love DISTRACTIONS 

Who can’t commit because of their own fears... 

 

Attraction or DISTRACTION? 
 
Perhaps you have an ex hanging around who refuses to let you go, but who won’t commit to 

you either.  Or the brother you’ve been seeing for the last three years who hasn’t gotten any 

further than your bedroom but who you call ‘my partner’.  If you begin to view your 

relationships as an investment of your time and inner-g, you can then decide whether you’re 

making a good investment.  If you’re seeing a brother who hasn’t verbalised any solid plans 

about where he wants to take your relationship, try asking him these questions (when you’re 

both in a relaxed mood): 

 Are you happy with the way things are going so far? 

 Would you want to change anything about this relationship? 

 Do you see us getting married someday? 

 When do you see this happening? (If he said yes) 

 When do you see yourself having children? 

 How many children would you like to have? 

 How far apart in age would you like them to be? 

 How would we handle the finances if we live together? 
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 Who will we spend holidays with when we are married? 

If he’s happy discussing the topic of marriage with you, that’s a good sign.  If his eyes glaze 

over and he loses interest in the conversation, that’s not. 

Ladies, 

When a man speaks of his pending future i.e. marriage & family 

And you’re nowhere to be found in the vision, 

Well, let’s just say 

“HE’S NOT THAT INTO YOU” 

(FB Group: Courtship vs. Dating) 

If you have a brother like that hanging around, clear out the clutter!  Make way for the King! 

 

  
 

Prepare Yourself! 

If you really believe he’s on his way, get ready! 

 

‘Embrace Your Femininity’ by Siayoum Karuma 

“The Black Woman represents the Primordial Womban.  Therefore, she’s supposed to be the 

most feminine.  She’s supposed to be the most balanced being, which means that she is 

FEMININE, and that she respects and embraces the MASCULINE.  She loves the masculine 

because it is part of her.  When a woman is in a physical, feminine body she has to be in tune 

to the integrity of the vehicle, because that’s what the soul has chosen to incarnate in.  

Therefore there’s a role a woman plays when we’re talking about a woman in a feminine 

vehicle that can give birth.  She’s got to innerstand her creative power and how that can be 

used to bring balance to the planet.” 
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Siayoum explained to me that a lot of brothers have to deal with sisters who look 

feminine but act masculine: 

“There are a lot of women who are strangling the femininity in themselves, locking it up in a 

room, and they’re just being this tough, tough….they LOOK like a woman but they’re not 

FEELING like a woman and not OPERATING like a woman when it comes to interacting 

with the male energy.  And if a man is operating in his masculine energy, you’re told to be 

afraid of it, rather than embrace it.  So now it’s “He’s being aggressive”, “He wants to control 

me”….meanwhile he’s just being direct because he has his role. He’s a penetrative 

consciousness, women are receptive.   We have to understand our bodies; men are positive 

down below, women are negative.  Men are negative in their heart, women are positive.  So 

when we have a proper plug-in (-male/+female) you get current running through.  You get the 

operation of the whole thing working harmoniously. 

 A woman needs to be in her Feminine Energy/femininity otherwise the man has nothing to 

interact with.  There’s a difference in THINKING you’re feminine and FEELING feminine. 

It’s about the right relationship between Male and Female.  There has to be MUTUAL 

HONOUR. There has to be MUTUAL RESPECT… Feminine receives the masculine.  Truth 

is reflected even in your anatomy; the eggs are just sitting there.  It’s the sperm that has to 

come along and activate the woman to release the potential of what’s being held there.  

People talk about the moonlight, but the moon only reflects the light of the sun.  In nature, the 

moon goes around the sun, it reflects the sun’s light.  The woman is the moon, and the man 

is the sun.   The woman’s role is to reflect the light of the sun.  If the moon didn’t reflect 

back the light of the sun, the sun wouldn’t know what its purpose was.  It’s like the man and 

the woman; the man is the light; the light penetrates.  The man has an exposed member.  The 

woman’s member is hidden in the darkness.  So when the man projects his light, a woman 

should be able to take in that light and reflect it back to him so that he can feel himself; he 

knows himself because she has reflected him back to himself in all his glory, no holds barred.  

Then he feels strong, he feels his power, and then she makes herself more receptive for him 

to get closer to her.  He’ll give more because it’s a man’s natural urge to want to give, and for 

the woman to receive.  But she is to receive and reflect back, not hold on to that energy and 

not reflect it back to him. 

…If a man is giving and the woman is receiving but she’s not 

reflecting back then it becomes an imbalanced energy.  A man 

will hold back if he’s not being received like a man.”   

I asked Siayoum: How should a woman be in her feminine 

energy?   

“Be open, be gentle, be soft.  There’s no weakness in that.  A 

lot of women are very hard.  The body is an emotional filter, so 

whatever your thoughts and feelings are will reflect through the 

physical form.” 

‘My King’ by Cezanne (the Adinkra symbol represents the sun and moon) 
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I asked: What advice can you give to our sisters to help them balance their feminine 

energy and bring it into balance with the masculine, in terms of a relationship?   

“Firstly, women need to get into a relationship with her SELF.  How she gets in touch with 

that feminine aspect of herself is to be creative; dance, sing, cook, bake, plant things, nurture 

them, music, laugh.  Stop doing all the logical stuff that men are doing.  For a woman to be 

healthy she needs to know that her strongest polarity is the Feminine, which is creative.  The 

Masculine is also creative but in a different way.  They are both creative energies; you have 

thought (male) which is the image, and you have feeling (female) which is the water.  Water 

(woman) receives the impressions; water is impressionable.  When the image is impressed 

upon the feelings, the feelings give form to the thought”.   

 Siayoum’s statement reminded me of something I wrote about in my novel ‘Journey of a 

Sister’:  One night I woke up and ‘sleep-wrote’ the scene where the couple performed their 

first Sex Ritual; the man was doing the visualisation; when he shared the vision of what he 

wanted to manifest with her, and she had built up a clear image in her mind, the ‘gateway’ 

(which is in her) opened, and the seed to his desire was planted. A womban has the power to 

bring things from the non-physical realm into this physical realm, just like babies which are 

souls coming from the spirit realm into this physical world through her.  Yes I know that’s 

deep; in fact, when I first wrote the scene I thought I was making it up!  But it was later 

confirmed in another book I read called ‘The Secret Science to Black Male and Female Sex’ 

by T.C. Carrier.  Since then, I’ve discovered that sex magic is common practice within 

secret societies.  But let’s get back to the topic; you want to know how to get the ring on your 

finger, right? 

 As Nubian women, we must abandon the European idea of what being feminine is and get 

back to our own cultural ways of relating with our men, for our relationships to work.  Men 

are unlikely to put the ring on a woman who constantly challenges them. 

 

“If a woman is not being feminine in her energy e.g. she’s being challenging, controlling, on 

a male polarity it’s not healthy for her.  A woman needs to stop believing her Feminine 

Energy is weak, and to surrender.  A woman shouldn’t use her sexuality to manipulate the 

man’s energy, she should use it to uplift, nourish, heal and restore confidence in the man, so 

he can be himself.  She gives him drive, he gives her direction.  When I say ‘behind every 

good man is a powerful woman’ I’m not talking in the physical sense (although that can be 

the case), it’s about a man who has a strong, cultivated, developed feminine force behind 

him, so he feels that the feminine force fortifies his masculinity.”  ~ Siayoum Karuma 
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(Artist unknown) 

      As part of preparing to meet your soul mate, find out as much as you can about the proper 

way a Nubian sister should interact with her Nubian brother.  The book ‘An Afrocentric 

Guide to a Spiritual Union’ by Ra Un Nefer Amen is a good place to start (it inspired parts 

of my poem ‘R U The One?’ on the ‘Seeds of Love’ CD).   

      “Women are more drawn to cultural things than men, so they need to know what kind 

of man they are looking for.  At the same time, men need to understand that women are 

our mothers (from an ancestral point of view).  When dealing with women, we need to 

remember that they could be our mother, sister or daughter, so we have to look after and 

respect them.  This is a word to the females as well; they need to know that nobody comes 

unto the planet unless through them.  This is part of Yoruba culture.  It’s the mother that 

nurtures the child, the first teacher is always the mother.  If you can’t love your mother, 

you can’t love anybody else.  Within Yoruba culture women learn how to look after 

children, cooking, giving advice, patience, unconditional love, growing up in preparation 

to becoming a partner.  We have to stop trying to copy European culture.  Move away 

from Eurocentric feminism and embrace our own culture.  Women should not chase men.  

The women should show signals to the man that she is interested and let the man do the 

chasing”. ~ Kolade, Teacher: Learn Yoruba in London 
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 Trust Your In-tuition 

“The Feminine Energy was considered weak, because its intuitive power wasn't 

appreciated. We were all taught to THINK, not FEEL” ~ Lonny Edgerson 

Our strongest asset as women is our intuition.  We are governed by our emotions.  We have 

an inner guidance system which we are more in tune with than men.  Not to say that men 

don’t have it as well, but ours is stronger.  Men are more logical; they think, we feel.  If you 

notice that you think more than you feel, you’re using more masculine energy than feminine.  

As Lonny said, that is taught behaviour. 

Your in-tuition is your inner teacher.  How many times have you 

heard that still, small voice within tell you to do something and you 

ignored it, only to exasperatingly say later “If only I had followed 

my spirit!”  Your intuition is there to guide you.  You can feel it in 

your Solar Plexus, located at the back of your stomach.  When 

you’re on the right track you get a good feeling like butterflies. 

When you’re on the wrong track you get that churning feeling, 

warning you that you’re going wrong.  Learn to be guided by that. 

“What makes a womban different from a man is that Feminine 

Energy predominates; that’s the intuition, the unconscious, the 

irrational (that which knows without knowing how it knows).  The Black Womban 

represents the Primordial Cosmic Womb that works out the plans of Creation.   Feminine 

Energy is not limited to a physical body…but if you’re in a feminine body you must be in 

a predominantly Feminine Energy – not that the woman doesn’t have the masculine, but 

the Feminine is your stronger power point.  And a man, his masculine is his strong power 

point.  So when we talk about Feminine Energy, we’re talking about the expression of 

Consciousness Intelligence, learning from within, being able to tap in directly to the 

Universal Source.”  ~ Siayoum Karuma 

I am a life-long learner at the University of Cosmic Intelligence.  Learning to be guided by 

my in-tuition has enabled me to write and paint intuitively, and now to offer Intuitive 

Counselling.  Learn to trust your in-tuition.  Listen to what your inner guide is telling you to 

do, and follow it as often as possible.   But for those times when your emotions are clouding 

your ability to see sense, book a session with me.  Sometimes the things your intuition will 

tell you to do may seem irrational.  For example, about 5 years ago I was at a Business 

Seminar and the speaker was about to give away one of his packages worth thousands of 

pounds, which would have really helped me take my business to the next level.  He told 

everyone to stand on their chairs.  My inner voice advised me to stay standing on my chair 

when everyone else sat back down, then to raise my hand in the air and shout “I WANT THE 

PACKAGE!”  When he told everyone to get off their chairs and sit down again, I was too 

embarrassed to do what my inner voice had advised, and sat down with everyone else.  He 

picked out a random person from the audience and gave away my package!  I was so upset 

with myself that I left during the break; I knew my universe had set that whole scenario up 
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just for me to get FREE business coaching, but I didn’t follow the prompting!  That was a 

harsh lesson to learn, but it taught me to be more in tune to listen and act on my intuition. 

Where relationships are concerned, you feel when something is right or wrong.  Don’t ignore 

the churning in your stomach when you’re going wrong – or the butterflies when you’re 

going right!  Remember, women are governed by their feelings, men by their logic; the two 

are really meant to compliment each other, just like the right and left hemispheres of the 

brain.  If both the man and woman operated in a logical manner, the relationship would lack 

feeling, and visa versa.  As the woman, you must be in touch with the feeling part of your 

Self, which is your femininity. 

  

The Strength of a Woman Can Become Her Biggest Flaw by Author Darren Moxam 

“Throughout the ages it has always been biblical law that the man provides and the woman is 

the lady of the house. She looks after the nest, cooks, cleans whilst the man brings the fruits 

home. However through generations a woman’s independence has come to the forefront and 

as the woman becomes more independent the man becomes less depended on. This is not a 

bad thing as long as balance in the relationship remains. Men have egos and pride, and a 

man’s manhood is easily disrupted if he is not able to show his worth. He needs that ego 

boost as much as he needs to hear the words "You have done a good job." 

It’s like growing up, we tend to be very close to our mothers, even protective towards them 

and every time our mother says “Well done son,” that’s the encouragement we need in our 

conquest and journey towards becoming a man. We are being recognised for our manhood 

achievements, something we require from our spouse later on down the line. 

What women have to realise is that it’s not always about what they can do and what they are 

capable of but more so what they’ll allow us men to take care of. Now when writing 

something like this I tread very carefully because one thing is for certain, a woman that can 

take care of business is the kind of woman any good man needs, so I chose to use the word 

allow, showing I am not against a strong woman. We need a strong woman who will allow us 

that control and if we fail at any time, to have our back because the woman is the backbone of 

the relationship. This is not to say we as men should take advantage knowing you are there to 

pick up the pieces but more there as support for us, knowing we are trying. We are being 

men. 

If a woman works, cooks, cleans, takes care of the children and directs the path where the 

family are heading, becoming overly self-reliant, the balance in the relationship shifts and 

then you have to beg the question; what attributes is he the man bringing to the table?  The 

truth is ladies, we all know that many of you can cook, clean, take care of the children, look 

after the house whilst doing DIY at the same time simultaneously if you put your mind to it 

but because you can doesn’t mean you have to. Let a man take care of his man business. The 

man is called man for a reason. He is there to sweat, get dirty so allow him to be your 
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Mandingo. Then afterwards tell him how much you love him and how much he has done a 

good job even if you could have done it better.”  © 2013 Darren Moxam, Author/Poet/Writer 

While there are brothers who want to be allowed to display their masculinity, there are others 

who would be happy to let you mother them. 

Are you dating a boy in a man’s body? 

 

Another tactic of the slave trader was to get the mothers to raise their boys to be mentally 

weak but physically strong.  I’ve seen sisters who are still enacting this genetic 

programming; they talk down to their sons, don’t allow them to express themselves verbally, 

and rule over them.  These young men grow up not knowing how to express their 

masculinity, so they go to the gym and work out to substitute physically for what they haven’t 

been allowed to develop mentally. 

“A lot of women cater to men’s childishness, selfishness, their little boy.  They become a 

substitute mother to their men (and reinforce it by calling them ‘babe’).  But don’t you see 

what you’re doing?  You’re encouraging men to stay, or revert them into that boyish role.  

When he comes as a man you rebel against it because only one man can be in the house, 

and it has to have the skirt, or it must be you.  What’s going on with that?  It’s like a 

mother, who instead of encouraging her son to be confident in himself to be free and 

independent of her, treats him like a little girl; “Oh, my little boy!” No, no, no! These 

things de-masculate a man because it keeps him as a boy loved by the mother, not a man 

loved by a woman.  And this has been intentionally done (by them), and perpetuated by 

ourselves.   

What you have is the psychology that tells the woman ‘make your daughter independent 

like you’. You can’t rely on a man.  So you train her to be strong and independent.  Now 

the boy, anytime his masculinity comes up, you better put that fire out straight away 

because you can’t be contending to be a man, because there’s only one man (the white 

man).  This is the Willie Lynch psychology.  The Black boy gets suppressed by his mother, 

because she’s scared he’s going to go out and get killed, so he is kept as a boy. They’re 

being effeminated, demasculated. 
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In the 60’s, a lot of brothers were calling out to be recognised as a MAN, whereas the 

white man would just tell you “you’re a boy”.  In Jamaica and other places, the elders 

still want to refer to you as a boy.  You see the psychology?  So what happens now, a 

woman may end up doing what she thinks is loving a man, when she is actually being a 

mother to a son.  Some men will be looking for that.” ~ Siayoum 

 

 In preparation for meeting your soul mate, getting married and raising children,  your daily 

homework is to practice operating in your Feminine Energy as much as possible, and 

allowing the men around you (including your suns if you are raising boys) to operate in their 

masculinity.  If you’re a brother reading this book, your job is to practice exercising your 

Masculine Energy. 

"When you prosper and establish your home, love your wife with ardor. Then fill her 

belly and clothe her back. Caress her. Fulfill her wishes for as long as you live. She is a 

fertile field for her husband. Do not be brutal. Good manners will influence her better 

than force. Do not contend with her in the courts. Keep her from the need to resort to 

outside powers. Her eye is her storm when she gazes. It is by such treatment that she will 

be compelled to stay in your house.” ~ The Teachings of PtahHotep  

  

What are the majority of your thoughts around Love and Marriage?  If you’re thinking one 

thing and saying something else, you’re conscious and subconscious minds are not being 

congruent with each other.  For example, do you often think how nice it would be to come 

home to a husband, or to have the feeling of being ‘in love’?  Then on the other hand tell your 

girlfriends that you don’t need a man, that you’re happy for him to just come and ‘service’ 

you, or that you don’t care if he’s seeing other women, as long as he’s good to you? 

      If you’re one of the sisters who refuse to put up with this nonsense and have been 

patiently waiting for ‘Mr Right’, you’re entitled to a bonus! 

Create a Space for him to Appear 

Here are a few things you can do in preparation for your manifestation: 

 Start a Self-development program/read Self development books 
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 Learn how to cook (if you don’t know). 

 Start a savings plan (if you don’t already have one). Weddings and babies are 

expensive business! 

 Learn about the benefits of aromatherapy oils and massage. 

 Read books and listen to audios that will help you develop a Positive Mental Attitude 

(if you don’t already have one). 

 Start sleeping on one side of your bed in preparation for when he shows up (even 

though he won’t be sleeping there for the first few months at least!) 

 Start a circle with other single sisters who are also seeking marriage and support each 

other by doing the processes set out in this book with them (and include the brothers 

when they show up!).  The circle shouldn’t be broken until you are all married.  

Finding a brother is only the first step.  You will need support throughout the whole 

process until you get married – and beyond! 

Don’t put a time limit on when you expect him to show up; when it comes to time, you have 

to care but not care.  Just trust the process. Believe that everything is working out for your 

good, and that things will all work out in the end. 

  

Don’t Believe the Hype! 

Let’s move to the topic of subliminal messaging in films/the media.  

Have you seen the film ‘A Good Man is Hard to Find’?   

 

The front cover of the DVD shows three Nubian Women looking at a brother.  The 

subliminal message is that a good NUBIAN man is hard to find.   

 Plot Summary and I quote: ‘Amidst claims that the African-American family is slowly 

deteriorating, filmmaker Leslie Small sets out to explore how the role of Black women in 

the family has evolved as the population of Black males continues to diminish.  Small’s 
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film follows three women as they battle temptation (the film has a religious overtone) and 

contend with their personal demons while waging a valiant battle to maintain happy, healthy 

relationships’.   

Try Something New? 

The answer to this ‘dilemma’ according to the media, is to try ‘Something New’: 

 

Storyline: ‘Kenya McQueen is a successful African-American CPA, working her way to the 

top of the corporate ladder – but her life has become all work and no play. Urged on by her 

friends to try something new and to let go of her dream of the "ideal Black man," she accepts 

a blind date with an architectural landscaper named Brian, only to cut the date short upon first 

sight, because Brian is white. The two meet again at a party, and Kenya hires Brian to 

landscape her new home. Over time, they hit it off, but Kenya's reservations about the 

acceptance their romance will find among her friends and family threatens everything. An 

intelligent romantic comedy that chooses to deal with issues of race and perception in a 

straight-forward way, from a point of view not often seen: that of a successful, upper-class 

black woman.’ 

They neglected to mention that there was also an ‘ideal Black man’ fighting for her attention 

(Blair Underwood no less!).  In another film ‘For Colored Girls’ they did the usual thing of 

destroying the Black Man’s image in a number of different scenarios. 

Bodyguard? 

 

In the film ‘The Bodyguard’ it’s the white man who is the Black Woman’s ‘saviour’.  Even in 

the film ‘Blood ‘n Bone’ the brother saves a white woman while the sister is left wanting.  
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What better bodyguard or saviour could a Nubian sister possibly want or need than a strong 

Nubian brother? 

 

Watch out for the subliminal messages placed in films!   

Take ‘Diary of a Mad Black Woman’ as another example.  Here we have an affluent Black 

couple; she had helped him build his business empire over a number of years and supported 

him on his way to the top.  When he finally became successful, he kicked her out of their 

home and moved his white mistress and their love-child in.   

Then there’s ‘Why Did I Get Married?’ and ‘Why Did I Get Married Too’.  Here we have 

three ‘successful’ high earning professional married Nubian couples, yet all of their 

relationships were dysfunctional – plus none of them were having any sex!  What’s that all 

about?  None of the two films showed a loving sex scene (or anything close to it).  Call me a 

romantic, or liking to see the world through rose-coloured glasses, but I would have thought 

that the point of these two films would be to reinforce why Nubian couples should marry; to 

establish loving homes to raise their children in, to build wealth, and to show that it is 

possible for Nubian couples to have successful marriages!  Instead, there was infidelity, 

estrangement, abuse, divorce, and bitter heartache.  The only couple who were really holding 

it together were the character played by Jill Scott and her (gorgeous!) new hubby in the 

second film; but his lack of employment began to cause a strain on their marriage.  So is it 

not possible to be a Good Black Man, loving husband and affluent at the same time?    

 Even the film ‘Coming to America’ had me thinking.  When I first saw it all those years ago 

(before my third eye was opened) I thought it was great.  They actually brought out a film 

with some rich African culture in it!  But now I see Prince Akim leaving his African Bride – 

who they degraded by having her bark like a dog and appear stupid and docile – to go to 

America to pick up a ‘smart’ mix-raced woman.  He then brings her back to Africa to replace 

the African Queen’s position.  What was wrong with all the womben in Africa?  (Notice how 

he went to ‘Queens’ in America to find a bride).  And while he was in America, instead of 

helping the poor Black community he was staying in, he donated his wealth to the two white 

tramps.  Hmmm….  
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Nowadays, imagery everywhere is pointing to our brothers being with white women, and our 

sisters being with white men.  Are you going to believe that this is the way to progress?  Or 

are you going to believe that ‘We Belong Together’?  

Do you want the black baby to become an endangered species? (We’ve already been 

watered down enough!)  

 

 Do you believe that there’s a lack of ‘good Black men?’ Are you thinking about ‘trying 

something new’? 

I just thought of one film that portrayed a brother in a positive light; ‘Are We There Yet?’ and 

its sequel ‘Are We Done Yet?’  The brother (played by Ice Cube) gave up his playboy ways to 

be with a single mother and her two children (played by Nia Long).  The children really put 

him to the test, including wrecking his ‘wheels’.  The couple eventually got married and had 

a baby of their own, amidst all the trials and tribulations.   

You See What You EXPECT To See 

When you think about our brothers, what is your perception?  Do you think “All the good 

Black men are already married” or “Black men are either in prison, on drugs, or with white 

women” or “Most men my age already have at least one child, why can’t I meet a man who’s 

childless, like me?  I don’t want all the baby mamma drama!” Or do you think “There are 

plenty of Good Black Men out there, and I’m going to attract one!” 

You can only see what you perceive.  What is your perception?  

I was counselling a Christian woman who was convinced that Caribbean men don’t want 

marriage.  She asked me whether a Caribbean woman seeking marriage should avoid 

Caribbean men.  I told her that out of the peer group I grew up with, I’m the only one who 

isn’t married, and most of us are Caribbean.  There were six brothers in our peer group (one 

was African and he married a Caribbean sister).  She was concerned because she was 

reaching menopause and wanted a baby, but there was no husband on the horizon.  She had a 

(secret) long-term lover in the Caribbean, and while he was happy to father a child for her, he 

didn’t want to get married.  Because he didn’t want marriage, she had somehow built up a 

perception that ‘Caribbean men don’t want marriage’. 

If you’re not attracting any ‘Good Black Men’, you may need to change the way you think 

about them. 
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Advice from our brothers on how to attract a ‘Good’ Black Man: 
 

      “I really don't consider any man or woman to be good or bad... I feel that we attract 

who we are and if a person can become that person he/she wishes to have a relationship 

with then they can attract that person to themselves....The primary reason for most 

relationships is so a person can work on their spiritual Self and karma! So with that said, 

the more you clear up issues for yourself, the more you ARE the ‘right’ person; the more 

you will attract the person you are looking for.  Become that person who you desire and 

learn to love and understand your Self first before embarking on a love quest.”  ~ Wilfred 

‘Rawventure’ Campbell 

  

 

‘What Grade Steel is He?’ by Vidal Montgomery  

“All Black men are good.  All of them.  Every single one.  Just as there are different grades of 

steel for different industrial and commercial functions, there are different grades of physical 

strength, intellect and intelligence for different life challenges, so it depends upon what you 

want to produce; you would not use cutlery grade steel for skyscrapers (and aeroplanes 

require a different alloy altogether!) 

If you want to produce children, any man who has looked after his physical and emotional 

health will suffice.  If you want to live comfortably in the Western world, a man with 

intelligence/ability to earn £60,000 pa – with or without you – is requisite.  If you want to 

build a nation, and heal a community, cultural awareness and spiritual connections are 

important so just as you blend carbon, iron, and time to make steel, you can actively blend 

these qualities in ALL the men you meet, and then this circle of men will, in my experience, 

attract through the individual partner or partners you want/need to learn what it is you need to 

learn.  A good Black man is a means to wealth, not riches itself (by wealth I simply mean the 

number of phone calls required to realise your dream(s) and by riches, 

I mean material, manifest goods that liberate or enable). 

We know that many of our Black women in diaspora have partnered 

or have been partnering with low grade men to produce high grade 

children; this is not impossible, but unnecessarily difficult in any case, 

there is little sense in berating the Black man for being at the grade he 

is at; as with the steel, the correct additives must be added at the 

correct time to get the strength/consistency, flexibility required” 

 ~ Vidal Montgomery, Professional Double Bass player (photo also 

contributed by Vidal) 
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‘Come from a Position of Self Worth and Self Love’ by Author Kwame McPherson: 

      “As I write I question how one can define who is a ‘Good Black Man’? 

      Is there a differentiation between what is good versus what is bad? And what is that 

definition? What does he look like? Or is it that Brothers themselves are on a journey of 

seeking their own truth and as such, enter relationships whether sexual or emotional where 

the Sister herself is also finding out who she is? 

      I have always wondered about the term, ‘a good Black Man’, its perception and the 

perspective. 

      Is it that Black Men who know themselves, are responsible, considerate, committed, 

strong, compassionate, honest, hardworking and so on are deemed ‘A Good Black Man’? Or 

is it that there are so few of us Black Men who depict all of who a Black Man should be? 

Even then, what does that look like? 

      I must say I found it challenging to formulate advice for Sisters on what counts as a Good 

Black Man, much less on how to seek and marry one. Every woman will have her own 

measuring stick on what that looks like. Plus with everybody carrying with them their own 

stuff, focusing on Brothers is a tad unfair. Sisters need to look at themselves too. 

      There is no prescriptive formula that will enable Sisters to meet and marry a Brother. 

Einstein once defined madness as: ‘doing the same thing over and over again, and expecting a 

different result.’ With that said what have Sisters changed to make things happen for them? 

      So I have tried to list (not exhaustive) what I think a Sister must be and know when 

seeking a Brother: 

* Come from a position of self worth and self love – when you value yourself, someone will 

value you. 

* Do be grounded – that is know who you are, where you’re going and what your principles 

and ethos are. Respect yourself. If you decide to give up the coochie, make sure it’s from a 

position of choice and everybody is clear about what it is and not what you think it is! 

* Do be patient – let him wait. If you’re worth his salt, he will wait as long as he can to be 

with you. If he’s only after one thing, he’ll eventually show his hand and may move on. But 

remember, ‘patient man ride donkey’ or a man will find you to be a conquest and will wait 

you out. You have been warned. 

* Focus on you, your dreams and goals – don’t worry about tomorrow, it will take care of 

itself. 

* There must be compatibility and this is goes beyond the physical. Chemistry is also 

important since this will help going through the rough times. It doesn’t make sense being 

with someone for the sake of it. 
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* Don’t be in a hurry to find love – that’s when the mistakes occur, since everything that 

comes your way will look like the ‘one’, only for you to be disappointed. Take your time. 

Find YOU first. Then he’ll find you! 

* Don’t believe that you’re too old to find love or ‘the one’ – like above; every person is on 

their own journey. When you are ready within yourself, you’ll find the one – as a matter of 

fact, he’ll find you. 

* Don’t be distracted by lyrics, sweet talk, and materialism or be driven by societal 

definitions of who a Black Man should be – this is a misconception. Not all Brothers are tall, 

dark and handsome, like a Denzel or Idris; nor do they own a yacht or drive a Bentley car like 

a Foxx. 

* Don’t think you’ll find a ‘good Black man’ in a nightclub – if that’s your interest fine but 

be warned many Brothers go to nightclubs to have fun, not to find a wife (not saying that 

doesn’t happen, question is, will it happen to you?). 

* Don’t give up the coochie (unless you feel you want or need to) too quickly – if he’s worth 

his weight in wanting to be with you, he’ll wait. If not, he’ll eat and run (pardon the pun!). 

Sometimes resulting in an unwanted expectation in the sound of little feet! 

* Don’t build a relationship based on lust – it will never last (though there maybe the odd 

exception to this rule). 

* Do go to places where you are intellectually challenged – such as the theatre, museum, art 

galleries, libraries, meetup events; guarantee that you will find someone who stimulates the 

cerebral. If that is not your thing, no problem, just be aware of where you go and who you’re 

attracting. That will be a big indicator. 

* And finally, just be true to yourself. A lifelong marriage and the ring will all come when 

and if it comes.” ~ Kwame M.A. McPherson © Oct 2013 (Authorprenuer/Poet/Writer)  

  

‘Do as you FEEL and don't moderate too much!’  by Byron Deslandes 

Meeting ‘a Good Black Man’ is never easy and should be expected to take a little time but I'd 

say; sign up to a good dating website (not free) as one way to screen as many guys as 

possible and to assess how they present themselves. Also, talk to men that do everyday jobs 

but that seem to have that little extra about themselves.  Allow friends to introduce you to 

someone that they think you might like and vice versa. Clubs... Not really best places as a bit 

hit and miss (especially for girls trying to find guys).  

Church... Maybe.  

Once found or screening... Keep it real! Do as you feel and don't moderate too much!  By that 

I mean don't not do something because you think it too soon or set things to occur only when 
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you dictate. Sex is best gotten out the way early (only if you feel that chemistry exists 

strongly between you) because the longer it is left, the more pressure, tension, expectation it 

builds. Sometimes that can be good but other times it can also be very bad and majorly anti-

climatic which you don't want (or him for that matter). I say, if it's clear that's all a guy wants 

from you is sex then give him nothing!  But if you happen to be speaking to a man who is 

sharing the clear plans that he has for himself and through talking you both see where you 

could both feature as a complement to each other then you decide if anything should happen 

before time.... Finding someone that wants to be a complement to your life is hard... 

And equally someone who knows themselves and who is always prepared to engage in direct, 

honest communication (even in the face of a disagreement)... Is tough.  

And not to mention... To find that same someone that ignites and stirs you passionately just at 

the mere thought of them (and you and all you might do).... Who is committed to evolving, 

growing and maturing through each and every experience is challenging.... But anyway.... 

(note: some of my soulmate criteria)... 

Let's presume you have found such a person.  

“How can you best prepare yourself to be ready to receive your soul mate?  

Know yourself as completely as possible. Work to positively address any negative traits 

within your character. Be clear about what type of contribution you want your man to make 

in your life and then encourage him to do so. Be loving, be selfless (to a point), be respectful 

(at all times regardless of circumstance). Keep an open mind and always strive to be the best 

version of yourself you can be firstly for you...then your man. 

Getting that ring on your finger is just the beginning... That's when the journey actually 

begins..... 

Wishing each of you love & happiness along your quest” ~ Byron, married father of two 

  

‘Happily-Ever-After-Being-Single Syndrome’ by Jak Beula 

“The notion that sisters dream of marrying a ‘Good Black Man’ in my opinion is a flawed 

concept. Firstly, it presupposes that most Black men are somehow bad... and secondly, that 

most sisters just want to marry and settle down into some blissful Happily-Ever-After-Being-

Single syndrome. The truth is, what sisters want are similar to what most other ethnic groups 

of women want. That is a partner who will be faithful, as well as be able to protect and 

provide.  By the latter I mean adding to the pot as most sisters nowadays can happily provide 

for themselves. The problem - if there is one - is one of compatibility. i.e. a sister might meet 

a brother that ticks all of the above boxes, but may not be the best looking brother, or may 

even be seen as boring if he doesn't have a bit of an edge. Likewise, a brotha may not be 

attracted to certain sisters if their hair is not in a particular style, or they don’t have a 

particular figure size, or skin shade, etc. Everyone has a criteria - some will decide 

compatibility based on race (or race difference), religion, culture, profession, even sex. Truth 
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is, a person whether male or female, has to decide what is best for them and try not to 

compromise too much. What works for one sister may not work for another. As the saying 

goes ‘different strokes for different folks’” ~ Jak Beula (Creator of the game ‘Nubian Jak’) 

  

Some brothers prefer a sister with the natural look.  Others actually prefer the ‘European’ 

look.  If you’re a brother who prefers the natural look and the sister you’re interested in has a 

weave, but she has other qualities that you like, why not nurture her back to her naturalness?  

Unfortunately, a lot of our sisters have bought into the lie that long straight hair makes them 

look better and more accepted by society.  If you secretly prefer natural hair, there are ways 

that you can help her to grow natural again.  Tell her how beautiful she would look with 

natural hair.  Tell her you want to be able to feel her own hair.  Offer to comb or wash it (and 

do it gently).  You could even find a hairdresser that specializes in natural hair, and offer to 

pay for her to get her hair done there.   

Some brothers have been conditioned by the media (or their parents) 

to see dark skin as unattractive, and will only date light skinned 

sisters.  If you are one of these brothers, check yourself!!  Read a 

book about Melanin (Dr Laila Afrika’s book ‘Melanin: What 

Makes Black People Black’ is a good place to start).     

And sisters, don’t write a brother off just because he’s not 6’4”, 

doesn’t look like Idris Elba, or isn’t earning as much as you’d like 

right now.  There’s nothing more powerful than a Nubian man and 

woman working together in unity and harmony.  There’s nothing they can’t achieve together 

if they put their minds and hearts into it (and their sexual energy!)   

If you’re serious about getting the ring on, stop sabotaging yourself by turning down 

perfectly good brothers. 

 

Checklist: 

 Is he like-minded? 
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 Is he working on his own Self-development? 

 Is he serious about you? (Are you part of his long term goals) 

 Are you on the same path in life? (similar interests, values, beliefs) 

 Do you want the same things out of life? (e.g. marriage, children, travel) 

 Does he have a job, run his own business, or have drive and ambition? 

 Is there a level of chemistry between you? 

Once a brother has these qualities and characteristics, he’s a good catch. 

  

“Where Can I Meet the Ideal Black Man?” 

 Weddings  

 Funerals 

 Christenings 

 Book Signing & Discussion Events* 

 Film clubs 

 Cultural events 

 Poetry events 

 Book Clubs 

 Meetup Events 

 Singles Events 

 Discussion Forums 

Notice how I didn’t mention online dating sites, or Facebook.  Personally, I like to meet men 

face to face, look into their eyes (the window to their souls) and hear the authenticity in their 

voice.  I know there are people who have met their match on such sites, so if you’ve used 

them and it’s worked for you, I wouldn’t knock it.  I haven’t mentioned the gym either 

simply because I have a notion that people who are obsessed with building muscle are 

lacking something mentally (that’s just my perception!).  However, if a brother is strong both 

mentally and physically, that’s ideal! 
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Ladies, there’s no point in complaining that you can’t find a man if all you do is go to work, 

go to church, go shopping and come home again.  You’ve got to put yourself ‘out there’ and 

get to places where you’re likely to meet one!   

If you want to meet your soul mate, go to the places where you’re likely to meet him/her.  In 

2010 I organised two events: ‘What Black Men Want’, and ‘What Black Women Need’, where 

the men had the opportunity to tell the women what they wanted in a relationship, and visa 

versa. Both events were packed!  You will have a good opportunity to meet like-minded men 

and women at my monthly Book Signing & Discussion Events (details at back of this book).   

 

Be Open! 

Now, when he shows up he may or may not look exactly like what you imagined.  For 

example, he may not be as tall as you’d imagined, may not be earning as much as you would 

have liked, or may have children.  Be open!   

“Treat each man as special. Imagine buying a jacket you really like from a second hand 

shop; you just love it.  Buying a used car it will seem normal to ask for the history, unlike 

the jacket you'll create your own history. Therefore with the man you choose, you care 

about him, protect him, gradually love grows and a new HIS-STORY is born.”  

~ Clarence Davies aka DJ Freestyle 

  

 “Times have changed so much that Marriage is no longer a Foundation within this 

Society.  All the TV Shows depict women as Ruthless or Docile H**s B*****s S***s and 

the men as Pimps Players Thugs Men obsessed with their Jobs and Sex Etc. 

But have no fear Ladies there are still some Knights with Shining Armour, some 

Mandingo Warriors and Messengers from God, and Men there are some Divine 

Goddesses that Smell just like Sunflowers with Amazing Powers like Beautiful Lotus 

Flowers…”~ Kushi Myers  

When two people who are like-minded, who both know what they want out of life, who are 

whole and complete in themselves and are clear about the type of person they want to join 

themselves to MEET, the relationship stands a much better chance of being successful.  If 

you can honestly say you’re one of these people, you are ready to Meet Your Match! 

“What is a Soul Mate, and How Will I Know When I’ve Met Mine?” 

 A person ideally suited to another as a close friend or romantic partner. 

 A person with whom one has a feeling of deep or natural affinity.  This may involve 

similarity, love, sexuality/sexual activity, spirituality, or compatibility and trust   
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 A person with whom you have an immediate connection the moment you meet – a 

connection so strong that you are drawn to them in a way you have never experienced 

before. As this connection develops over time, you experience a love so deep, strong 

and complex, that you begin to doubt that you have ever truly loved anyone prior. 

Your soul mate understands and connects with you in every way and on every level, 

which brings a sense of peace, calmness and happiness when you are around them. 

And when you are not around them, you are all that much more aware of the 

harshness of life, and how bonding with another person in this way is the most 

significant and satisfying thing you will experience in your lifetime. You are also all 

that much aware of the beauty in life, because you have been given a great gift and 

will always be thankful. 

 Your soul mate is the ‘other you’. This will be the one you spend the rest of your life 

loving, and getting to know. You will still argue and fight, but you will also complete 

each other’s sentences and instinctively understand the others feelings. This is the 

person you look for all your life, and no matter when you find them, they are always 

worth the wait.  (I got these ideas from the internet!) 

 

Can You Have More Than One Soul Mate? 

Yes!  I’m fortunate to have had relationships with 4 soul mates, and I’m sure I’ll meet 

another!  Just because you met one and you had a real connection, doesn’t mean you can’t 

experience that again with someone else.  If the relationship has run its course, learn the 

lessons from it and move on.   

‘Life is a journey, 

And relationships are simply STEPPING STONES on your journey in life 

And when you begin to realize them as such, 

You won’t want to keep taking steps….BACKWARDS!’ 
 

(Extract from my poem ‘Sex with the EX’) 

 Don’t get me wrong, I’m not promoting promiscuity; if you apply the principles in this book, 

the next person you take seriously should take you seriously.  Relationships don’t have to last 

a lifetime, remember, they are tools to help you grow and develop.      
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Sometimes two people meet, and the relationship is right for where they are on their journey 

in life at that time.  It can be a wonderful experience, or can cause pain and heartache, but the 

real lesson is how you use the experience to help you to grow.  If you are walking two 

different paths when you meet e.g. you have different beliefs and values, different goals etc, 

later on down the line you’ll find you are in two different places (destinations).   

 

(a quick sketch I did to make my point!) 

I’m still waiting to meet the man who is walking the same path as me and growing at the rate 

I’m growing – or is even ahead of me so I’m challenged to catch up!  If you’re not moving at 

the same pace, one of you will get left behind.  It’s even better when you can push each other 

to become better and better versions of your Self! 

If you’re in a relationship that prevents you from growing and expressing your Self fully, it’s 

not healthy (one reason I’m not in one!)  Don’t stay in an unfulfilling relationship just so you 

can say you have a man.     

If you’re stuck in a marriage (or relationship) that’s stagnant, neither of you will be able to 

grow to your full potential.  I’ve had some really beautiful, deep, meaningful relationships, 

but it doesn’t mean I want to go back to them.  They served their purpose in helping us both 

to grow and develop.  You’ve got to know when it’s time to move on.  Have no fear!  

Something better is down the road… 

Are Soul Mates for Life? 

If you meet your soul mate while young there are two ways it can go; you can either grow 

together, or grow apart. 

It’s much more common for couples to marry young and raise their children together, then 

split up when the children are of age, or for people to meet mid-life and spend the rest of their 

lives together.  I hope to fit into the second category. 
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Together but Not Together 

Maybe you’re in one of those relationships where you both do your own thing individually, 

but hardly do anything together.  Having your own interests is commendable, but if you have 

nothing in common, why are you ‘together’?  Ideally, you should have things that you like 

doing as a couple, as well as doing things on your own.  Do you plan your future together? 

Do you save together?  Do you pray/meditate together? Do you exercise together?  Do you go 

out together? Do you cook together?  Do you play games together?  Do you dance (in the 

house) together?  Do you go for walks (e.g. to the park) together? Do you go on holiday 

together?  Do you spend time together where you can just sit and talk with no other 

distractions?  These things build intimacy, and strengthen your relationship. 

Relationship Killers 

 Lack of communication 

 Trust issues 

 Insecurity 

 Jealousy 

 Infidelity 

 Lack of finances 

 Bringing social media to bed! 

Facebook, Whatsapp, Calls,Text messages etc. have no business in the bedroom (unless you 

sleep alone).  Your partner should be the first person you speak to when you wake up in the 

morning, and before you go to bed.  Tell them you love them more often.  Kiss them good 

morning and goodnight.  Find ways to keep love alive. 

The follow-up book to this one is called ‘How to Sustain Your Relationship’.  I’m currently 

interviewing Nubian couples who have been together for at least 8 years, to give you tips and 

advice (because I personally don’t have a clue!) 

Don’t Be Needy! 

Let’s assume that you attended one of my Book Signing & Discussion Events and met 

someone.  Just because a brother is interested in you, doesn’t mean you should stop being 

interested in your Self!  Keep up with your Self-development.  Don’t sit there waiting for him 

to call you, and don’t be the first one to call him 5 times a day either, let him do the chasing!  

It’s a man’s natural instinct to want to hunt, but if you play his role, what’s left for him to do? 

Keep him on his toes, but make sure he knows you’re interested, so he will want to keep 

chasing.  Don’t play games pretending you’re not interested if you are. 
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 ‘Know Your Power’ by Orman Griffith 

“There is no man who if and when presented with a GOOD & GREAT PROPOSITION will 

be stupid/foolish enough to turn it down when his true sensibilities tells him he is a 

"JACKPOT WINNER" 

The man who was once a prolific emotional encounter prospector, once he has found the 

PEARL OF GREAT PRICE or the DIAMOND OF EXQUISITE EXCELLENCE will never 

be hesitant in CONFIRMING HIS DISCOVERY with enthusiasm of acquisitive possession. 

To the beautiful sister in waiting to be crowned woman and bride of the bedchamber of 

marriage union, I say…"INDEED YOU CAN TAKE THE HORSE TO THE WATER BUT 

YOU CANNOT MAKE IT DRINK" Hmmmmmmmm…However your task is not to take the 

horse to the water at all!!! Your task is to run that horse around in the delight of skilful 

exercises that tones and hones its fitness for purpose, thus making it DRAMATICALLY 

THIRSTY......... A THIRSTY HORSE WILL & MUST DRINK" (smile) 

Do you not know the CHARMS and the ARTS of a NUBIAN QUEEN???......Do you not 

also know the DESIRES and WEAKNESSES of your NUBIAN KING??? 

Has he not shown these things to you often enough!!! Or were you too blinded by your quest 

that you failed to see his DYNAMIC and DRAMATIC messages?  Has he not often become 

like play mould in your arms as he succumbed to your wonderful charms, as often as he 

without resistance treated you like a queen and upheld you with dignity as his queen because 

this was and is his purpose?? 

Hmmmmmmmmmm Why then do you continue to PROCRASTINATE & TEMPT FATE 

when the fortunes of love have presented you with the prize of LOVE!!!......A MAN 

WILLING TO BE CONQUERED. 

None so blind as those who through ANXIETY will not see. 

EMBRACE YOUR REFLECTION!”  ~ Orman Griffith 
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Remember, the person you meet is going to be a reflection of whatever is going on within 

your Self, so stay Self-centered.   

 

(Artist Unknown) 

If you both enter the relationship with the knowledge that ‘whatever you give to your Self 

you give to another, and whatever you give to another you give to your Self’, you will be 

serving each other well. 

I am happily single.  I don’t need a man.  When I wrote my poem “I Need a MAN!” the 

emphasis was on the MAN, not on the need.  It incorporates five different types of Sister; the 

childless Career Woman who has the money, the nice house, the flash car, but no man.  Then 

there’s the Cultural SiSTAR; she’s looking for a man who knows his his-story, is strong both 

mentally and physically, is proud of his skin colour, and has a warrior spirit.  The Single 

Mum is looking for a Family Man, someone to help raise her children.  Then we have the 

Church sister; she knows exactly what she wants and is prepared to wait to get it.  ‘Miss 

Bootilicious’ is a sensual character who wants a real man to fulfil all her desires. Which 

category do you fit in? (There’s a bit of me in all of them!) 

  

 Is Your Relationship a Good Investment? 

I consider my time to be just as important as money – I don’t have any to waste. I’m not 

going to invest my time in a brother unless I know the relationship has long term prospects, 

and that I’m going to get a return on my investment.  That’s how you should view your 

relationships; are you making a good investment? 

Think: “Does this brother have anything to bring to the relationship other than his dick?” 
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If he has little money but a brilliant mind, you can work with that. 

If you keep attracting broke-ass brothers (no offense to the broke-ass brothers out there) 

maybe it’s because you yourself have a poverty mentality. 

You must look for the potential in him. As Muhammad Ali put it ‘A man without vision has 

no wings’  If he has vision, drive and ambition but little money, work with him and help him 

realise his goals – but make sure you are going to get a return on your investment.  (e.g. if 

you’re investing money get a legal agreement drawn up on how much you will receive of any 

profits). 

 

“Get to know him before you let your emotions take over and you decide to sleep with 

him.   Make sure the brother either has ambition or is in something already.  And make 

sure there’s some kind of venture (business or otherwise) that you can both work on as a 

couple to maintain the bond.” ~ bro Minty, Nubia House Radio  

The relationships that tend to work best are the ones in which the couple build something 

together; perhaps they start a business together, buy a home together, or start a savings plan 

together.  Having a long term mutual goal gives your relationship focus.  Having children 

together is not a long term plan, unless you are both 100% committed to raising them 

together.  Marriage helps in making this commitment.   

Author of ‘It’s Complicated (But it Doesn’t Have to Be)’ Paul Carrick Brunson said the 

value of marriage is more than just a piece of paper.  Married for over 10 years himself, he 

says it has made him a different man.  In his words, the institution of marriage sustains 

wealth, and keeps you healthier. 

Why is marriage important? 

 Provides stability for the children 

 Economic empowerment 

 Allows you to develop respect, love and trust, and to grow with each other 

When you’re in a long-term committed relationship, you develop self confidence, trust and 

security within the relationship. 
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I asked our Brothers: “What would make YOU want to put the ring on a 

woman’s finger?” 

“Simply put, being or feeling in love and being ready to make a commitment.  How does a 

woman know when a man is ready to make such a commitment? By simply asking him!  

Age can and does play a part in that readiness however since (as in my case) when I was 

in my early 20's I definitely was not ready but 10 years later I was.  

What made me put a ring on my wife's finger? I felt ready to make that commitment, I felt 

I had found someone I could grow with and who was committed to evolving.  And I was 

ready to put in the work needed to give my marriage every chance for success.” ~ Byron 

Deslandes 

 “What would make me put a ring on a woman's finger starts with LOVE. We would have 

to get along really well. It would need to be a relationship that works in terms of 

compatibility and good communication. We should be able to compromise when it is 

required as each other's differences on life and for us both to be free to be individuals as 

well as soul mates. I think that feeling of putting a ring on her finger means I'm at home 

with this lady. She makes me feel whole and complete. She gives me a great feeling of joy 

that I don’t want to let go of and can't get enough of.  Such feelings of happiness, Love, 

joy, freedom, fulfilment all those beautiful feelings and oneness.. She's a person who's a 

friend and lover... All these beautiful feelings have developed through months and time 

spent together have now led us both and me to the point where I now feel to get down on 

one knee and ask for hand in marriage and get the ring on her finger”  ~ Carl Foster, 

Author of ‘Selfmade’ 

“What would make me put a ring on the finger is an empress who is loyal and sees 

potential in me, and doesn’t disconnect after the first hurdle. Someone who is into the 

same things as me, or at least has an interest.   A woman who is supportive and doesn’t 

just think about herself.  Someone who is driven towards success.  A beautiful empress 

who knows about her history and knows how to express her feelings.  Someone who is 

understanding and knows how to conduct herself in the general public, a woman who can 

be a good mother to my children and is family orientated. Last, but not least, a sister who 

is connected with her roots is very important to me and is my potential queen to be” ~ 

Suraj Odekunle, Seeds of Elevation  

“This is very poignant as I recently committed, but now have reservations...but what 

made me commit was honesty, support, and interest in/respect for my children.  Most of 

all the man will only commit if he feels the commitment will inspire and help him grow.  

Obviously she must also be a good woman.” ~ Trevor Richardson 
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      “What made me decide to put a ring on my wife’s finger was that she understood me, 

I thought we could work together, and there was compatibility.  She took the time to learn 

who I was.  And of course, I loved her.” ~ James Beckles 

 

 

DIY Arranged Marriage 

Back in the day, our parents would have been involved in our courting.  Before dating could 

even commence, the father would ‘interview’ the young man to see if he was going to be 

good husband material for his daughter; only after the father was satisfied could courting 

begin. 

Both parents played an active role during the courting process to make sure their daughter 

was being treated right.  And after 6 months if no proposal had been offered, they would want 

to know why. 

Young women today are left open to mistreatment, use and abuse.  They have no protection 

from fathers, uncles or brothers.  Many of the men they are dealing with didn’t witness what 

a loving relationship looks like growing up, and therefore don’t know how to treat a woman.  

If they were brought up in a single parent household and had a bad relationship with their 

mother, they are even less likely to know how to relate to a woman correctly.   

Many women aren’t nurtured by their mothers or grandmothers, and shown how to conduct 

themselves with men.  When mothers work full time as single parents, their children are often 

left to fend for themselves.  This leaves many young women vulnerable (talking from 

experience). 

In today’s society where porn is rampant on the internet, young men are watching it and 

thinking that’s the way to treat a woman sexually.  Young women are looking for love, young 

men are looking for sex, and what ends up happening is the young women get sexually 

abused at a young age, and worse still, end up pregnant. 

These days, people rarely take the time to get to know each other properly before committing 

their bodies.  They are literally ‘sleeping with a stranger’.   

So, you meet someone new and start a relationship.  Initially it appears you both have lots in 

common, so you jump into bed with him because you think he’s ‘The One’.  Three months 

later the cracks begin to show.  You begin arguing.  You suddenly realise that you didn’t 

have as much in common as you first thought.  6 months later (if it lasts that long) the 
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relationship either comes to an end, or you stay in it rather than being alone, even though 

you’re unfulfilled. 

But what if there’s a better way to safeguard your heart and avoid being a Serial Dater? 

Since you don’t have anyone to arrange your marriage for you, you’re going to Do It 

Yourself.  Yes, a DIY Arranged Marriage!  

What Does a ‘DIY Arranged Marriage’ Consist Of? 

It involves doing the 6 Month Test, which is broken down into two stages: the First Three 

Months, and the Last Three Months.   

If you’re meeting someone for the first time, avoid getting ‘emotionally involved’ during the 

first month at least.  Just be friends and find out as much about the person as possible.  Don’t 

even think of them as a potential husband or wife; at this point you’re just taking time to get 

to know each other.  Once you establish that you are on the same wavelength mentally, you 

have chemistry, you have similar core values and common goals (or are willing to 

compromise) and are walking the same path, you can start dating officially. 

If after the initial three month period you decide you want to take things to another level, 

move on to the second stage: PLAN when you will consummate your relationship (have sex), 

meet each other’s friends and family, sleep over at each other’s homes etc.  By the end of the 

6 month period you should both know whether you are ready to commit on a more permanent 

basis – marriage.  6 Months may not be long enough to know whether you want to spend the 

rest of your life with someone, but you will at least have a good idea of compatibility. And if 

you are thinking about having children together, you should be PLANNING ahead in terms 

of living together, being committed to raising the children together, saving for their future 

etc. 

Note: when I say ‘marriage’, I’m not just talking about the ‘White Wedding’.  You must both 

establish what marriage means to you.  For me, marriage is nothing to do with a white 

wedding, contract and honeymoon; it’s a marriage of minds, finances, homes, goals etc. 

As I mentioned before, I am neither for or against marriage – the couple in my novel got 

married (eventually), but hey, that’s just my imagination! 

As part of our Community Rebuilding Project, this is something you’re going to teach to 

your children so that the next generation don’t make the same mistakes we made.  What 

we’re aiming to do is break the psychological programming that was handed down to us 

genetically, which caused the breakdown in our family structures. 

Your 6 Month Test might look something like this: 

First 3 Months: Month 1 Month 2 Month 3 

 Meet face to face 

(maybe at one of my 

Find out as much 

about the person as 

First Kiss, Meet the 

Family & 
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Friendship 

Zone 
events!) 

Phone Conversations 

First Date 

Build Friendship 

possible (including 

financial history) 

Talk about 

everything, including 

sex! 

Friends/PLAN when 

you will consummate 

your relationship 

(make love)  

STD Tests 

Last 3 Months: Month 4 Month 5 Month 6 

 

 

Officially Dating 

First time making love? 

Sleepovers at each 

other’s homes, Build  

intimacy through 

dinner dates, pillow 

talk, massages, 

baths together, 

weekends away 

Spend a week at each 

other’s house to test 

whether you could 

live together 

Start planning your 

future together (e.g. 

start a savings plan) 

Holiday abroad 

together   

Some form of 

commitment in the 

way of a ring/set a 

date for marriage (or 

whatever you both 

agreed upon in the 

beginning)  

Begin plans to move 

in together 
 

This is not a strict formula; remember your intuition is your best guide.  Go by your gut 

feelings throughout the process. If you’re getting butterflies that means you’re on the right 

track, if you’re getting a churning feeling that means something’s wrong.  If at any time you 

need help with the process, I’m on hand to offer Intuitive Counselling.   

The first 3 months of your relationship should be sex-less. The idea is to build intimacy; get 

to know each other mentally, emotionally, spiritually before committing your body.  If 

you’ve only just met, it’s best to wait the whole 6 months before having sex. What’s the 

rush?  Isn’t this someone you’re thinking about spending the rest of your life with? 

During the first 3 months you’re still in the ‘honeymoon period’ of the relationship; you’re 

seeing everything through rose-coloured glasses and the sun shines out of his backside.  You 

get butterflies every time you hear his voice, you smile every time you think about him or get 

a text from him etc.  BUT….you’re still getting to know him.  He’s still wearing the mask in 

most cases.  And so are you.  The real test comes after the first 6 months, or ultimately when 

you start living together.  So don’t rush jumping into bed with him, take the necessary time 

to get to know him properly first.  Sex can wait.  I know this is difficult when the chemistry is 

strong, so what can you do about it? 

Avoid Going to Each Other’s Homes Initially 

That’s right, go out instead! 

Meet in the park, go out for a meal or a drink, go shopping together, go sightseeing together, 

go on a train ride out of town (or by car – but keep your hand off his gear stick!) go to the 

cinema or theatre etc. 

Things you should be looking out for: 

 Can he communicate openly with you? 

 Does he keep his phone on silent when he’s with you? 
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 Is he unavailable at certain times? (e.g. evenings/weekends) 

 Does he have core values that he sticks by? 

 Is he on his own Self development journey? 

 Does he use every opportunity to try to get you into bed? 

 Is he ambitious?  (Does he have a grand vision for his future) 

 Does he show you respect?  

 Is he genuinely interested in getting to know you properly? 

If he gets past the first 3 months, then you can start introducing him to friends and family.   

Now don’t get me wrong, you’re not looking for a man who shows no interest in you sexually 

at all, he just has to be able to hold it down (literally!).  Brothers who have no Self-control are 

the ones who will be more likely to cheat on you.  If he can’t wait 3 months, what’s he going 

to do when you’re pregnant with his child, or have just had his baby for instance? 

So the 6 Month Test is a test of his – and your will-power.  A man with a weak will-power 

is like a muscle that hasn’t been exercised: Flabby and Weak.  So as Orman Griffith 

advised, our job is to ‘hone and tone him’ for the role of being a committed partner.  If he’s 

not already a strong Black brother, is he willing to develop his will-power?  This ‘exercise’ 

will also help you develop yours too.  You’ll both be better off for it in the long run!  

If you’re thinking this is all about him, you’re wrong.  Are YOU a strong Black woman?  

When I say STRONG, I don’t mean the “I don’t need a man” strong.  I mean the type of 

Strong Black Woman who knows what she wants and knows how to get it.  Do you know 

how to get the ring on your finger? 

 

Remember, this book is just a guide, it’s not a step-by-step manual; I’m not telling you what 

to do, I’m just giving you inspired ideas to help you stand a better chance of getting the ring 

on your finger (with the help of my brothers).  The aim is not to spell everything out to you; 

you have your own inner guidance too. 
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So let’s use the scenario that you came to one of my Book-Signing & Discussion Events and 

met someone.  You already have a head-start, because he will be on the same page as you; 

you both have the intention of meeting your soul mate and getting married or being in a 

committed long term relationship. 

The first thing you want to establish is that.  You’re not looking to waste your time serial 

dating lots of men who may be just in it for fun. 

Once you’ve checked each other out and there’s a connection/attraction, develop a dialogue. 

Initially, this would be face to face, then over the phone.  Spend time getting to know each 

other over the phone before you go on your First Date.  Find out as much as possible about 

each other before going on a date so you’re not wasting your time.  What does he like doing 

in his spare time?  What are his favourite meals? What star sign is he? (if that’s important to 

you) What work does he do? etc. 

Why over the phone? 

You need to give the relationship time to grow into a friendship before it turns into a 

relationship.  Don’t even think of him/her as a ‘potential’ at this point.  Keep the 

conversation off sex at this point, and focus on finding out about their goals and dreams, their 

values and beliefs, their interests and hobbies etc.  Don’t get emotionally involved!  Just use 

this time to get to know each other.  This is only the first rung up the Ladder to Dating 

Success. 

 

Ladder to Dating Success 

Month 6 – Solid Commitment in the way of Wedding Plans, or moving in together. 

Month 5 – Spend Weekends and Weeks Together (take turns). Can you live together? 

Month 4  – Celebrate taking your relationship to the next level with consummation  

Month 3 – Introduce to Friends & Family/PLAN your first night together (make it special!)  

Month 2 – Dig Deeper; find out their his-story (inc. financial) 

Month 1 – Get to Know Each Other as Friends/Social events/Phone Calls/Dates 

His-story/Her-story 

Learn about each other’s past, present and future (e.g. work, family, relationships, children, 

education, likes, hobbies, interests, future plans, star sign, ambitions).   
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Are there any similarities?  For example, he may thinking of immigrating to another country; 

was that part of your plans, and if not, would you be happy to go along with that?  Does he 

have children already?  If so, would you be happy to incorporate them into your life together? 

Do you have similar interests? For example, do you both like reading/shopping/going 

out/staying in/the cinema/exercising/eating healthily/prayer/meditation/cultural events etc.  If 

you’re into Astrology and Numerology (like me) you might want to look at both your charts.   

Once you have established that you have enough in common and want to take it further, plan 

your First Date.  This doesn’t have to be anything costly.  If the weather’s nice, go to the 

park, or sightseeing, or just find somewhere where you can go for a quiet meal and drink (not 

yours or his place).  Be home at a decent time, and make sure he knows he’s not coming in. 

If you are religious, obviously sex before marriage is a no-no (although you may still do it in 

secret like I used to!)  If it’s imperative that you marry before having children, it’s even more 

important that you get the dating process right.  Are there any men in your church that you 

like?  (Or who like you?) Do you attend events where you can meet Christian singles from 

other churches?  If you attend a small church your prospects of meeting someone to marry are 

going to be marginally narrower, so getting out and meeting other Christian singles is vitally 

important.   

Where Can You Meet Other Single Christians? 

 Gospel Concerts 

 Conventions 

 Singles Events (e.g. Single Lyfe in London organise various events for Christian 

singles) 

 

First Date: What Should You Talk About? 

Here are a few ideas for things you could discuss: 

 Why did your last relationship end?  How did you cope with it? 

 What did you learn from your last relationship? 

 Are you close to your parents? 

 What are your core beliefs? 

 Have you ever hit a woman? 

 Everyone has regrets about their past; if there was one thing about yours that you 

could change, what would it be? 

 What are you looking for in a relationship? 
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 What is important to you in life? 

 Do you want to have children some day? 

 What are your views on drugs and alcohol? 

Wait until you can see him/her face to face before you ask these relevant questions. You want 

to look out for: 

 Eyes glazing over 

 Embarrassed look 

 Guilty look 

This is just a guide, have fun with it!  Alter the questions to suit yourself, but make it a point 

to find out some key things about him/her right from the start (so you don’t waste your time). 

  

Communication is the Key! 

“Get to know each other first. Take time to talk; people are always talking about talking 

but don’t know what it means. ~ Bunmi O’Tuminu 

       If he answers your tough questions and still appears eager to pursue a relationship with 

you, that’s a good start.  Don’t be afraid to ask! 

 ‘…Are you my soul mate? 

‘The One’ with whom I can share a deep, spiritual connection? 

Are you looking for True Love or just a One Night Stand? 

Can we talk freely? And will you open up to me completely 

Because communication is the key….’ 
 

(Extract from my poem R U ‘The One’? on the Seeds of Love CD) 

 

      “Building Functional Adult relationships has to come to the center of focus for our 

collective culture. These require high level communication skills and the ability to engage 

in complex streams of consciousness like Self-examination, sacrifice, and loyalty.  As a 

group we must begin to pursue collective goals for our culture and building functional 

adult relationships as Black men and women must be at the top of our list of goals” ~ 

Morpheus Prime (Google+) 
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Talk About Everything, including Sex! 

 A few years ago I was building a friendship with Colin. I’d already known him for a few 

years as he was on my Mailing List and attended a number of events I organised.  In the last 

six months he had moved into my ‘inner circle’.  We both had a love for nature so we would 

meet up and go to the park to feed the ducks and squirrels; if it was hot we would sit on the 

grass and toast ourselves in the sun, or watch the sun set.   We would then go back to his 

place and watch DVD’s from his extensive Black film collection and just enjoy chilling in 

each other’s company. 

After some months of this, I began to develop feelings for him so told him (by text).  He sent 

me one back saying that I could sleep over at his place and we could get up early and go to 

the park to feed the ducks, but that was all he could offer me ‘at this time’.  Fair enough. 

That night we stayed up late watching DVD’s and discussed the subliminal messages in them 

as usual.  I realized that Colin wasn’t the best verbal communicator (and neither was I) which 

was why he opted to play one DVD after the other. 

But that night, it was like he turned into a different person in bed!  We talked and talked and 

talked.  He seemed to be more comfortable and relaxed in this setting.  So it was in bed that I 

got to know the real Colin. 

He had a lot of qualities that I liked; he was spiritual, loved nature, was an alpha-male, loved 

and nurtured his dark skin, ate organically, was pro-Black, intelligent, and the loyal type.  He 

had a strong will-power, which was displayed during the nights I stayed over.  I slept over at 

his place on a number of occasions but we never had sex, which was down to him.  

During our ‘pillow talk’ we frolicked and messed about with each other, but he never 

attempted to kiss me or to try and go ‘all the way’.  In one of our conversations I discovered 

that there was a certain thing he wouldn’t do, which he called a ‘deviant Western practice’.  I 

informed him that while doing research for my novel, I learnt that this same ‘devious Western 

practice’ which he refused to do actually empowers a man! (And no, I’m not talking about 

anal sex – that is a deviant Western practice!) 
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I also learnt from our pillow talk that Colin was thinking about starting a family.  He was in 

his mid-forties and hadn’t had any children yet.  I told him that wasn’t something I could help 

him with, so we chose to remain friends and didn’t take the relationship any further.   

Talk about what you would and wouldn’t do in bed before you get there!  (Not many men 

have as strong will power as Colin!). 

Dig Deeper 

If your First Date went well and you want to develop your friendship, the most important 

thing is communication.  Relationships break down because of the lack of it.  Both of you 

should be making an effort to be open and honest with each other. 

Is he being open and communicative with you?  If he lacks communication skills, create an 

atmosphere that encourages open communication.  Invite him over to dinner and cook a nice 

meal.  If you’re going invite him around for dinner in the first three months, make sure it’s 

because you’ve both reached a point where you agree that you want to be more than just 

friends.  However, you have not yet reached the point where you are ready to consummate 

the relationship (have sex).  You are still getting to know each other, and respect each other 

enough to stick within the boundaries.  He should be getting ready to leave by 10pm the latest 

without you telling him.  The longer he stays past this time, the more likely the chance that he 

might end up staying, and that’s a no-no! 

Anything that’s going to divert your attention away from each other should be banned, e.g. 

T.V.  This is time you should be spending engaged in quality time talking to each other.  Turn 

the tell-lie-vision off!  Low music in the background is better, and sets the mood for some 

good conversation. 

 “Each time a man looks into your eyes, he is only searching to find himself, for he 

already knows that he is part of you” ~ Lonny Edgerson 

Is he engaging in eye-to-eye contact?  If he doesn’t allow you to look deep into his eyes (the 

windows to his soul) he might have something to hide. 

Is he serious about you? 

Don’t ignore any tell-tale signs that may be telling you something’s not quite right.  When a 

man is into you, you can tell. 

Don’t be so desperate to get a ring on your finger that you don’t take the time to get to know 

the brother properly. 

Some years ago I learnt from first-hand experience that some men aren’t what they portray 

themselves to be:  

On the Downlow? 
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There are men who have a girlfriend or wife, but who secretly have sex with other men.  

Without going into too much detail about this, BE AWARE that there are men who will be 

looking for a wife and family situation just so they can have their ‘front’. 

How can you tell if a man is on the downlow? 

Do you catch him looking at other men in an un-appropriate way?  Does he have an 

unhealthy relationship with another man? Is he involved in sport (especially football) or 

current hip-hop? (I’m not saying all Black men into mainstream hip-hop sleep with other 

men, but many of them do!) 

Unfortunately, men on the downlow (both Black and white) are quite common.  I have a 

personal friend (a Nubian male) who is in a relationship with a sister, but who secretly sleeps 

with white men.  It was through him that I learned about ‘tops’ and ‘bottoms’.  He said he 

was a top, which meant that he was the giver, not the receiver.  He regularly ‘serviced’ white 

men, many of who were married.  It is a misconception that white men fear Black men; they 

secretly look up to and worship them.  (They probably would fear Black men if they 

remembered who they are and their innate power).  My friend said that he felt empowered by 

having sex with these white men, as many of them had high status in society, but when they 

were with him, he was the one in control. 

This was a brother who when we initially met, felt a strong attraction for each other.  

Fortunately, he had just started a relationship with another sister, and I wasn’t in a position to 

have a relationship with him either.  So we developed a good friendship instead.  We had a 

lot in common, so became really close friends; we would tell each other everything.  Because 

I had written about brothers on the downlow in the first edition of this book (which he read), 

he opened up and told me that he was one of them.  I didn’t judge him, but gave him a hard 

time about the sister he was deceiving (having been in that position myself).  Eventually, he 

confessed to her and they broke up, but then later got back together again.  Even though I had 

been in that position before, I couldn’t tell that he was a down-low brother.  Looking at him, 

you would never be able to tell, much like the man who had deceived me.  They both came 

across as alpha-males. 

So how can you be sure the brother you’re seeing isn’t on the downlow?  The only way to tell 

would be to study his patterns of behaviour.  Does he have a male friend who he is 

abnormally close to? Does he disappear for hours (maybe on an ‘encounter’), is he shady 

about what he does on the internet?  Does he hide things from you? Do you catch him 

looking at or relating to other men in an abnormal way?  Be aware that there are many men in 

church (including Pastors) who are either gay or on the downlow; you will especially find 

them in the music ministry. 

I’m mentioning this not to ‘warn-a-brother’, but warn a sister! 

Cutting Ties 

Another reason for doing the 6 Month Test is that if either of you has had sex with someone 

else within the last 6 months the ‘residue’ of the other person will still be lurking.  Everything 
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is energy, and spiritually when you have sex (or make love) your bodily fluids mix 

(especially if you French kiss, perform oral sex on one another, or go bareback).  Your DNA 

is in these fluids.  Not just your DNA, but the essence of your being. Forensics prove that a 

drop of fluid from your body can identify you.  So having sex with someone transfers a part 

of you to them.  Have you ever felt drained of energy after having sex?  Beware the Vampire!  

I know I’m straying from the point I’m making, but I just felt I should talk a little bit about 

energy vampires.  In my poem ‘Beware the Vampire!’ I warn my sisters about these types of 

men, and how to recognize one. (Of course, there are female energy vampires too.)  I tend to 

avoid men who display vampire traits these days.   (Links to listen to all my poems 

mentioned in this book are at the end).  

 If you’re looking for LOVE, don’t use SEX as a tool to get it – it just doesn’t work!  Don’t 

lie to your Self by saying you’re happy being in a casual sexual relationship with him if 

you’re HOPING it will lead to LOVE and MARRIAGE!   

Save something for that special day when you both agree to commit to making the 

relationship work. 

  

First Kiss 

Kissing allows you to assess each other for compatibility, chemistry, and general health.   

However, men and women don't necessarily view kissing in the same way. 

Research suggests that women use kissing as a mate assessment device and as a means of 

initiating, maintaining, and monitoring the current status of their relationship with a long-

term partner. In contrast, men place less importance on kissing, especially with short-term 

partners, and appear to use kissing to increase the likelihood of having sex.  

Research also suggests that men and women who rated themselves as being attractive, or who 

tended to have more short-term relationships and casual encounters, also saw kissing as more 

important. 

Initial attraction might be to do with physical and social cues, but the requirements become 

more complex as we go deeper into the courtship stages.  While a gentle peck on the cheek or 

an arm around the shoulder can let other people know that you care about each other, a full 

kiss on the lips – or French kissing – is an internationally understood sign of intimacy.   

When is the Right Time to Kiss? 
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Women rated kissing as especially important in long-term relationships, suggesting it plays a 

key role in maintaining attachment between established couples. 

So, as part of your DIY Arranged Marriage, you will refrain from kissing until you’re up 

the second rung of the ladder. 

I hear you gasp in shock and horror, so let me just remind you why you’re doing this: 

 

Kissing is nice; it helps you assess your level of chemistry.  So when I say no kissing, I mean 

no ‘exchanging of body fluids’.  Kissing on the cheeks and even on the lips is okay – as long 

as you keep your tongues in your heads.  There’s a reason for this; your body fluids contain 

your DNA.  Do you want to be sharing your DNA with someone you hardly even know? 

People wonder why they find it so hard to break up with someone they’ve had sex with, not 

realizing that you’ve mixed yourself with them, creating what is known as a ‘soul tie’.  

French kissing has the same effect. 

Kissing is another step up the ladder to intimacy.  Save it for that special day when you both 

agree to move from being friends, to actually courting. 

It’s not for me to tell you how long you should wait to kiss, have sex etc, what I’m offering 

are merely guidelines to give you the best chance of getting the ring on.  You have your own 

internal guidance system as well.  The general rule would be to go by how you feel.  I’m not 

talking about your physical emotions, I’m talking about your inner guidance system.  Does it 

feel right?  Don’t ignore your gut instincts. 

Remember, you’re doing a DIY Arranged Marriage – you want to get the ring on your 

finger don’t you? So stick to the Plan. 

“What if he turns out to be a lousy kisser after waiting the 3 months?” 

Well I think it would be safe to say he’s likely to be a lousy lover too.  And what?  You’re 

blaming me because you’ve just wasted 3 months of your life dating a guy only to find out he 
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can’t kiss properly?  You should be thanking me – at least you haven’t ended up sleeping 

with him! 

 

“Is it possible to have ‘fun’ without having sex?” 

The answer to this question is “Yes!”   

It was Colin who taught me that. We didn’t have sex but we DID have fun! 

I slept over at his house on a number of occasions and while we built up a level of intimacy, 

we never had sex.   

I have to thank Colin for not taking advantage of me in my weak moments.  There were times 

when I literally begged him to make love to me, but he was so strong-willed, he refused.  Part 

of that was because we weren’t in a proper relationship and he wasn’t the type to sleep 

around.  When I taunted him about being ‘virginal’ (he’s a Virgo) he took offence and said “I 

went really deep into my Self to show you respect and that’s all you can say?”  I might not 

have appreciated his Self-control in the heat of the moment, but I sure do now.  He would 

have just been another ‘ex’ lover on the list.  We’re still friends, we just don’t frolic anymore.   

There aren’t that many men with Colin’s will-power, so I wouldn’t recommend finding out 

about your prospect from bed, unless you’re already on the second rung of the ladder.   

‘...because I’m fed up of jumping into relationships thinking I’ve met ‘The One’, 

Only to find out 6 months later that; “Oh no, my time with this brother is done!” 

In the beginning, we thought we had so much in common 

But it wasn’t long before the cracks began to show 

And we began to grow apart 

And before you know it my heart just wasn’t in it anymore. 

So this time, I’m taking my time 

We’ve got to get to know each other properly 

Before getting all ‘emotionally involved’ 

To see if we’re really compatible,  

Whether we’ll stand the test of time 

That’s it, just be friends, have fun together! 

(And you know it is possible to have ‘fun’ without having sex) 

And if he can’t wait 6 months 

That means he’s got no control over his physical body 

And if he can’t control his body he’s not the one for me; 

I’ve collected enough Ex’s, 

Now I’m looking for The One I can spend the rest of my life with.’ 
 

(Extract from my poem “I Need a MAN!”) 

      If you are physically attracted to each other in a big way and the chemistry is really 

strong, you’ll both need a tremendous amount of will-power.  But it can be done. 

      The important thing to remember is that you both have to be in AGREEMENT from the 

beginning.  That way, if one of you gets ‘weak’, the other will remind you of your Plan. 
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      There’s nothing wrong with kissing, touching, getting to know each other’s bodies 

through massage etc. (in the second stage of the 6 Month Test) but NO GOING ALL THE 

WAY! 

 

Things to Do Instead of Having Sex: 

 Pillow Talk.  Take time to really get to know each other’s minds before committing 

your bodies. 

 Give each other a massage (massage doesn’t have to lead to sex!) 

 Study a good book together that will strengthen your relationship (like this one!) 

 Play games 

 Meditate/pray 

      Massage is a great way to get to know each other’s bodies before going all the way.  This 

should be done in the final stages of your 6 Month Test.  Remember though, the aim is 

ONLY to get to know each other’s bodies.  Sometimes people have sex and they haven’t 

even taken the time to explore their lover’s body, to find out what they like/don’t like. Be 

clear before you begin that this is NOT to lead to sex.  I remember on one occasion I stayed 

over at Colin’s, and he prepared a lovely bath for me.  When I came out of the bath, he had lit 

candles and was burning incense in his room; and in his mind, he wasn’t even thinking about 

sex!  On another occasion I remember it was really cold (I feel the cold easily).  He always 

got into bed about 10 minutes after me, as if to give me time to fall asleep first, but then he 

would ask if I was awake.  Even if I didn’t reply, he would start talking to me until I told him 

to be quiet, I’m trying to sleep.  So one night he came into the room and asked me to move 

over to his side of the bed (the edge).  I had just got my side all nice and warm, so I said no, I 

was too comfortable.  He practically commanded me to move over in a voice that I couldn’t 

say no to again.  When I moved over, he had prepared some warmed-up massage oil, and 

gave me a wicked massage!  I think that was the night I begged him to make love to me but 

he still refused; I think he was just showing me how strong he could be.  I did offer to 
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massage him as well but he just said “My bed, my rules!”  I do like men who know how to 

take control in a situation without dominating (if you know what I mean!) 

It’s the job of the brothers to help the sisters be strong in those weak moments.  He should be 

the one reminding you of the agreement you both have, if he has any respect for you.  He 

should want this relationship to work.  So if you both want to make a success out of your 

relationship, it shouldn’t be all one-sided. 

 

Something to Look Forward To 

Once you’ve established that you want to make a go of your relationship, go through this 

Checklist: 

1. Do we have chemistry? 

2. Are we on the same wavelength mentally? 

3. Do we have the same core values? 

4. Are we walking the same path? 

5. Do we have similar interests/beliefs? 

6. Do we want the same things out of life? (e.g. marriage, home, children, business, 

travel) 

7. Have we developed a level of trust and openness? 

8. Are we both committed to making the relationship work? 

If you both ‘tick all the boxes’, set a Date for when you will finally ‘come together’ – if you 

are religious, this may have to be after you get married, so set a date for the wedding! 

If you were brought up in church like me, and believe that ‘fornication’ (which they say 

means ‘sex before marriage’) is wrong, read the FREE extract from my Self-help novel 

entitled ‘The Bible & Sex’. (link at the back…) 

“80% of Black people’s complexities and psychological issues are to do with suppressed 

sexuality, and not rightly identifying with your sexual energy, because you’re always 

relating to it like ‘sex is dirty’.  Sex is Divine!  That’s why everybody always says “Oh 

god, oh god, oh god!”  What’s God got to do with it when you told me it’s a sin?  Or “Oh 

Jesus, Oh God, Oh Jesus!”  You know when you’re having sex it’s sweet, so how can God 

come into this when you don’t even want to admit to anybody that you’re having sex or 

talk about it? You go to church and it’s like everybody just came out of an Easter-egg 

wrapper.  Everybody knows you have to have sex to be born, so why are we not looking to 
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understand our approach to our own sexuality, which is our SEXUAL ENERGY, which is 

our LIFE FORCE, which is our CREATIVE POWER.  If you’re not embracing and 

relating to your sexuality and sexual energy in yourself correctly, how can you even talk 

about male and female coming together? Being compatible?  Because all we’re going to 

be trying to do is find somebody that fits our programming.” ~ Siayoum Karuma 

  

If you feel you are both on the same page about where your relationship is heading right from 

the start, and have invested a lot of time into getting to know each other fully, and have 

covered the first three stages in the 6 Month Test, you should have by now made a solid 

commitment to each other.  If this is the case, you may be ready to consummate your 

relationship after 3 months – but this would be the minimum time I would recommend you 

have sex after meeting someone new.  6 Months is ideal because in the first three months 

you’re still in the ‘honeymoon period’. 

 I hear some of you saying “Ooooh, this sounds really hard!”  But do you want to get the 

ring on your finger? 

 

“If he’s serious about you he will wait the 6 months.  This has been my rule from when I 

was single.  We (men) do know our boundaries, but we will break them if allowed.” 

~Bunmi O’Tuminu 

After the first 3 months, if you’re both still into each other, you are ready to move on to the 

next stage. 

This is where you get to spend cosy evenings in together; take it in turns to stay over at each 

other’s places, but don’t let it be all one-sided.  If he insists on coming to your place all the 

time, QUESTION IT!  I’m sure he’ll have a good excuse, but if you are unable to observe 

him in his natural environment, you’re missing out on a big chunk of getting to know him.  

Talking to him over the phone for hours does not suffice. 
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Once you are sure you want to take the relationship to the next level, plan it carefully.  Most 

couples don’t plan their first night together, it just ‘happens’.  You fall in love, you fall out of 

love again.   One minute you’re ‘in love’ and the sex is great.  Then just when you were 

expecting him to commit he ends it, and you wonder “what happened?”   

Eating Peanuts  

As she looked back into him 

she recognized he was 

her one, 

yes he was beautiful 

but it was deeper, more romantic 

Their unquenchable addiction  

had taught her 

his sensuous touch,  

magnificent physique 

could not compare to his incredible mind 

that vibe when they spiritually dined 

entwined, united as one 

almost indistinguishable as two 

For she admired his soul, 

the way he arrogantly always knows her 

Inside and out, 

Upside and down, 

Feeding her, 
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Loving her 

And yet she pondered 

Why after three years 

Six months 

Fourteen days 

And nine hours 

Why they no longer woke 

Nor spoke 

Together 

Forever 

Questioning the cost of their perfection 

As he left her for the way she 

Noisily 

Ate peanuts? 

by Toyin Agbetu 

(That could just be an excuse, for example!) 

  

Plan Your Future Together 

You must have heard the saying if you fail to plan, you plan to fail; apply that to your 

relationship. 

If you want children, say so.  Men generally have more time to consider having children than 

women do.  At 40, a man doesn’t have to worry about whether he will still be able to father a 

child, whereas a woman at this age may start getting concerned. 

As the woman, it’s your job to be direct with him about what you want.  He may not have 

been considering marriage and children, but if you let him know it’s important to you, it may 

give him focus.  If you want to buy a house together, tell him.  We are meant to be the home-

makers, and they the providers.    If you want to have that male energy around your house, 

say so.  If you want security, say so.  If you want marriage, say so. 
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     “A woman’s natural instinct is to want to pro-create, be loved and feel secure.  A 

sense of security is very important to a woman.  Marriage is a good foundation: Before 

entering into marriage you should both AGREE what you want out of it.  It’s like building 

a building; you don’t draw up plans for your building and then change the plan half way 

through.  There are some things that you can change e.g. colours and cosmetics, but the 

structure of the building must remain the same if you want it to remain intact” ~ Bunmi 

O’Tuminu (married father of two) 

 

Money Challenge – Buy Black! 

“With Caucasians there’s a science to marriage.  It’s a CONTRACT.  They are investing 

their TIME and MONEY.  They make sure they’re not wasting their time/money, there’s 

a MUTUAL BENEFIT e.g. pro-creating/a merging of wealth.” ~ Michael Williams 

We (Nubians) are the biggest consumers; however we mis-appropriate our time and money 

and give it to others to build their wealth.  Where I’m currently staying is a rather posh part 

of South London (not my house), and quite a lot of the houses are owned by Asians (some of 

them are two houses made into one!)  Where did they get the money from to invest in these 

properties? From our hair and nail extensions, and our convenience-buying at the corner 

shop! Asians silently look down on us while taking our money.  I remember going into one of 

their shops to sell my products and he just looked at me and laughed, saying “We don’t buy 

from you, we only sell to you”.  I avoid their shops like the plague now.  We have helped 

everyone else build their businesses, buy homes, provide the best education for their children, 

while our own community remains the same.  Keeping our money within our community 

must be our first priority, if we are to re-build it.  And it starts with ourselves, individually.   

We have to work at building and sustaining wealth, and keeping our money within our 

community, as others do.  If a billionaire walked past you down the street, you wouldn’t even 

notice.  Have a look at photos of rich people; do they spend their money on designer clothes 

and expensive trainers?  No, they invest their money into businesses, stocks and shares, and 

property.  They make their money work for them, they don’t work for money. 

Sorry if I strayed from the topic there, but if you are thinking of entering marriage, getting 

your finances in order should be a priority. 

As part of your DIY Arranged Marriage, you are to find out as much about the other person 

as possible, including their financial history (I’m talking to both women and men here). 

If you are planning on getting married, consider starting to save together for your wedding, a 

new home, or future plans (e.g. babies). If you agree to live together, open a joint account for 

household bills, and also keep your own bank account. Living together is a good choice if 

you’re in a committed relationship, because it means you’ll cut expenditure in half.  Instead 
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of paying two lots of everything, you can combine your incomes and pay one set of bills. You 

could always rent out one of your homes to provide an extra income while you’re testing your 

living compatibility. 

Obviously, if you’re a Christian you would have to wait until you’re married to co-inhabit, 

but don’t wait until the person shows up to get your finances in order.  Think ahead in terms 

of being able to take a year off work on Maternity Leave when you have your first baby.  

Will you be able to do that comfortably?  If you have savings, you will. 

In today’s economic climate, it can seem hard to think about savings if you’re just working to 

pay your bills.  But saving a small amount each month begins to accrue over time. 

 If you or your partner has debts, sit down and plan how you will clear your debts together, 

especially if you are considering marriage.  Have a joint bank account to save for your future, 

but always have your own money as well – never put all your eggs into one basket!  Wealth 

creation should be part of your long-term plans; saving money together is a good way of 

building a future together.  If you think you can’t save but you can afford to buy designer 

clothes, have a £100 weave, buy expensive trainers etc. you should think seriously about 

whether you have your priorities in the right order. 

Poverty Mentality 

Do you have a poverty mentality?  Most of us were programmed that way since childhood. 

But if you want to gain wealth, you have to develop an abundance mentality, and the best 

way to do this is to watch your money grow. 

Supposing you did something like this together (or individually): 
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As you can see, it doesn’t take much to accumulate wealth.  If you were both doing it, you 

would have double the amount in a year.  This is a minimum, but if you are both in well-

paying jobs (or running your own business) you may decide to put more in the kitty.   

 “What has this got to do with getting the ring on?” I hear you ask.  Building wealth should 

be part of your long-term goal, especially if you are thinking about getting married and 

starting a family.  The main cause of stress within relationships is finances.  So you should 

have a Plan of how you are going to spend (and save) your money. 

  

Make Your Home a Throne for a King 

If you are in a relationship and you want it to last, work at turning your home into a safe 

haven he will want to come home to.  He has a hard enough time outside of the home; he 

doesn’t want war at home as well.  Give him his space, allow him to go ‘into his cave’, cook 

delicious meals for him, run him a candle-lit bath when he comes home stressed, give him 

massages, do sexy dances for him, engage his intellect, do whatever it takes to keep love 

alive! (Within reason!) 
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“…if we are stressed, we NEED silence.  When we are ready we will come and talk to 

you.”   ~ Dennis Brown 

If he is currently not reaching his full potential, help him.  Don’t de-masculate him by doing 

everything for him, but if he isn’t of the mindset of a provider, get him to start thinking like 

one.  When our elders came over in the sixties, they were promised good jobs, but were only 

offered menial jobs when they arrived (most were well qualified but couldn’t get jobs in their 

field, so had to re-train in order to get employment).  They worked their asses off to buy 

properties.  Our men can do the same thing, but they need drive and focus.  Within my circle, 

most of the men I know own at least one property.  If you are dating a brother who is as yet to 

get his foot on the property ladder, before thinking about having children, sit down and plan 

with him how you are going to raise your children together. 

  

Don’t Give Up!  

“Love can change colours so learn to love in the day or night” ~ Edward Ofosu, Artist 

In other words, it won’t always be bright and colourful, you’re going to have those grey days.  

When you’re going through the rough times, take off the rose-coloured glasses and deal with 

the reality of the situation.  In Year Seven of ‘Journey of a Sister’ I intuitively wrote a 

beautiful analogy about relationships:   

‘Relationships have their seasons; just as there is Summer, Autumn, Winter and Spring, 

relationships also go through their seasons – it can’t always be Summer.  There are also 

the cold winter months when it seems as if everything has died, but in Spring everything 

starts to blossom, and before you know it, it’s Summer again! The problem is, most 

people give up during their ‘winter period’, thinking the relationship has died...’ 

Mother Nature has taught us a lot about life, we just need to pay attention to her lessons. 

"Unity is strength, division is weakness." ~ Swahili Proverb 

Don’t Blame/Criticize 

This can be a hard one because we women like to get things off our chest!  But make a 

conscious effort not to speak negatively about your man to your girlfriends/family.  Work it 

out together.  Only speak words of praise about your man!  Thoughts and words are energy.  

Even when you’re going through a rough patch, send out positive thoughts of love to your 

partner.  I do this with my suns and it works.  Thinking positive thoughts about your partner 

can transform your relationship.  How do you expect to heal your relationship if you’re 

harming it with negative thoughts and words? 
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“You can never heal relationships by talking and thinking about how awful it is. The only 

way you can heal your relationships is by turning your thoughts AWAY from the problems 

and start creating new thoughts that will produce a solution.” 

~ Wilfred ‘Rawventure’ Campbell 

 

Praise Him! 

 Instead of talking down to him, offer words of encouragement instead 

 Avoid talking bad about him to your girlfriends/sisters/family/etc. 

 Praise him when he does something you like 

“Encouragement is high on my list. Don’t assassinate his character”   ~ Wadada 

(saxophonist) 

According to the Law of Attraction (one of the Universal Laws) Gratitude is the biggest 

thing you can do to cause you to attract more things to be grateful for.  Since we are made in 

the image and likeness of the Great I Am, we like praise too!  When you offer praise, it 

makes the other person want to do more for you.  Men are designed to hunt, gather and 

provide, but if you criticize something they are doing, it dampens their spirit and they lose 

zest.  Instead, offer more praise and encouragement, and they will want to do more for you.  

God expresses Him/Herself through us.   

Praise is like water to a flower, criticism is like weed-killer. 

  

Lessons on Sex 

Thoughts are energy 

Words are energy 

Sex is energy 

Everything is energy! 
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      To understand the masculine and feminine energy, we have to talk about sexual 

energy.   

 
 

Sex is Not to Be Used as a Weapon of Control 

      “When you’re having sex without heart-felt love you’re contaminating each other.  It 

becomes ego control, when sex is meant to EMPOWER each other.  It’s about how much 

you can receive/give FREELY, not “I’ll take more but I’m not giving” or “I’ll give but I 

can’t receive”.  Sex shows you where your ego is being the barrier between your free 

unlimited capacity you have to give and receive love.  So when you enter sex with a 

heartful LOVING approach you’re actually nurturing and nourishing each other.  But 

when sex is used for manipulation and control, one loses and one gains.” ~ Saiyoum 

Karuma 

SEX, the Spiritual Aspect  

      ‘When a man enters your womb, what type of energy and consciousness does he have?  Is 

he bitter, is he happy, does he love himself, does he love you?  Is he a positive or negative 

thinker? 

When a woman makes love to you is she blessing or cursing you? 

Is she bitter, is she happy, does she love herself, does she love you? 

Sex is a ritual of exchanging energies, thoughts, emotions and spirits.  During sex you 

become a spiritual sponge for the consciousness and energy of that other person.   

Each pump and thrust is an affirmation.  Are they draining your life force and energy, or are 

they re-charging, healing and re-fuelling your spirit?   

Be Mindful of the True Power of Sex!’ ~ Author Unknown 
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The Ankh Life: The Mathematics of Sex  

"Welcome to my Maths Class” by Anthos El Ma’at Ra 

      Okay you know I can't leave the masculine mind out, ladies let’s be honest; the men too 

have to be in balance with your energy, as you would have to be with his. So below I share a 

short piece for the men, as men are usually active and ready to ENTER THE COURSE 

(INTER -COURSE), but with proper discipline on both of you guys part he can control his 

over drive to be disciplined by his Goddess. 

 

     “Men you better wake up and innerstand the mathematics of your Goddess, before you 

ADD the bed make sure you surrender your mind to her, don't MINUS her clothes if you not 

sure to put a ring on it, if you DIVIDE her legs you better be ready to be her man, that's real 

G-Shit, so you SUBTRACT her draws and still don't want to commit? Ladies get that fool off 

you before he SQUARE ROOT your ass, cause he cheating with lame ass mathematics."  

   

      Wisdom: "Men if you need your women to inner stand Cosmic Love, try not turn her into 

a Christian, if you want to worship her don't have her become a Muslim, and if you so in need 

of a Heaven, become conscious of you and her and study the principles of her Divine 

Energy... She will bring peace on Earth to her King... she's your Goddess... and that's Cosmic 

Love in Mathematics" 

      Here is something I knew all along but barely knew it really made a difference: Verbal 

Penis Worship is very effective…… WOW!! Honestly, this is something that women have 

done in their thoughts or after being with a wonderful man. Verbal Penis Worship sounds like 

this: “Girl, let me tell you, his penis is beautiful and so majestic, his head was perfect, the 

curve was amazing, I could feel all of him….”  

 

      Men enjoy being worshiped verbally, so maybe it’s time women made this a regular 

practice in their cosmic evolution. A friend of mine said he had a girl tell him his “penis is so 

beautiful” when he was a teen. Still today when he has a bad day he thinks of that moment 

and smiles….. We have been conditioned in this society to hide any feeling of appreciation 

towards our sexual organs. It is a shame we can’t express our gratitude to these organs of 

creation and inspiration. Do you know in some parts of the world there are festivals that 
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worship the penis? A whole day or days of chanting partying and enjoying the organ of 

males. Groups such as Hinduism, show a Goddess Shiva on top Kali’s Lingam. Japan has a 

shrine and festival dedicated to Manhood, the Mara Kannon Shrine. In Egypt Min is the 

ancient God of fertility, always shown with an erection of course!  

 Adoring and loving each other’s creative organs 

should definitely be part of love making. Here are 

some ways you can boost your man’s penis ego by 

worshiping his penis verbally. He will definitely thank 

you and he will feel like a million bucks.  

 

Kneeling Goddess: 

 

Do this before love making, greet his penis with your 

first impression. Kneeling in front of your King, get 

close to his sacred mound and adore it with words, 

touch, and kisses – even through the pants. Treat his 

penis as separate from the man; speak to it as if it is its 

own entity (it does have a mind of its own sometimes 

lol). Use kindness, honesty and be real with him. Adore his penis with words and light touch.  

 

Fellatio: 

      Of course fellatio is a good way to worship any man. Please be in the moment, take his 

cues, look into his eyes, enjoy the act of sucking, after all you are doing the worshiping so 

come with your full self here just as you’d want his full self in his worship of you.  

 

Some words you can use: 

“It’s beautiful” 

“Amazing can I kiss it” 

“Wow. Just how I imagined it – your greatness” 

“I can’t wait to feel you in me” 

“Am I dreaming, pinch me” 

“My mouth is watering” 

“You have a nice strong helmet” 

“It smells, tastes delicious” 

“I praise the head of my King, sweet nectar that comes from within" 
 

Love 

 

Above all, men crave love. Most men are painfully aware of their imperfections and deep 

down may not believe they deserve to be loved. So finding a woman who can make them feel 

loved and deserving of love can satisfy a deep unspoken craving. 

 

2. They may not realize how much they need to be loved until they actually experience 
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genuine mature love. 

 

3. It may take them a while to differentiate between love and sex. 

 

4. In a mature relationship, each party contributes to the emotional security of the other by 

satisfying these cravings. 

 

5. All relationships have ups and downs. All individuals have imperfections and annoying 

habits. It is the emotional support that makes it worthwhile to preserve a relationship through 

the many challenges. 

 

Though we know what happens physically to men and women during orgasm (muscle 

contractions, increased heart rate, and movement of the uterus and vagina), the real feeling of 

climax comes from a number of chemical reactions in our body as I describe above, through 

much discipline together as one cosmic union you can target these parts of the body to 

become much vibrant in your cosmic evolution... 

This now brings me to the core of this Cosmic guide: What has Mathematics got to do with 

Sex? Actually, a lot. Physical attraction depends on ratio. Our attraction to another person's 

body increases if that body is symmetrical and in proportion. Likewise, if a face is in 

proportion, we are more likely to notice it and find her beautiful.  

 

The Golden Ratio (or Golden Section-"Sex-on") is based on Fibonacci Numbers, where every 

number in the sequence (after the second) is the sum of the previous 2 numbers: "1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 

8, 13, 21, ...." 

You are a template of this Golden Ratio from Creation, just like many of you have found 

your Twin Flames. The proportion of the length of your love, the position of your InterSex 

Bodies, and the Vibration of your Soul Connection all conform to some aspect of the Golden 

Ratio.  

 

When your Twin Flame is in union with your self, there is a Cosmic balance proportion to 

both Souls. You are the Mathematics of Sex + Cosmic Love. 

 

This is the MATHEMATICS OF SEX, embrace your evolution through the Sacred Geometry 

of Sex! 
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~ Anthos El Ma’at Ra, author of The Ankh Life: Children of the Hidden Seeds 

 There are different levels to sex.  Think of it like a ladder: you should be able to go up and 

down the ladder, from the lowest chakra of base carnal lust to the highest form of pure, 

spiritual love, and the balance is somewhere in between.  It’s not wrong to want to have pure 

lustful sex sometimes, but if you only operate on the lower four chakras, you are missing out 

on experiencing the higher spiritual aspects of love-making. 

 “When the man is doing what he’s supposed to be doing right (and it’s not all about 

ejaculation it’s about orgasm - men orgasm too).  When a man stays in tune with himself 

he allows the woman to have a firm, steady place so she can fly off and go wherever she 

wants to go…she’s riding the waves – he’s supposed to stay present (I asked “so the man’s 

not supposed to orgasm?”) No. Orgasm is different to ejaculation.  When a man ejaculates 

that’s it, over, done.  When he’s having an orgasm he’s allowing the waves of energy, the 

current, to flow through him, and as it’s flowing through, it’s clearing blocks. Orgasm 

means to expand.” ~ Siayoum 

Make it your goal to not just want to get the ring on your finger, but to experience the 

highest, purest form of Love – which starts with loving your SELF. 

 

**************************** 

Is the ‘White Wedding’ a ‘Black’ Thing? 

At the Book Launch of the First Edition, we discussed this topic extensively.  Some people 

felt that we should get back to our original ways of forming unions before we were Colonized 

by Europeans, while others felt that marriage provided a solid foundation in which to raise 

children.  I think with anything in life, marriage has its pro’s and con’s.  Economically it 

makes sense to live together, rather than paying two sets of bills. In some African traditions, 

men were allowed to have as many wives as he could afford.  They all lived in one 

compound, and raised their children as a community.   

Even in terms of the bible, the ‘white wedding’ is non-existent.  While many of us follow the 

Christian faith, we have no idea what marriage truly is, yet believe that sex before marriage is 

wrong.  If this is you, read my blog post ‘Sex and the Bible’ (link at back of book).   
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Traditional Wedding 

The church I used to go to was predominantly African and many of my friends had both the 

traditional wedding back home, and the European wedding here.  Even my cousin (who 

married a Nigerian lady) had to go through their traditional ceremony; a dowry had to be paid 

for his bride, and gifts given to the family.  He also had to prove to her parents that he was 

going to be able to look after his new bride.  It was understood that this was not just a 

marriage (or merging) of husband and wife, but of the two families.  If a man values you, he 

will find ways to pay your price, even if he didn’t have ways originally.  Men are naturally 

hunters; you have to allow them to do the chasing. 

‘…Let the hunter in you chase me 

I cannot be caught easily, 

But once in the snare of your love 

I will not wish to be set free...’ 
 

(from my poem ‘Ode to My King Pt.1’ on the ‘Seeds of Love’ CD) 

 

Jumping the Broom 

Jumping the Broom is an Akan practice which travelled with enslaved Africans taken from 

the Asante area in Ghana. This practice was used to strengthen marriages during their 

enslavement.  It is a part of African culture that survived slavery.  With slavery over, the plan 

to assimilate and Colonize Africans to become more European began.  Nubians could now 

get married in their churches.  Once Nubians were allowed to wed European-style and to 

have weddings rings as a symbol of marriage, the broom ceremony was no longer required.  
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The irony is that practice of jumping the broom was largely discarded after the abolition of 

slavery which was consistent with the eventual fall of the Ashanti Confederacy in Ghana in 

1897 and the coming of British customs. 

We live in Western society now, so ‘jumping the broom’ wouldn’t be recognized legally, but 

do consider including jumping the broom as part of your ceremony even if you do opt for the 

‘white wedding’, in honour of your ancestors. 

  

‘It takes a village to raise a child’ 

The concept of just the two parents raising their children is European.  In African tradition, 

grandparents, aunts, uncles etc. would also be involved.  Unfortunately, while this tradition 

was carried from Africa to the Caribbean, due to the physical and sexual abuse our ancestors 

endured, children became vulnerable.  People who were not related to family were also being 

called ‘aunt’ and ‘uncle’ and were allowed free access to the children.  Many of these 

children were sexually abused and molested, and it was swept under the carpet.  In Jamaica 

where my parents are from, I hear this still happens today.  

But all is not lost!   

If you are considering marriage and starting a family, consider letting your parents, or any 

other elders in your community help raise your children.  In European culture the elderly are 

not respected for the wealth of wisdom and experience they have accumulated.  When I was 

growing up, my grandmother was my strongest influence.  Many children today are missing 

out on having an elder to guide them.  Even as a married couple, you would need to look to 

other married couples and the older generation for guidance on how to sustain your 

relationship – but let’s focus on getting the ring on first! 

What does ‘Marriage’ mean?  

In my mind, ‘marriage’ has nothing to do with a ‘white wedding’.   

If it’s your desire to spend thousands of pounds ‘tying the knot’ don’t let me or anyone else 

tell you any different.  However, I wouldn’t advise you to get yourself into debt on its 

account.  Remember, the ‘white wedding’ is only the beginning; you still have to set up home 

together, and if you’re planning on having babies shortly thereafter, you should have savings 

to compensate for your time off work so as not to cause any financial stress.  Don’t blow all 

your money (or take out a loan) to pay for a wedding. If you do, you’re only falling victim to 

consumerism, and setting yourselves up for future financial woes. 

Make sure your union isn’t solely based upon the material, but is a spiritual union as well.   

Marriage is a commitment of the heart, where the two of you both agree to do whatever it 

takes to make the relationship work, no matter how bad things get (or how good for that 

matter!) In my novel ‘Journey of a Sister’, the couple finally agree to tie the knot, and while 
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on holiday together they meet an elderly couple who have been married for 30 years.  This 

extract is the advice they gave (inspired by my Higher Self): 

The Secret (Extract from Year 9: ‘Journey of a Sister’) 

Charles asked “What’s the secret to your long and happy marriage?” 

The couple looked at each other before turning back to him and replying: 

(Husband) “Always go to bed with forgiveness in your heart – never carry hurt or 

begrudging over to the next day.” 

(Wife) “Pray together. Having God in the centre of our marriage is what keeps it strong.” 

(Husband) “I make sure I tell her I love her every day – and I mean it!” 

(Wife) “Make time for each other, even when the children start coming – do you have 

children?” 

“Yes, three” Charles responded. 

“Well it’s good to see you’re still taking time out to spend time together.  That’s 

important in a relationship. Ever since we got married, we’ve always had one weekend a 

month to ourselves, without the children.  Either they would go to his sister’s, or mine.  We 

would ‘share the care’. And we would have their children once a month so they could have 

their Time Out too – and they’re still married as well!” Catherine enthused.   

(Husband) “Yes, it’s important to have a good support network around you, either friends 

who are also married, or couples like us who have been happily married for years, who can 

give you advice during the rough periods – because they will come. It’s inevitable.  But 

you’ve got to have stick-ability.  Remember why you decided to get married in the first place.  

Remember the vows you made to each other.” 

Suzanne asked “Will you be our mentors?” and looking at Charles added “I’d love to 

think that we’ll still be in love after 30 years of marriage, like you are.” 
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“We’re not so much in love as in commitment to each other,” Mrs Jones corrected.   

“If you fall in love, it’s just as easy to fall out of love again.  But it’s our commitment to 

each other that keeps us together, more than our love for each other.” 

 

 

Did you Get the Ring On? 

 

If you have followed this guide to the T and completed the 6 Month Test, you should both be 

happily on your way to planning your wedding, or in a committed long-term relationship.  If 

not, ask your Self the following questions; 

 Have I identified my issues and worked on my Self to heal? 

 Did I write down the list of qualities I want my partner to have?  Am I the reflection 

of those qualities? 

 Have I been doing my daily affirmations?  (Remember, it’s not just you doing it; 

hundreds, maybe thousands of other people around the globe are doing it as well – 

like attracts like!) 

 Did I give up the coochie too quickly? 

 Did I make it clear to him from the beginning what I wanted from the relationship? 

 Did we follow the Plan? 

 Did we both agree that a spiritual union is more important than a ring? 
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I hope this book has raised your level of hope to excitement and anticipation; those are the 

frequencies you need to be on in order to attract your soul mate! 

Marriage is not the Be All and End All! 

At the Book Launch of the first edition, we discussed whether ‘the ring’ was even an Afro-

centric concept.   The front cover design of this book was inspired by a comment made by a 

(married) Christian brother named Jay (for short).  He said “The ring is the smallest handcuff 

ever created by the white man”.  We discussed topics like “What was the African way of 

establishing our unions?  What were our relationships like before we were Colonized?  

Should we be seeking to carry on this European tradition, or should we get back to our own 

way of doing things?” 

Marriage isn’t for everybody.  Whether you marry or not should be your choice, not 

something you feel pressured into doing by society, your church, family or friends.  Marriage 

has its pro’s and con’s, just like being single.  If it’s your desire to marry, I’m behind you 

100%.  Even though the ‘white wedding’ isn’t for me, a lot of my work promotes marriage –  

I even encourage my suns to marry, because I would love my grandchildren to be raised in a 

loving, nurturing environment with both masculine and feminine energies.  So if you desire to 

be married, I’m committed to helping you on your quest.   

 

If you succeeded in getting the ring on…now what?   

“Some women change once they get the ring on their finger, as if to say “I’ve got him 

now, I don’t need to make an effort anymore”.  When dating, some women make the effort 

to look prim and proper but once married start going to bed with any old wrapper on 

their head.  In Africa, women are trained from little girls how to adorn themselves for 

their husband and how to keep him focused on her; what perfumes to wear, how to look 

good all the time.  They know the way to keep a man in the house is with good food.  It is 

very rare to find an African woman who cannot cook.  Also, a woman must know how to 

respect her man.  If he sees she is ‘submissive’ (e.g. not raising her voice at him, 

especially in front of his friends) he is more inclined to commit to her.  Submission is not 
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a bad word.  It’s the woman’s natural desire to want to be submissive to her man.”  ~ 

Bunmi O’Tuminu 

      I’m inclined to agree with Bunmi’s last statement, although some of you may not.  In my 

poem ‘R U The One?’ I asked “...Can you make me submit to you?  Not through force, but 

willingly, because you are submitted to the Almighty...”  If you have met a ‘godly’ 

brother, you should have no problem submitting to him. 

      Getting the ring on is just the beginning of your journey together.  When you get engaged, 

you should also set a date to be married.  Some women remain engaged for years, and never 

get married in the end. 

 

I knew a woman who’s partner who ran his own business but didn’t contribute anything 

towards any of her household bills.  Yet she washed his clothes, cooked his meals, and 

generally ‘mothered’ him.  She knew he wasn’t right for her long term, but felt that he was 

right for where she was in life at the time.  Be clear about what you want out of the 

relationship right from the beginning.  Why invest your time and inner-g in a man when you 

know he’s not right for you? 

Remember to play your role in the relationship as the woman, and allow him to play his as 

the man.  This same friend was excellent at DIY, so never relied on her partner to help her 

with anything that needed mending around the house.  Even when she did ask him, he would 

take forever to do the job, so she would end up doing it herself in the end.  Maybe he felt 

inadequate, or maybe he was just taking advantage of the situation.   

If you’ve reached the end of this book and you’re disappointed because there’s no ‘magic 

formula’ to getting the ring on your finger, don’t be disappointed. If you are prepared to do 

the WORK (both inner, and with your partner when he shows up) you will stand a much 

better chance of getting the ring on your finger. 

If you would like advice throughout any part of the process, I offer confidential Intuitive 

Personal Counselling.  Click on the link and book your 30 minute or one hour session, choose 

a date, pay, and you will receive a confirmation email. 

Wishing you all the best on your Love Quest, and remember, it starts with your Self! 

https://app.acuityscheduling.com/schedule.php?owner=11979317
https://app.acuityscheduling.com/schedule.php?owner=11979317
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Summary 

So to conclude this book, I will sum it up: 

1. Get to know your SELF before seeking to get to know someone else 

2. Know your Self worth; Love and Respect your Self, then you will command Love and 

Respect from others. 

3. Identify your issues and work on them so that you are the best version of your Self 

that you can be.  Complete a Self-development program. 

4. Learn your her-story; are you suffering from Post Traumatic Slave Syndrome? (Do 

you have any of the symptoms?) 

5. Are you still carrying Emotional Baggage from past relationships?  Heal Your Self!  

Go into your new relationship as a whole person, not a half person trying to make a 

whole. 

6. You are not a victim!  Men know their boundaries but will break them if you allow 

them to. 

7. You Attract What You Are: BE the Love that you are seeking to attract. 

8. Know your Power; Get in touch with your Femininity; Trust your Intuition 

9. Know What you Want; don’t settle for less 

10. Are you Ready for Love? Start putting it ‘out there’ 

11. Write the Vision, make it Plain (be realistic) 

12. Focus on Your Desires; do your Daily Visualisation 

13. Prepare your Self – Clear out the clutter of past relationships! 

14. Attend events where you are likely to meet your ideal man e.g. Cultural events, (my) 

Book Signing & Discussion Events, live performance events, evening classes, 

Christian Singles Events where you can meet singles from other churches 

15. Be Open to the Abundance of the Universe! 
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16. Have a Plan; don’t give up the coochie too quickly if your plan is to get married! 

17. Do the ‘DIY Arranged Marriage’ for the best chances of dating success 

18. Learn the Afrocentric way of a spiritual union, rather than the Eurocentric way of a 

(physical) union. 

19. Let him be the man in the relationship (even if he’s earning less than you).  Practice 

operating in your Feminine Energy and allowing him to operate in his Masculine 

Energy. Learn all you can about the Afrocentric perspective on Love & Marriage as 

opposed to the Eurocentric 

20. Understand the Creative Power of your Womb, and learn the Science of Black Male 

and Female Sex (link to purchase book/DVD by TC Carrier in ‘Acknowledgements’) 

21. Marriage is not the Be All and End All!  The Ring is just the beginning…. 

How Do You Keep Love Alive? 

 

Getting the ring on your finger is one thing, sustaining the relationship is another! 

In the follow-up to this book, I’ll be interviewing Nubian couples who have been together for 

at least 8 years to advise you on how to keep love alive!  (If you would like me to interview 

you as a couple, get in touch at cezannepoetess@gmail.com)  

Remember: 

BLACK LOVE = BLACK POWER 

We Belong Together! 

**************************** 

mailto:cezannepoetess@gmail.com
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Poetry from Our Brothers  

You Are…Part 1 by Kwame McPherson 

…my inspiration 

The cornerstone of my focus 

A part of my concentration 

Undiluted, pure 

Attaining a higher self 

A mystical vibration 

 

…my proclamation 

A vocal veneer 

A vibrant visualisation 

Pronouncing, announcing 

A uniqueness of strength 

Steeped in years of determination 

An eternal continuation 

 

…my exclamation 

Heart skips a beat, 

A mouth-watering manifestation 

A yearning, wanting, longing 

Loins burning, stomach churning 

Make love until early morning 

A new type of dawning 

 

…mesmerising 

Tantalising, satisfying, gratifying 
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Every cell in my body 

I’m not lying 

Straining, staining, holding 

My being in a grip 

Factualising, justifying, simplifying 

How to be 

How not to slip 

 

…captivating 

Joining, uniting, aligning 

Grasping my soul 

Enhancing my meditation 

Flowing through my veins 

A sensuous, sweet, sensation 

 

…my compulsion 

Pushing, pulling 

Trying, guiding 

Taking, leading 

Believing yet feeling 

Visioning, dreaming 

Promoting, seeing 

Our potential 

Our spiritual meaning 

 

…my motivation 

Challenging me to see 
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Enhancing all I’m destined to be 

Walking beside 

A satisfaction 

A counteraction 

A people’s continuation 

 

…my construction 

Helping us to build 

Our foundation 

Captured from an Ancestral tradition 

Blessed by Our Creators personal function 

A positive capitalisation 

A consistent, constant captivation 

 

…my completion 

Fulfilling a journey 

Towards our destination 

A walk 

A trip 

An excursion 

Blessed 

Taking us to our spiritual conclusion 

Written on a vibe, by Kwame M.A. McPherson, 28
th

 December 2008. 

Available in ‘The Love Poems’, www.lulu.com/spotlight/maxkey 

 

 

 

http://www.lulu.com/spotlight/maxkey
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You Are…Part 2 

…the honey in my Cerassie tea 

…the Ackee with my Saltfish 

…the Rum in my Coke 

…the Ganja in my cake, well soaked 

 

…the Hummingbird in my Hibiscus 

Touching me here, there 

Gently touching everywhere 

 

…the ray of sunshine 

Smiling that beautiful smile 

To say you’re all mine 

 

…Dunn’s River Falls 

Flowing, feeling all parts of me 

From the bush to the warm Caribbean Sea 

Filling my vessel for me to be 
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…a fine fit female with two bumpsious mounds 

A reminder of Jackfruit 

Full, firm round 

A mouthful at any one time 

One part stiff 

Yet delicious, tasty like wash – sugar, water and lime 

 

…the rich, green fields of sugar cane 

Its sap sweet, tasty rich 

Sucking its juices 

So much energy for me to gain 

 

…the delicious Julie mango 

Dripping fluids 

Licked by my lips already set 

My tongue soft tasting, wet 

 

…Soursop 

Spongy, supple, slushy 

Waiting on my banana to make it even more mushy 

 

…my Blue Draws 

Covered in banana leaf 

Baked in the ground 

Like your legs wrapped around 

The heat in between so profound 
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…my Rice and Peas 

Spiced in Coconut Milk 

Scelion, never cooked with cheese 

Tasting your lips is like touching my skin to silk 

 

…my marinated jerk 

Succulent, flavoured a tasty dish 

My stomach never filled like this 

My soul now complete 

My total, ultimate wish 

 

…my boiled up Cho-cho 

Steamed, sexy, scrumptious, 

Licking my lips there’s a happy smile 

Far from a frown 

Because the look of the Cho-cho 

Show me what to expect 

When we touch the bed 

Just me and you 

 

…my Guinness Punch 

A warm, soothing drink during lunch 

Growing within 

I feel your touch the taste making my head spin 

 

…curried chicken back 

Moving all the way down 
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Gently touching my insides 

From my neck to my butt crack 

 

…Hot Pepper Pot Soup 

Exciting my body, my soul 

Your Scotch-bonnet burning like the sun 

Capturing my heart, making me whole 

Being with you is fun 

Like when we’re in the Caribbean or Africa, it just cannot be done! 

Written on a vibe, by Kwame M.A. McPherson, 28
th

 December 2008. 

Available in ‘The Love Poems’, www.lulu.com/spotlight/maxkey 

  

Your Heart is Lighter than a Feather 

Or a Billion Ants Eating a  

Piece of Sweet Watermelon Together 

We know that this is what you do  

You are a 100 Percent Proof of Living Divine Truth  

And we all want to Step in your World  

And Walk in your Divine Shoes just Smiling  

While Thinking out Loud in Bright Shiny Ultraviolet   

And a Sudden outburst of Laughter  

While being Absolutely Silent 

Your Beautiful Mind is like your own Private Island  

Where Everything is Everything from  

Powerful Energy to the Songs that Colorful Birds Sing 

And Delicious Health Foods and Sacred Sabbaticals   

Nano Molecules while we all are just Loving You 

Your Cup is always Running Over 

Carrying all of Humanity on Both of your Shoulders 

You are The Next Level of 

Existence as Mother Earth gets Older 

You’re the Bomb exactly like Crazy Calm 

Or a Jade Quartz Elephant in a Quite Storm 

You are a Dynamic Reaction  

To All the Laws of Attraction 

Soul to Sole And even Old Fashioned but Always Fantastic 

http://www.lulu.com/spotlight/maxkey
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You Make all of us Believe in Magic  

By Defying the Laws of Gravity Flying like a Hawk 

When ever we are Apart  

We Call on God to Bless our Kidneys and Heart  

We become Prayer Warriors that Constantly 

Meditate and Channel Supreme Thoughts 

And Walking just like the Ancient Egyptians Walked  

And the Last thing I want to say from my Heart is that 

The Legend Must be True  

Because You have a PHD In Miracles 

© Kushi Myers 

 

This poem is for the woman 

For God Loved the World so Much 

You are Exactly what She gave Us 

With the Amazing Ability that can Always Save Us 

No one Else in this Solar System  

Can do The Amazing things Everyday Done by You 

You are like a Beautiful Sunflower  

Growing in a Concrete Jungle 

The Beautiful Sound of a Rain Forest Thunder 

And that Good Feeling in the Pits of the Bottom of our Stomachs that comes from it 
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Making the Coldest day of Winter Feel like the Warmest Day of Summer 

You don’t need no Formal Introduction So Here are your Divine Instruction 

Live your Life to the Fullest as if Tomorrow Wasn’t Loving it and Always Enjoying it 

Don’t Say a Single Word because Your Energy and Vibration 

and your Beautiful Smile will Always be Heard 

Every Mid Night Afternoon and Morning Give Praise to the Creator 

And Prepare a Sacred Space to make a Shrine for your Ancestors with a Beautiful Light 

Sign a Love Letter and Send it on a Meteorite  

and Write Something Divine that you Think We would All Like  

Only you will know the Exact Time when the time is Right 

Connect with Every Beautiful Thing that Takes Flight 

Repeat the Melodies and Sing like the Red Mockingbirds Sings at Night 

You are a Dynamic Perfect Being 

Pieces of a Wonderful Divine Beautiful Dream 

Always and Forever and Ever with Pure Love 

For God Loved the World so Much You are Exactly what She gave Us 

© Kushi Myers 

 

The Black Womban 

We were identified by our spine, 

the black woman and I, 

a cord of togetherness, 
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not in negativity we reside. 

A residue of purpose, 

a method we embrace, 

and once we knew this, 

no other could replace. 

We rang with intelligence, 

sang in growth, 

taught with spiritual guidance 

learnt the lessons once told. 

We are extra-ordinary people, 

our minds are rare, 

and through oppression we concurred 

no longer biding with fear. 

The Black Woman . . . . . . 

 
We came out of her birth canal, 

make love to her when she needs, 

Take her hand and offer her a Godly home, 

in prosperity we seek. 

She doesn’t suffer insomnia, 

we offer her a liquor that’s unique, 

a fulfilling regiment of shut eye, 

a comfortable chest to rest on when feeling fatigued. 

She is our mother our daughter our wife, 

She rejuvenates our soul through the thickness of strife, 

We relax in her tenderness, 

A priceless wake to her morning face rise, 

An expression of truth she offers, 
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As we take her moist making it prime. 

Her kindness is prevalent, 

Out of a strong woman she has grown, 

And only a man with strength can aspire, 

As he makes her his primary goal, 

Other men would shiver at the prospect, 

Not realising the privilege, 

Of being the black woman’s husband, 

Making her your wife an honourable gift. 

 
Copyright © 2012 Darren Moxam/d_nero 

 

 

IMMA DO FOR YOU 

I’m about to open the door for you cause you are a special lady 

Imma wait till you walk through, 

I have a rose in my hand I‘m gonna present to you 

I hope you like it too, 

I have a ring in my pocket I’m gonna give to you 

And ask you to marry me for you are my lady empress and queen 

I booked a table for two so we can eat and drink till the night falls through 

I booked a hotel room for if you get tired too 

And so much more that comes straight from the heart from me to you. 

Imma do for you what a man should do 
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Imma hold you, kiss you, caress you, care for you and love you 

From me to you. 

Written  BY DA TRUTH (Majah Tunda, FB) 

  

Beloved Black Women 

We are but shadows to support your substance 

This is not romanticism affection for advantage 

This is the Law of light, shadows, substance. 

Be yourself in the light, the shadow is compelled to follow you 

It depends on you for life, not the other way around. 

© Vidal Montgomery, Professional Double Bass Player 
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I saw her clearly 

Looking at me softly 

Her lips soft and pinkish tasting of undiluted honey 

Her smile lighting up the room like the glow of the sun 

Her face oval, with clear dark brown eyes 

Her voice tinkling clear and soft like that of a dove 

Her figure moderately slim and shapely 

She had the intellect of a goddess 

She said to me “I am all yours” 

I reached for her hand but she left in a mist 

Leaving her subtle scent to wreck my senses 

I am longing for her, 

My twin flame 

~ Anthos El Ma’at Ra 
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Artists 

I would also like to acknowledge the artists and photographers whose works 

complimented this book; if you are or know any of the artists who I wasn’t able to 

acknowledge because I didn’t know who they were, please get in contact so I can 

include their names accordingly. 

  

 

About Cezanne 

 

“I was born in England of Jamaican parentage but my roots are in 

Africa.  I was raised in the Christian faith which provided a solid 

foundation for my spiritual walk later in life.   

I was inspired to start writing poetry in 2001, and recorded my first 

collection ‘Poetry Spoken Word’ in 2005, produced by Praise & 

Worship Leader Noel Robinson. 

However, in 2007 I reached a point where I found my Self questioning 

a lot of what I’d been taught to believe, so I put all my questions in a fearless letter to God, 

which I ended by asking for ‘the Truth!’  This letter marked a turning-point in my life; I’ve 

shared everything I learnt since then in my Self-help novel ‘Journey of a Sister’ (the letter 

forms the foundation to the whole story!).  The book features my artwork and poetry, which 

are creative expressions of my spiritual journey and personal development.” 

 

In 2008 (on my new path of enlightenment) I started learning how to meditate in order to 

control my negative thinking patterns.  In the process, I unblocked as an artist after 20 years, 

and painted my collection ‘Nature’s Art’. 
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While painting, I also healed myself from the symptoms of SAD (a form of depression 

caused by lack of natural sunlight during the cold, winter months).  This led me to study the 

benefits of Colour Therapy.  I now offer workshops and Retreats to teach how colours affect 

mood and emotions, so that you can create your own piece of art to take back home and hang 

on your wall at home to help heal yourself!  

6 of my paintings have been used to illustrate my novel in full colour, so you will be helping 

yourself in more ways than one!   

You can learn all about the Colour Therapy & Symbolism used in my paintings on the Art 

page of my blog:  

 

Between 2009-10 I collaborated with acoustic guitarist Theo Calliste to produce my CD 

‘Seeds of Love’ (all 13 poems feature in my novel).  The CD also features djembe drummer 

and vocalist Chi Bomani, saxophonist George Dawkins, and the voice of my youngest sun 

‘Azzy’ (saying “Your Own Universe!” on the track ‘Conversations Within’).  Most of the CD 

was home-produced (with the help of my friend Dave Anderson) and has added percussions 

by my Self!   
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“Your MIND is a GARDEN, your THOUGHTS are the SEEDS… 

Plant Seeds of Love in the fertile soil of your mind and watch them BLOSSOM!” 

 ~ Cezanne Poetess 

My poetry, art and books are simply creative expressions of my spiritual journey; I have 

shared them with YOU to help you on your own journey of Self-discovery too!   

I am committed to healing my Self, and to helping individuals heal, find themselves, and 

grow spiritually, in order for us to build healthy relationships.   This is part of the vision I see 

for our Community Rebuilding Project! 

Book Your Intuitive Counselling Session with Me 

I help women (and men) get to the root cause of their relationship (as well as sexual) issues, 

and learn how to tune into your own in-tuition.  I may also suggest ways for you to heal your 

Self (as I am led) in order to progress to healthy, sustainable relationships.   

For the times when emotions are affecting your ability to hear your own inner voice, I offer 

confidential one-to-one Intuitive Counselling.  Sessions cost £30 for half an hour, or £50 for 

one hour (Paypal will convert to your currency).  Book Your Session (by Skype or phone 

depending on your location); you will receive email confirmation after payment. 

Join Me at One of My Book Signing & Discussion Events!  

I organise events where we can meet and discuss the topics raised in my Self-help books; 

after the success of two events I organised in 2010 called ‘What Black Men Want’ and 

What Black Women Need’ (both were packed!) I’ve decided to use my Book-signing events 

as opportunities for us to discuss the issues we face in our relationships in an open, honest 

way. They are also an opportunity to meet like-minded people.   

Book Tour 2016 

I will be hosting monthly Book Signing & Discussion Events in the UK and USA (mainly) 

from March 2016.  If you would like me to attend your church, women’s organization, 

bookshop, library or any community events, visit the above link and see the heading ‘Book 

Cezanne’. 

 

https://app.acuityscheduling.com/schedule.php?owner=11979317
https://www.journeyofasister.com/book-tour-.html
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Get your personally signed paperback and join me at one of the discussion events!   

For all my Products visit www.journeyofasister.com/products 

Leave a Review! 

Has this book helped you in any way? Leave your feedback on the Book Tour page!  

I look forward to meeting you at one of my events where you will be able to share with me 

how this book has helped you on your journey in life! 

In your service, 

 

Connect with me on Facebook 

Join my Facebook Community: Sustainable Black Relationships  

‘Follow’ my blog for weekly articles and to download my art: www.cezanneinspires.com  

‘Like’ the Journey of a Sister Facebook Page for daily inspiration! 

Follow us on Twitter: @JourneySister 

Workshops & Retreats with Cezanne: 

The Self Love Retreat (Women Only) Grenada 1-5
th

 May 2016 

Nurture Your Inner Child (Mixed) Carricaou 7-13
th

 May 2016 

Self Healing through Forgiveness (One Day Workshop) 

To register your interest for any of these, email cezannepoetess@gmail.com   

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.journeyofasister.com/products.html
https://www.journeyofasister.com/book-tour-.html
http://www.facebook.com/pages/Cezanne-Inspires-194864583903441/?ref=hl
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Sustainable-Black-Relationships/191121814292266?fref=ts
http://www.cezanneinspires.com/
https://www.facebook.com/journeyofasister
https://twitter.com/JourneySister
http://cezanneinspires.com/2015/06/13/join-me-in-grenada-self-love-retreat/
http://cezanneinspires.com/2015/07/06/awaken-your-inner-child-retreat/
mailto:cezannepoetess@gmail.com
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Listen to Cezanne’s Poems featured in this book: 

Love Attraction 

We Belong Together 

R U ‘The One’? 

Beware the Vampire! 

I Need a MAN! 

Video Poem: ‘Ode to My King’ (Pt.1) 

Art Video: Nature’s Art 

Read my blog warning about having Sex with the EX! 

Read my blog about Twin Souls/Twin Flames 

Read a FREE extract from ‘Journey of a Sister’: The Bible and Sex 

Read my blog post Sex is Natural, not Sinful! 

Read The Story of My Inner Child 

For all my Products visit https://www.journeyofasister.com/products.html  

  

http://www.reverbnation.com/cezannepoetess/song/15932138-love-attraction
http://www.reverbnation.com/cezannepoetess/song/15932350-we-belong-together
http://www.reverbnation.com/cezannepoetess/song/15932215-r-u-the-one
https://soundcloud.com/cezannepoetess/beware-the-vampire
https://soundcloud.com/cezannepoetess/i-need-a-man
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wV1nelKvfB4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZjL00-jyPCw
http://wp.me/p2oJPB-MZh
http://wp.me/p2oJPB-N52
http://wp.me/p2oJPB-2k
http://wp.me/p4aX5h-_jVB
http://cezanneinspires.com/2014/09/16/the-story-of-my-inner-child/
https://www.journeyofasister.com/products.html
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Community Rebuilding Project: Transformation Academy 

One of my visions for re-building our community is to set up our own schools to send our 

children to, rather than putting them in ‘the system’.  We know they are failing them and 

holding them back intellectually.   

 

I am Patron to Transformation Academy, a school currently being built in Ghana.  One of 

my goals has always been to set up a school in Africa to send children from the UK and USA 

to be taught the things they wouldn’t learn in an ordinary school. The vision for this school 

was birthed in my Self and my Ghanaian friend nine years ago; we wrote the vision in detail, 

and would meet in the park early in the morning to pray out loud and declare and agree that 

this school would be built.  We planted the seed.  While progress has been slow up until now, 

we have bought the land and set the foundations, but we need your help!  We are aiming to 

raise £100,000 to build a three-story building, and to put everything in place to start the 

school within two years!  If you would like to help make this vision a reality, please make a 

donation: 

A/C Name:  TAHARQA CA 

A/c No: 64050491 

Sort Code: 60-15-16 

(Use ‘Transformation Academy’ as a Reference) 

(all donations will be forwarded to Ghana for the building project).  If you want to keep up-

to-date on the how the project is developing, follow my blog: 

www.cezanneinspires.com/transformation-academy 

(All donations will be acknowledged on my blog) 

You may use the same account to contribute towards my Book Tour (travel, accommodation 

printings books etc. Use ‘Book Tour’ as a Reference) 

With gratitude! 

http://www.cezanneinspires.com/transformation-academy
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